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VIEW OF SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
FROM ACROSS THE SACRAMENTO RIVER
GEORGE TIRRELL

The network of rivers and delta channels composing the Sacramento-San Joaquin river
system has long served as a gateway for people and commerce to the heart of central California.
This detail from a painting of the burgeoning port city of Sacramento was done by landscapist
George Tirrell about 1855-1860 from Washington (now Broderick) on the west side of the
river. Unused boats lie docked in the foreground while the sidewheeler Antelope, veteran of the
Panama to San Francisco run, rests at her mooring across the channel. The painting, currently
on loan to the Crocker Art Museum in Sacramento, is reproduced from theM. and M . Karolik
Collection through the courtesy of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Massachusetts, which
reserves all production and other rights .
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This member of the bristle-cone pine forest stands high on a windswept, rock
strewn slope in Inyo National Forest northeast ofBishop, California. These trees
are the oldest known living things on earth; this specimen is about 4,300 years
old.
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This photograph was taken the day before Mrs. Stanford left on her iffjated voyage to
Honolulu.

THE MYS1ERIOUS DEATH OF MRS.
LELAND STANFORD
GARY OGLE

One of the strangest incidents in the history of Hawaii occurred at Honolulu's Moana
Hotel the night of February 28, 1905. That night Mrs. Jane Stanford- widow of
California's "Silver Senator," Leland Stanford, moving force behind the establishment of Stanford University, world traveler, and philanthropist - died in agony of
what was later diagnosed as strychnine poisoning. Her death caused a sensation both
in Honolulu and in her home city of San Francisco. Mrs. Stanford's murderer was
never identified, however, and the questions of who poisoned her, what motivated him
or her, or even whether she was poisoned at all have never been satisfactorily
answered.
Mrs. Stanford had arrived in Honolulu on February 15 aboard the steamer Korea
from San Francisco. She took up residence in room 120 of the Moana Hotel on
Waikiki beach, one of only a few hotels along the now famous beach. Her party included a paid companion, Bertha Berner, and a maid, Mae Hunt, who shared room 122.
Mrs . Stanford had come to Hawaii not merely to enjoy the beautiful scenery and
fine weather, but to escape the possible repetition of a sinister incident which had occurred the previous month in San Francisco. The evening of January 14, as was her
custom, Mrs. Stanford had drunk a glass of Poland Mineral water. After two or three
sips, she noted that the water tasted unusually bitter. Her maid, Elizabeth Richmond,
tasted the water and verified its taste. Miss Richmond gave Mrs. Stanford an emetic of
warm water to induce vomiting, after which Mrs. Stanford felt better. The next day
Miss Richmond took the water to a drug store for analysis. The pharmacist was unable
to perform the needed tests, so he forwarded it to Falkenau's assaying office. A week
later proprietor Louis Falkenau reported to Mrs. Stanford that three-quarters of a grain
of strychnine was left in the Poland Water bottle.
Mrs. Stanford was shocked that anyone would try to kill her. She discharged the
maid, Miss Richmond, immediately, and hired the Morse detective agency to investigate the case. Fearing for her safety, she fled the family's famous Nob Hill mansion in
Gary Ogle obtained a B.A. in History at the University of the Pacific in 1975. He is an attorney and
lives with his wife, Ellen, a 1976 University of the Pacific graduate, in Auburn, California.
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favor, first, of her Palo Alto home and, later, of the St. Francis Hotel. Meantime, the
employees of the Nob Hill house were put under surveillance. No report had yet been
received from the detective agency, however, when Mrs. Stanford arrived in Hawaii.
The morning of the 28th, Mrs . Stanford, her maid, and her companion embarked
on a sightseeing trip and picnic. They left the Moana Hotel at 10:00 a.m. for a leisurely surrey ride over the Pali. The party stopped at a grove of trees on the Koolau side of
the Pali about 1:00 p.m . to enjoy a large lunch of sandwiches, ginger bread, and
chocolate. Mrs. Stanford, who sat against a tree supported by cushions, complained of
stiffness when she attempted to stand and had to be helped to her feet by Miss Berner
and the surrey driver. The party started toward Waikiki around 2:00p.m. On the way
back they stopped at the Royal Mausoleum in Lower Nuuanu Valley and at Sack ' s
store to check on a dress Mrs. Stanford was having made. They were back at the hotel
by 4:00, and Mrs. Stanford went to her room to rest before dinner.
Miss Berner accompanied Jane Stanford to dinner at 6:30 . They did not stay long in
the dining room, for Mrs . Stanford, complaining that the large lunch had upset her
stomach, consumed only a bowl of soup. After dinner the pair walked out near the
long pier of Waikiki before they returned to the hotel where they spent the rest of the
evening on the lanai talking to other guests. Mrs . Stanford, Miss Berner later recalled,
was "in good and bright spirits that evening and had been all day."
At 8:30p.m. Mrs. Stanford returned to her room and began to prepare for bed. Like
many others, she habitually used numerous varieties of patent medicines . Tonight she
instructed Miss Berner to set out a teaspoonful of bicarbonate of soda from a newly

The Moana Hotel on Waikiki Beach, Hawaii, where Mrs. Stanford died mysteriously.
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opened bottle that had been packed in San Francisco and a capsule of a laxative called
Cascara. Miss Berner left her charge in good health and spirits, and at 9:00 went to
bed herself.
Cries from the next room awakened Miss Berner two hours later. She ran into the
hallway where she found Mrs . Stanford leaning against her bedroom doorway holding
her stomach. "Bertha, Mae," she cried, "I am so sick." Miss Berner found the
elevator boy, whom she instructed to get a doctor, and then helped Mrs. Stanford back
into her room. Seated in a chair, Jane Stanford was clearly dying: continual spasms
and convulsions shook her body, and her jaws became so stiff that Miss Berner had to
massage them before Mrs . Stanford could open her mouth wide enough to sip warm
water; she did manage to drink six or seven glasses to induce vomiting.
Within minutes, Dr. I. H. Humphris, resident physician at the Moana, arrived.
"Doctor, I think I am poisoned," said Mrs. Stanford, pleading for a stomach pump.
Dr. Humphris immediately summoned a pump from Honolulu with instructions to
"spare neither horse nor cost," and Dr. F. R. Day was soon on his way out the long
dark road to Waikiki with one. Meanwhile, Dr. Humphris worked over his patient. A
hypodermic injection relieved the spasms temporarily, but within seconds a new, more
intense attack came. Mrs . Stanford's body heaved in a final, giant convulsion. "Oh,
God, forgive me my sins,'' she cried. ''This is a horrible death to die!'' She fell back,
dead, at 11:40 p.m . Another physician, Dr. Harvey Murray, had arrived as the final
attack began, too late to be any help, and shortly after, Dr. Day clattered up to the
hotel with the stomach pump. There was nothing he or anyone else could do. Dr.
Humphris ordered a carriage and drove into town to notify the sheriff of what had happened.
The next day Dr. Day and Dr. Murray performed an autopsy, which Dr. Humphris
also witnessed. They found nothing to indicate a· natural cause of death, but refused to
give out details of their findings to the press until an inquest could be convened. Two
analysts, R. M. Duncan, chief chemist of the Territorial Board of Health, and Dr. Edmund Shorey, former chief chemist of the Territorial Board of Health and presently
chemist for the U.S. Experiment Station at Honolulu, searched for evidence of poison
in Mrs . Stanford's organs . Unofficially, they also told Sheriff Henry that there was
strychnine in the bottle of bicarbonate.
Meanwhile, mourning for the famous Mrs. Stanford began. Native ladies in
Honolulu wove a lei as an expression of their sympathy . When President David Starr
Jordan of Stanford University learned of Jane's death, he immediately announced
plans to come to Honolulu to handle arrangements for the funeral. Mrs . Stanford's
will was soon made public: she left most of her estate, over $1,000,000, to her
brother; $15,000 went to her companion, Bertha Berner.
The inquest into the death of Jane Stanford began March 6 . Deputy Sheriff Rawlins
presided over hearings held in the dining room of the Moana Hotel, almost within
sight of the room in which her death had occurred. The first witness was Bertha
Berner, whom The Pacific Commercial Advertiser described as a "remarkable
woman,' ' of ''determined nature,' ' and ''marvelously well controlled.'' Reporters
also noted that Miss Berner, who had inherited a small fortune from Mrs. Stanford,
''measured every word'' and was ''too engagingly frank.'' Miss Berner described in
detail the earlier poisoning incident in San Francisco, explained that the fatal bottle of
bicarbonate of soda had stood in an open room in the Stanford's Nob Hill mansion for
six days before being packed, and traced events during Mrs . Stanford's final day . The
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other witnesses who followed, including maid Mae Hunt and Dr. Humphris, told very
much the same story .
A parade of doctors and chemists also testified. Dr. Wood of Queen's Hospital confirmed that the autopsy had produced no evidence that Mrs. Stanford had died of
natural causes. In fact, such post-mortem appearances as clenched hands, turned-in
toes, and the absence of blood clotting were, according to Wood, "those given in text
books as those following strychnine poisoning.'' The next witness, Dr. Day, drew particular attention to the lack of blood clotting. Dr. Murray, who had arrived in time to
witness Mrs. Stanford's final seizure, also took the stand. He noted that because her
stomach had been almost totally empty, a stomach pump would have been of very little use even if it had been immediately available. He had no doubt about the cause of
death: ''Mrs. Stanford died in a spasm, and my opinion is that the cause was
strychnine poisoning. If I had been called without anyone telling me about the case, I
would have suspected strychnine poisoning.' '
The two chemists, Drs. Duncan and Shorey, were the next witnesses. Duncan
testified that he had been unable to find any physical evidence of strychnine in the
body but had obtained a chemical color reaction indicating its presence . Dr. Shorey
testified that there had been found left in the bottle of bicarbonate of soda 52/100 of a
grain of strychnine. This was, commented Dr. Whickstead, a retired British coroner
in the audience, "enough to cause the death of a person." However, Shorey's next
statement was potentially fatal to those arguing that Mrs . Stanford had been
deliberately poisoned. He had conducted tests on cascaret capsules identical to those
Mrs . Stanford had taken the night she died. Strychnine, he announced, was a usual ingredient in the prescription for these capsules and the content, while not high enough
to cause death, was sufficiently high to produce the chemical color reaction that had
been obtained indicating the presence of strychnine in the body. It was, therefore,
possible that Mrs. Stanford had consumed no more strychnine than what was included
in the cascaret capsule.
Several doctors returned to the stand to explain why, if Mrs. Stanford had been
poisoned by strychnine, larger traces of the drug had not been found. Dr. Humphris
explained that because the human body is two-thirds liquid, it is very easy for the
minute quantity of strychnine necessary to kill to distribute itself throughout the
body, leaving no visible trace. He knew of other cases in which this had happened.
Humphris stressed, too, that the chemists had analyzed only organs, not the entire
body, and explained that the emptiness of Mrs. Stanford's stomach would have facilitated rapid dispersion. Doctors Wood, Day, and Murray all agreed with Humphris'
explanations.
This medical testimony must have been persuasive. When the case was submitted to
the coroner's jury, a verdict came in less than two minutes . The jurors found that
Mrs. Jane Stanford had died ''from strychnine poisoning, said strychnine having been
introduced into a bottle of bicarbonate of soda with a felonious intent by a person or
persons unknown to this jury."
The verdict of the coroner's jury did not stand undisputed, however. Representatives of Stanford University refused to accept any suggestion of foul play in Mrs.
Stanford's death. President David Starr Jordan and Board of Trustees Chairman
Timothy Hopkins arrived in Hawaii in time to observe the inquest. As they departed
for San Francisco with Mrs. Stanford's body on March 15, they issued a public statement arguing that she had not been poisoned. Rather, she had died of heart failure
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Mr. and Mrs. Leland Stanford with their
son, Leland, Jr., after whom the university was named.

caused by angina pectoris which had been brought on by overexertion during the
afternoon picnic. To explain the strychnine-laced soda, Jordan and Hopkins suggested
that it could have been purposely mixed in by the chemist at the pharmacy where it
had been purchased. Finally, in direct contradiction of medical testimony, the educators insisted that the symptoms displayed by Mrs. Stanford during her last moments
alive were inconsistent with those typifying strychnine poisoning .
The doctors who had performed the autopsy bristled. In a public statement issued
the next day, Wood, Day, Murray, and Humphris repeated their belief that death had
been caused by strychnine and listed five reasons for reaching this conclusion. First,
she died following a ''brief illness of half an hour'' after taking bicarbonate containing
strychnine "in a convulsion having the characteristics of a strychnine convulsion. "
Her symptoms, they went on, were identical to those symptoms of strychnine poisoning described in the latest medical books, including the Reference Handbook of
Medical Science (1904 edition, Vol. 7, p. 543) and Potter's Materia Medica, Pharmacy and Therapeutics (1901 edition, p. 390). Second, her ''post-mortem rigidity''
was "identical" with what had occurred in known strychnine poisoning cases .
The remainder of their argument focused on analysis of the dead woman's corpse.
After examining her vital organs, the doctors found no "other cause of death." Her
brain, heart, lungs, kidneys, liver, and spleen were all ''normal for a woman of her age
and habits of life." Fourth, her stomach and intestines "presented a healthy normal
appearance" and contained no undigested food . Finally, the body's "appearance conformed in every respect with the post-mortem appearances in authenticated cases of
strychnine poisoning .''
There was simply no evidence, the physicians concluded, to support the arguments
put forth by Jordan and Hopkins . "We affirm," they continued "that she did not die
of acute indigestion" both because the food in her system had been "perfectly
digested'' and because her death came too suddenly ''to be caused by the complaint.''
Moreover, ''she did not die of angina pectoris because neither the symptoms of the attack nor the condition of the heart confirm that diagnosis .''
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Despite what appeared to be overwhelming medical evidence, Jordan's theory of
Jane Stanford's death prevailed. Within weeks of her funeral, the Honolulu police
department dropped its investigation, and no one was ever arrested for the murder. A
group of San Francisco doctors concluded on the basis of newspaper accounts that' 'no
evidence'' proved that Mrs . Stanford had been poisoned, and their opinion was nearly
universally accepted over the views of those doctors directly involved with the case
and the official coroner's jury. Biographical articles in encyclopedias and such
reference works as Who Was Who all repeated the story that Mrs. Stanford had died of
heart failure.
In 1935 Bertha Berner published a biography of Mrs. Stanford in which she argued
the "natural causes" theory of her former employer's death . Miss Berner failed to
mention that a coroner's jury had ruled that Mrs. Stanford died of strychnine poisoning and even noted-in total contradiction to undeniable fact-that the autopsy had
revealed no trace of strychnine. Similarly she ignored the fact that strychnine had been
found in the bottle of soda and quoted only the newspaper-based investigation of the
San Francisco doctors to support her contention.
The mysterious death of Jane Stanford raises a number of questions, for most of
which satisfactory answers can never be forthcoming. It is possible that once they
theorized that Mrs. Stanford had been poisoned, the Honolulu doctors were unwilling
to jeopardize their reputations by admitting error. The fact remains, however, that
medical and physical evidence is considerably more consistent with death by strychnine poisoning than with death by either acute indigestion or heart failure. The lack of
physical evidence of strychnine can be explained satisfactorily. Moreover, the presence
of strychnine in the bicarbonate of soda provides independent physical evidence of her
death by poisoning and strongly suggests that someone had either intentionally or accidentally tampered with Mrs . Stanford's medications . The earlier poisoning incident
in San Francisco is compelling evidence against the possibility that Mrs. Stanford's
death resulted from a mistake in preparing her prescription. But for the San Francisco
incident, the death of Jane Stanford from strychnine poisoning could be dismissed as a
tragic mistake. Similarly, but for the fact that she died a few weeks later, the San Francisco incident could be dismissed as a mistake or a household prank. Together,
however, the two incidents compel the conclusion by this author that not only was
Mrs . Stanford's death due to strychnine poisoning but that it resulted from foul play.
Why then did President David Starr Jordan and others associated with the Stanford
family and Stanford University refuse to acknowledge such persuasive evidence? It is
possible that Jordan, who had been in close contact with police in San Francisco and
Honolulu, was privy to information not revealed to the public which necessitated
minimizing the possibility of murder. If Jordan's statements were part of an attempt to
lull the murderer into a false sense of security so he or she would be revealed, the
scheme obviously failed. What is more likely, however, is that as president of Stanford
University and a close friend of Mrs . Stanford, Jordan felt it his duty to avoid any scandal that might be caused by publicizing the theory that Mrs . Stanford had been
murdered or by the pursuit and possible arrest and trial of her murderer.
The question of who killed Jane Stanford remains open. The bottle of bicarbonate
of soda had been newly opened on the fatal night, but it had been accessible to anyone
in the Stanford mansion prior to being packed for the trip to Honolulu and in the
Moana hotel during the day. It is highly likely that both the San Francisco incident
and the fatal poisoning in Honolulu were the work of the same person or persons . But
who? The list of suspects must include everyone who had access to the mansion and to
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Flowers adorn the family mausoleum on the university campus the day of Mrs. Stanford's funeral.

Mrs. Stanford's hotel room. Perhaps it was a disaffected servant. Maids Elizabeth
Richmond and Mae Hunt and Bertha Berner cannot be entirely above suspicion. And
there may be many other suspects who could probably be identified . Nevertheless, it is
too late now to advance with assurance the name of any one person or to identify any
particular motive. The case is made even more difficult because within a few months
the 1906 San Francisco earthquake and fire destroyed records in the pharmacy where
the medicines were bought, those in the Morse detective agency which was hired to
investigate the San Francisco incident, and any information the San Francisco police
had collected. Suffice it to say that because of the relatively primitive nature of
criminal investigation in 1905 and perhaps because of other, undisclosed reasons, no
one was ever charged with bringing about the mysterious death of Jane Stanford.

SOURCES: Of greatest value in piecing together
this story were contemporary newspapers, especially the Pacific Commercial Advertiser
(Honolulu), San Francisco Examiner, San Francisco Chronicle, and New York Times. A letter in
the Archives of Hawaii from Mrs. Henry Highton
to Sheriff Rawlins was also valuable. Neither Bertha Berner's Mrs. Leland Stanford: An Intimate
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Account (Stanford, 1935) nor David Starr Jordan,
The Story of a Good Woman: Jane Lathrop Stanford (Boston, 1912) provides accurate information
on the death. The author also utilized the Jane
Lathrop Stanford Papers, David Starr Jordan
Papers, and other materials in the Stanford
University Archives , Stanford, California.
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PACIFIC PORTRAIT
Little known men and women of the west
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If you are downtown on a Wednesday or
Saturday, watch for a tall, stooped, old
man who walks with a cane. He will be
wearing a neatly pressed grey suit of conservative cut, and you will recognize him
by his outstanding white mustache. You
will note that his eye is bright and that
although he has a slight limp, his tread
has a certain buoyancy. Every now and
again his face will light with a smile of
recognition; he will stop, shift his cane,
and shake hands vigorously with a passerby. Almost always these passersby
will, with apparent relish, chat lengthily
with the old fellow. There will be ani-

mated conversation, many gestures,
wholehearted laughter - the whole performance being punctuated with repeated handshakings. If you will follow this
spare old gentleman in his seemingly
aimless wanderings, you will discover
that his acquaintances have infinite
variety; they will be young and old, poor
and prosperous, of both sexes, and of
diverse races. Without exception these
chance meetings will be hugely enjoyed
by both parties. When the old man goes
his way, each friend will look after him
lovingly and reverently, as if he had just
held communion with a saint.

A native Californian, Fred Spooner (1904-1978) served as both a clerk and purser for the California
Navigation Improvement Company where, prior to entering college, he served on many of the famous
river steamboats and, incidentally, became acquainted with Bill Blodgett. Upon graduation from College of
the Pacific in 1932, Mr. Spooner embarked upon a thirtyjour year career as administrator in various
Stockton area schools. He was the grandson of photographer john Pitcher Spooner, many of whose
stereographs and photo-prints are located in the Holt-Atherton Center.
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If old Bill Blodgett should read the
above paragraph, and should realize that
it referred to him, he would probably
snort, "Saint, Hell! I ain't nothing but
an old reprobate of a worn out steamboat
man. I'm eighty-eight years old, but I
ain't no saint - nor never will be, by
God!" And yet, this very lack of piety,
this refusal to lapse into the self-righteousness of old age is the foundation
upon which those of us who know and
love him base our reverence. And those
of us who realize that he has been playing hide-and-seek with Death since he
was in his early twenties, marvel the
more.
Bill came to California from his native
Vermont because his relatives felt that
the West was a better place for him to die
in. He had what was known in those
days as ''quick consumption.'' In our
more enlightened times we would have
hustled him off to a sanitarium and kept
him in his bed, while vigilant nurses
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watched his temperature, pulse, diet, and
morale. But Bill, being only twenty and
living in the crude '70's, hustled himself
a job as a hotel clerk. Finding himself
alive at the end of a year, he decided that
he might as well get all he could out of
life, particularly as there was so little
time left. He knew that he could not
stand any great amount of physical work,
and yet this hotel clerking irked him. He
wanted to live a little more adventurously .
And so, not knowing any better, he
took the job for which he was the least
suited physically, but with which he was
in perfect emotional harmony . He became a steamboat man. His training as a
hotel clerk made him acceptable as a
purser. For nearly a half century he figuratively thumbed his nose at the Gods:
he seldom had a complete night's rest;
he ate his meals when he felt like it, with
dozens of cups of coffee in between; he
broke all of the Commandments, except,
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insofar as I know, he never killed anybody. How he stayed alive is one of those
medical mysteries. Men came and went;
old boats gave way to new ones; finally
the boats stopped. Bill still carries on.
Time and again during his career as a
purser Bill showed his adaptability, his
power and willingness to keep abreast of
the times. He took innovations in stride.
Just as his body seemed to condition itself to its environment, his ways changed
to conform to the ideals of his contemporaries. After twenty years of steamboating, during which time he was a

nautical Don Juan, he married; thereafter, he was a dutiful and faithful husband . Until the eighteenth amendment
was enacted he consumed prodigious
quantities of whiskey; from that time
hence he took nothing stronger than coffee.
In one thing he never changed. He
was a sincere and faithful friend to all
whom he felt were themselves without
duplicity . To those he did not like he was
indifferent. If he shook hands with a
man, that man was his friend; he nodded
a curt good-day to all others. Bill told no
'

A common 1920's scene in the Sacramento-San joaquin Delta as photographed from a
levee road. The steamboat is the ''Pride of the River. ' '
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tales. Friend or enemy could violate all
the rules of God or man; unless these
violations infringed upon his own rights,
or upon the rights of a friend, it was all
one with Bill. He probably knew enough
scandal to ruin half the first families of
Stockton; certainly he could have caused
the discharge of any hostile fellow employee . Your secrets were as safe with
Bill as with the parish priest.
Idiosyncracies he had many . He never
used the steamer safe, preferring to keep
all money in a huge leather wallet which
he carried with him. He consequently
never had any change . He was constantly running around trying to find someone who could break a small bill. Bill

THE

never took his clothes off on the steamer;
at least, not after he was on the ]. D.
Peters when she sank . If he slept, it was
when fully dressed. He was always
ashore with the gangplank; usually he
was waiting in the office to turn in his
money when the cashier arrived . Other
pursers checked in late in the afternoon,
just before they checked out again. Bill
couldn't get rid of his money fast
enough.
When I first met Bill, some fifteen
years ago, he lived in fear of two things:
death and retirement. Both fears were
well grounded . He had come to California to die. He had been repeatedly refused insurance as a poor risk; in fact,
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when he married, insurance examiners
said that he couldn't possibly live more
than a year. Perhaps I should have said
that Bill was resigned to death; fear of
that nature was foreign to him. Death
became a sort of obsession with him .
Once, when I left a volume of poetry in
his office, he requested that I make him a
copy of John Neihardt' s "When I Am
Dead.' ' When I first became acquainted
with Bill, he had already purchased two
crypts; ten years ago his wife was placed
in one of them . After her funeral he told
me that the other crypt would soon be in
use.
Bill's fear of retirement was likewise
sound. He was slowing up; typewriters
were replacing pencils . After nearly fifty
years of service he was sent ashore to sell
tickets. This was a humiliation; it was
likewise something of a reprieve . He sold
tickets with the same gusto with which
he had cared for the passengers on the
steamers . But you could see that he felt a
little cooped up . When the depression
struck, Bill knew that the end was pretty
close. He was a little hurt, though, when
a new agent fired him on just a few
hour's notice . It has always seemed to
me rather fitting that the agent who fired
Bill so unceremoniously died within the
year.
In fact , it is surprising how many of
the followers of this ancient have died.
Elliott Short, who followed Bill as purser
on the T. C. Walker has been dead about
five years. Roy Clancy, Bill's successor
on the J.D. Peter's, committed suicide
recently. Of the four Stockton agents
who served during the time I worked for
the company, three are dead. All were
younger than Bill: each told me at one
time or another that Bill wouldn ' t last
long.
Four years ago, Bill's step-daughter,
with whom he makes his home, wrote
me an urgent letter. She told me that Bill
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had fallen down and cracked both hip
bone and pelvis, that he was in the
hospital, and that he wanted to see me . I
hurried to the hospital, and walked in~o
his room with cold sweat trickling down
my spine. ''When I come out of here, it
will be in a box,'' he assured me. ''And
ain't this a Hell of a way to die."
I tried to change the subject. It was no
use. He knew he was done. I lied manfully. I reminded him that he had been dying ever since I had known him, and told
him that I had no doubt but that he
would be up and about shortly . That was
the only occasion upon which I have
been dishonest with Bill. I couldn't
figure what was keeping him alive then.
Bill doesn't know that I lied to him,
because he was home in four months .
After six months he was walking with
the aid of a cane; not long walks, but just
a few blocks at a time. Within a year he
was making his trips downtown. I saw
him yesterday on his way to Will
Thresher's funeral. "Since I saw you
last," he said, "I've had an accident .
Fell down and cracked both bones in my
wrist. Still have to favor it. Stepped up
onto a curb with the wrong foot, and she
let go. Damned lucky I didn't crack my
hip again.''
I suppose that Bill will die someday . I
don't know whether he believes in an
after-life or not; I do know that he has
achieved the only kind of immortality
that is certain. He will always live in the
memories of those of us wno love him,
and we will, perhaps, live a little truer for
having known him. But if there is a
Heaven, such as good Christians claim,
complete with golden streets and pearly
gates, let us hope that its architecture
and styles are unchanging. For if they
are not, Bill's little cottage in that
''house of many mansions'' is going to
be hopelessly out of date. It has been
waiting a long time.
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THE OLD BALL GAME
BRIAN MCGINTY

They were the greatest baseball team of their era - some say of all time. Certainly
their record of having played 130 consecutive games without suffering a single defeat
(only one draw marred this otherwise perfect winning streak) has never been equalled
by any professional club, before or since. They gathered their members from all parts
of the country and, though Ohio was their home base, they toured widely throughout
the United States, dazzling spectators everywhere with their sure and decisive command of the nation's balls and bats. Their reputation as titans of the diamond was well
known before they came to San Francisco in September of 1869, but there was some
cause for hope that local stalwarts might dent their previously impregnable baseball armor. The hope proved to be illusory, but all was not lost. The visiting Cincinnati Red
Stockings drew large crowds to local parks and stimulated more interest in the fine
points of batting, pitching, and base-stealing than the Bay Area had ever seen before.
When the Cincinnatians took leave of San Francisco on October 5, 1869, they left
behind them a wellspring of enthusiasm for the sport of baseball that has survived
more or less undiminished to this day.
There were a dozen or more baseball clubs in San Francisco when the awesome Red
Stockings came west in the fall of 1869. When and precisely where the first baseball
game was played in California is uncertain. That there were amateur teams in San
Francisco as early as 1859 is sure, and during the Civil War such local clubs as the
Brian McGinty is a San Francisco attorney and writer who has contributed to numerous popular
magazines and scholarly journals. His books are Harazthy at the Mint ( 19 75) and The Palace Inns (19 78).
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Pacifies and the Eagles made frequent appearances on the city's sandlots. Even before
that, however, amateur players liked to gather in the evenings on the sandy expanse of
what San Franciscans then called the Plaza and later generations came to know as
Portsmouth Square. That these early-day sluggers preferred to call their game "town
ball'' rather than ''baseball'' does not detract from the true nature of their competition. "Town ball" (so named because it was often played near the site of town meetings) was, like "round ball," "baste ball," and "rounders," an early name of the
game we know today as baseball. On January 14, 1852, the Alta California reported:
PUBLIC PLAY GROUND
For the last two or three evenings the Plaza has been filled with full grown persons engaged
very industriously in the game known as ' town ball. ' The amusement is very innocent and
healthful, and the place peculiarly adapted for that purpose. A number of loafers are regularly
perched upon the railings that extend around the Plaza, and whilst discussing the financial
prospects of the country and the state of the weather, they employ their leisure moments by
whittling off the tops of the posts. The scenes are extremely interesting and amusing.

Though positive evidence on the question is lacking, it is likely that the first baseball
game in California was played in 1849. That was the year in which Alexander]. Cartwright, widely recognized as the ''Father of Organized Baseball,'' came to California
from his native New York. Most Americans who know anything about the history of
the National Pastime are familiar with the story of Abner Doubleday of Cooperstown,
New York, who, on a summer afternoon in 1839, is supposed to have outlined a crude
diamond on a local sandlot, designated the four corners as "bases," and, ostensibly
for the first time in history, urged his companions to "Play ball! " The Doubleday
story is pretty, but unsupported by any credible evidence. Alexander Cartwright's
claim to baseball paternity is, if less familiar than Doubleday's, more firmly grounded
in fact. Cartwright was a New York City bank teller and amateur sportsman when, in
the fall of 184 5, he persuaded a group of his friends to organize the Knickerbocker
Ball Club . He drafted a constitution for the club, formulated a set of rules for its
games, and on October 6, 1845, led the members to a picturesque meadow on the
New Jersey side of the Hudson River, where they played the first recorded game of
"baseball." Cartwright did not "invent" baseball. He borrowed much from earlier
forms of the game, but the rules he formulated in 184 5 were the first systematic
codification of baseball principles and, as such, marked a milestone in the development
of the game.
When news of the discovery of gold at Sutter's Mill reached Cartwright in the
spring of 1849, he- like tens of thousands of his countrymen- determined to set
out for the new El Dorado. Leaving New York on March 1, 1849, he traveled
through Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois to Missouri, whence he set out
across the plains on a long and arduous journey that brought him, five months later,
to a vale in the mountains of eastern California called Green Valley. From Green
Valley he followed the American River to Sacramento, where he boarded a steamer
that brought him to San Francisco on August 10. Five days later, suffering from a
painful case of dysentery, Cartwright left the city for Honolulu, where he settled
down, started a business, and, in time, acquired a large fortune. Though Cartwright's
stay in California was short, there is every reason to believe that he used his time in
the state to good advantage, evangelizing his fellow-pioneers in the burgeoning cause
of "base-ball." All along the trail, from New York to San Francisco, Cartwright
organized impromptu games, explained the rules he had devised for his Knickerbocker
club, demonstrated the fine points of pitching, batting, running, and fielding- inspir-
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Some baseball rules first systematized by
Alexander Cartwright in 1845 have
withstood more than a century of
change.

john Durkee, president of the San Francisco area baseball association, supervised arrangements for welcoming the Red
Stockings on their visit to the Bay Area.
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The Cincinnati Red Stockings of 1869, the team that brought professional base batt to
California. Harry Wright, center fielder and one of the best players in the country,
stands with his arms folded. Pitcher Asa Brainerd is seated second from the right.
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The oldest known photograph of a San Francisco baseball team shows the Greenwood
and Moran Base Ball Club.

The Pacifies of San Francisco (pictured above in 1866) managed only nine runs as opposed to 120 scored by the Red Stockings in the two encounters between the teams.
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ing men who had never heard of "town ball," "baste ball," or "rounders," with his
own infectious enthusiasm for the new game of ''base-ball.''
By the late 1860's, when the Red Stockings came to California, baseball was still a
leisurely gentleman's exercise - the kind of casual, unhurried recreation much
favored by bankers, lawyers, merchants, and insurance brokers. Most cities of any size
had a collection of clubs whose purposes were as much social and fraternal as athletic.
In San Francisco in 1867 there were eighteen baseball clubs, whose names ranged
from the prosaic (Missions, Cosmopolitans, Pacifies) to the heroic (Eagles, Vigilants,
Blackhawks) to the picturesque and even exotic (Golden Citys, Lafayettes, Eclipses,
Greenwood and Morans). Oakland and San Jose had one team each (the Wide Awakes
in the East Bay, the Altas in the South), while Santa Clara College boasted two (the
Originals and the Eurekas). The clubs organized themselves into informal leagues,
made up schedules for their games, and on summer afternoons congregated on corner
sandlots or in city parks to share conversation, refreshment, and innocent exercise.
The thought that baseball might become a paying proposition - that enterprising
capitalists might buy and sell clubs as they merchandised soap and potatoes and shoes,
that pitchers and batters and fielders might actually be paid for their summer recreation - had apparently not yet occurred to anyone in California. It had, however,
struck the imagination of an enterprising young lawyer and amateur sportsman in
Cincinnati named Aaron B. Champion. There were professional baseball players
before Champion organized his' 'Cincinnati Base-ball Club'' in July of 1866, but they
were few, scattered, and generally inconspicuous . Filled with the zeal of a promoter,
Champion raised the then-considerable sum of $25,000, refurbished a local cricket
grounds, and began to assemble the first all-professional team in baseball history. As
player-manager, he secured the services of Harry Wright, a British-born cricketerbecome-center-fielder who had already earned a reputation as one of the most skillful
players in the country . Wright's brother, George, was signed to play shortstop for the
new team. Other positions were filled with players from Cincinnati, Indianapolis,
Philadelphia, Washington, and New York. When complete, the ten-member Cincinnati club (there were nine regular players and one substitute) commanded a team
salary of about $9,000 a year. George Wright's $1,400 was the highest single stipend. Harry's $1,200 and pitcher Asa Brainerd's $1,100 ranked second and third
respectively . At the bottom of the list was substitute Dick Hurley's $600 - a salary
that was, if not astronomical, still quite respectable by the standards of 1869.
Like Champion, Harry Wright had a distinct flair for promotion . When it came time
to uniform his team, he ordered bright red, knee-length stockings to complement his
players' white flannel shirts, knickerbocker trousers, and spiked oxford shoes (previous baseball uniforms had featured full-length trousers). Some thought the new garb
garish, but at least one writer praised it for setting a trend toward ''comfortably cool,
tasteful'' baseball dress. Soon local fans - then enthusiasts all over the country were referring to Champion's Cincinnati squad as the "Red Stockings."
Their roster completed, their colorful uniforms stitched and delivered, Champion
and Wright now announced their intention of taking their team on an extensive exhibition tour. They would travel through the Middle Atlantic states, accepting
challenges from any club that would pay them at least a third of the gate receipts. They
left Cincinnati on June 1, headed east toward New York, then north to Massachusetts, then back to Philadelphia, Washington, Baltimore, and, finally, Wheeling,
West Virginia . Everywhere they went, the Cincinnati nine demonstrated superior
techniques of pitching, fielding, batting, and running; and in all games except one they
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came out on the long end of the score . In one contest - a spirited battle with the
Haymakers of Troy, New York - they suffered the indignity of a tie. The official account of this game accuses the Haymakers of precipitating a rhubarb that quickly
developed into a riot - a riot that ended the game in the fifth inning (when the score
was tied) and prompted the umpire to rule the contest a draw.
Returning to Cincinnati, the Red Stockings enjoyed a tumultuous welcome. A local
lumber company presented them with a twenty-seven-foot bat on which their names
were boldly inscribed. One Cincinnatian admitted that he knew little about' 'base-ball,
or town ball, nowadays," but said "it does me good to see those fellows . They've
done something to add to the glory of our city. ' ' ''Glory!'' harrumphed another enthusiast. "They've advertised the city - advertised us, sir, and helped our business,
. ,,,

Slf.

Had the Red Stockings' spectacular tour taken place a decade (or even a year)
earlier, it would have excited little interest beyond the Rocky Mountains. In 1868, the
only convenient transportation route between the East and West coasts of America
was by sea . Travelers could sail around the Horn of South America (a voyage that
sometimes took as long as six months) or, if they were a little less patient and a lot
more daring, take a ship to the east coast of Panama or perhaps Nicaragua, travel by
foot or primitive train across the jungle-infested, mosquito-bitten isthmus to the edge
of the Pacific, then board a second ship for the last leg of their long journey to California . It was not until May 10, 1869, less than a month before the Cincinnati Red
Stockings set out for New York, that officials of the Union and Central Pacific
Railroads gathered at Promontory Point, Utah, to drive a golden spike in the great
transcontinental railroad - the railroad that provided the first fast and convenient
overland transportation between the eastern and western coasts of the country . The
completion of the railroad was a turning point in American history. It marked the end
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of the frontier as an impassable barrier. It effectively united distant corners of the nation into a commercial and cultural whole - a nation united in fact as well as in
political theory. It also provided the means for the greatest team in baseball history to
cross the Great Plains and the Rocky Mountains and inspire Westerners with the nascent glories of professional baseball.
Californians had followed newspaper and magazine accounts of the Red Stockings'
tour with some interest . As excitement on both sides of the Rockies mounted, local
baseball buffs began to toy with the idea of inviting the prestigious Ohio team to come
west. It was, to be sure, a long way from Cincinnati to California, but the new railroad
would make the trip, if not exactly a breeze, at least bearable. The population of California was smaller than that of Ohio, but San Francisco was no burg- and local fans
could be depended upon to give the Cincinnatians a warm welcome. Debating the pros
and cons of the idea, representatives of San Francisco baseball clubs finally decided to
wire an invitation to Cincinnati . To their delight, Aaron Champion promptly wired
back his acceptance.
As local newspapers advised excited Californians of the Stockings' safe departure
from St. Louis, John Durkee, president of the local association of baseball clubs, convened representatives of the city's teams to make arrangements for welcoming the
visitors. San Francisco might be remote from the "civilized centers" of Eastern and
Middle Western society, but it knew how to handle crowds . A year before the Stockings left St. Louis, a new sports field had been opened at the corner of Twenty-fifth and
Harrison. Called the Recreation Grounds, the new facility boasted a graded playing
surface, finely seeded grass, an outfield surrounded by a tall, plank fence, and a handsome pavilion (or grandstand) that offered good views and comfortable seating to all
who were willing to pay the stiff admission price of twenty-five cents a seat. The first
fully enclosed baseball field built anywhere in California, the Recreation Grounds soon
became one of the most popular afternoon gathering places for young and sportsminded San Franciscans.
A crowd of several thousand fans was on hand to greet the Red Stockings when they
arrived at the ferry wharf on September 23 and climbed into carriages for their ride to
the fashionable Cosmopolitan Hotel on Bush Street.
Three local clubs - generally judged San Francisco's best- had been chosen to
meet the Red Stockings. The Eagles were to take on the visitors in two opening games,
the Pacifies in a follow-up pair, the Atlantics in a fifth and final encounter. Despite the
Stockings' impressive record of victories in the East, some San Franciscans predicted
that the locals would give them a run for their money . The newspapers generally
pooh-poohed such notions . ''The Red Stockings,'' said the Alta on September 23,
''will open the eyes of those who have considered themselves baseball sharps, as they
make the game so much superior to the old style. Opponents can't make an average of
one run per inning.''
The first Red Stockings-Eagles game was scheduled for the Recreation Grounds on
the afternoon of Saturday, September 2 5. A large crowd overflowed the pavilion and
crowded onto the adjoining fence to watch the ballplayers in action. More than an
hour before play was scheduled to begin, the Eagles were on the field for practice.
When the Red Stockings appeared - riding in two jaunty carriages - the crowd sent
up an excited cheer. A reporter for the Chronicle commented on the visitors'
''athletic, manly appearance and the trained ease and grace of their movements.'' ''It
is easy to see why they adopted the red-stocking style of dress,'' the reporter continued . ''Every one of them has a large, well-formed leg, and every one of them knows
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how to use it.'' At twenty minutes to three, a coin was tossed to decide which team
would hit last . The Stockings won, and the game was under way.
Baseball as played in 1869 was significantly different from the game Americans
know today . The diamond was laid out much like today's, and the game was divided
into nine innings (in Cartwright's day the game ended when either team scored
twenty-one runs, regardless of the number of innings played). The rules and techniques of pitching were, however, markedly different. Underhanded pitching was de
rigueur, as these quaint provisions from a contemporary rule book make clear:
The ball must be delivered to the bat with the arm swinging nearly perpendicular at the side of
the body, and the hand in swinging forward must pass below the waist. .. .Should the pitcher
deliver the ball by an overhand throw, a "foul balk" shall be declared .... When a "foul balk "
is called, the umpire shall warn the pitcher of the penalty incurred by such unfair delivery, and
should such delivery be continued until three foul balks have been called in one inning, the
umpire shall declare the game forfeited .

The batter could request that the pitcher throw the ball ''low'' or ' ' high'' , and if
he did not like a given pitch, he was free to ignore it. Balls and strikes were called only
against pitchers or batters who, in the opinion of the umpire, were clearly attempting
to delay the game. As might be expected, the prohibition against overhand pitching
and the nearly nonexistent standards for calling balls and strikes were reflected in
typically high scores. It was a rare contest in which the winning team did not score at
least a dozen runs, and games with three or even four times that total were not
unusual.
If the fans who assembled at the Recreation Grounds on September 25, 1869, expected a high-scoring game, they were not disappointed. The powerful Red Stockings
scored no fewer than twelve runs in the first inning, three in the second, two in the
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The Recreation Grounds, site of confrontations between Cincinatti and San
Francisco 's best teams. This was the premier playing facility in California at the time,
sporting a graded playing surface, finely seeded grass, outfield fences, and fine seating.
Admission price was a quarter.
third, four in the fourth, and two in the fifth. By the end of the fifth inning, the score
stood at a lopsided 23 to 0. The Eagles came back to score three runs in the sixth inning and another in the seventh. But the Stockings were nearly as awesome in the second half of the game as they had been in the first . When, after two hours and fifty
minutes of play, the game was finally concluded, the scoreboard showed a total of 35
runs for the Red Stockings to only 4 for the Eagles.
Reporting the results of the game, the Alta California said that the Cincinnatians'
batting was "wonderful" and "their manner of escaping from first base to second
base" amazing. The principal difference between the two clubs was in their pitching
styles. The Alta continued: "While the Red Stockings advanced the leg, at the same
time they brought the arm forward, and thus gave to the ball the impetus of the whole
body and leg; the Eagle pitchers remained firm in their position, with the legs spread,
and leaving the force of the body from the waist to impel the ball."
If the Eagles learned any lesson from their first disastrous confrontation with the
Cincinnatians, it was not reflected in the score of their second game, which was played
at the Recreation Grounds on Monday, September 27, and resulted in an even more
one-sided score: 58 runs for the Red Stockings to only 4 for the Eagles.
On September 29, the Pacifies had their first opportunity to take on the Stockings.
It is hard to believe the Alta 's statement that the Pacifies came to the park with ''high
hopes,'' though they must have been encouraged when they scored a run in their first
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This player sports the characteristic
dress of the late 1870's and early 1880's.

inning . From that high point, however, the game was all downhill . "The Pacifies did
not play up to their usual standard," the Alta told its readers on September 30, "as
they were evidently nervous from the consciousness of being overmatched. Final
score: 66 to 4 .' '
The Pacifies' second encounter with the Stockings was only a little less embarrassing than the first. The final score of this contest, played on September 30, was Red
Stockings 54, Pacifies 5.
The fifth game of the Stockings' San Francisco schedule was played against the Atlantics. The Alta thought this game, which took place on October 1, was "not so
interesting" as the previous four, and it is not hard to see why . Darkness fell over the
diamond after only five innings, forcing the umpire to call the game. By that time, the
San Francisco nine had five runs on the scoreboard, but the Cincinnatians had a fabulous total of 76 . There is little doubt that the Atlantics welcomed the darkness as
warmly as their by now travel-weary opponents .
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Their regular schedule of games completed, the Stockings now offered to participate
in two unusual exhibition contests. The first was a game with the "California Picked
Nine,'' a team of local players selected for their exceptional diamond skill. This game,
played at the Recreation Grounds on October 2, was won by the Red Stockings by the
convincing score of 46 to 14. The second contest was designated a "farewell game."
For this outing, two squads were formed, one headed by Harry Wright and the other
by Asa Brainerd. Four Red Stockings and four Pacifies rounded out Wright's squad,
while Brainerd's nine was composed of four Stockings and four Eagles . This "mixed
team competition'' began at the Recreation Grounds on the afternoon of Monday, October 4. The Alta thought the play was "not so brilliant as when the Red Stockings
played against the local clubs, but it was evident that everyone had a good time. The
contest - called for darkness after seven innings - ended in a score of 20 for

Another stage in the evolution of the
baseball uniform is shown in this photograph of an anonymous player prior to a
1901 game in San Francisco.
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Wright's club to only 7 for Brainerd's. As soon as they laid down their bats and
gloves, the players were off to Pacific Hall on Bush Street, where fifty local players and
fans feted them with a sumptuous banquet, a battery of fine wines, and a choice selection of after-dinner liquors and cigars. The locals had clearly been embarrassed by
their field performances (they had scored a total of only 22 runs to the visitors' whopping 289), but they did not let the fact spoil the banquet. The San Franciscans proposed
toasts and sang songs, listened to inspiring speeches, and told amusing stories. When
the evening was finally over, it was past one o'clock in the morning.
Bright and early on the morning of October 5, the Red Stockings left San Francisco
on the Central Pacific, traveling north to Sacramento, where they arrived in time for a
second encounter with the ''California Picked Nine.'' This game, which the Stockings won by a score of 50 to 6, prompted the Sacramento Union to comment: "The
Red Stockings exhibited a degree of skill in throwing and catching that astonished
many of the spectators and certainly convinced everybody that they are justly entitled
to the fame they now enjoy. Why, in the first inning they made 15 runs in 15 minutes.'' Three days later, the Cincinnatians took their final leave of California, boarding

Nine months after leaving San Francisco, the winning streak enjoyed by Cincinnati
came to an end. A throwing error in the eleventh inning fed to an 8-7 foss to the
Brooklyn At/antics in front of 20,000 spectators.
the Central Pacific at Sacramento for a ride back over the mountains and into the annals of baseball immortality.
It was to be nine months before the Red Stockings suffered their first defeat (an 8 to
7 loss to the Brooklyn Atlantics) and nearly a year more before Aaron Champion and
Harry Wright, discouraged by declining box-office receipts, decided to go their
separate ways, thus dissolving the greatest managerial combination in baseball history.
But the amazing record of the Red Stockings of 1869-1870 would never be forgotten
-in Cincinnati, the city of their birth, or in San Francisco, the city they performed in
so brilliantly in September and October of 1869.
In California, the visiting nine had done much more than soundly defeat all their opponents. They had demonstrated the latest and most sophisticated pitching, batting,
fielding, and running, inspiring local players with the skill and vigor of their play,
demonstrating a level of technique that was, if not wholly attainable by other clubs,
still eminently pursuable. They had shown that good sportsmanship is not inconsistent with athletic achievement (the Alta could not find a single instance of the Red
Stockings "exulting over their opponents, carping at the play of each other, or disapproval at the decision of the umpire''). And, perhaps most important, they had shown
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that a team composed of well-paid professional players could draw large and enthusiastic crowds to California ballparks. Within a few years, local clubs would organize
themselves into a professional association called the California Base Ball League (a
forerunner of the Pacific Coast League). New ballparks (some even more commodious
than the Recreation Grounds) would be built in San Francisco, in Oakland, in
Sacramento, in Stockton - wherever the new enthusiasm had spread. Although San
Francisco would not become a "big league town" until the Giants came west in
1958, it developed "big league players" far earlier - sending the likes of Lefty
O'Doul, Joe Cronin, Ernie Lombardi, Frank Crosetti, and the immortal" Joltin' Joe"
DiMaggio to the major leagues, giving the city a reputation as a cradle of diamond immortals, infecting its people with the strange and wonderful malady known as
"baseball fever." And the reputation- like the "fever" -could all be traced back
to the fall of 1869, when the immortal Red Stockings came to town, and San Franciscans - from lowly saloon-prowlers to haughty society dames - first learned the
glories of professional baseball.

SOURCES: Whole libraries have been written
about the early years of baseball, but surprisingly
little about the development of the game in the
West. Fred W. Lange' s History of Baseball in
California and Pacific Coast Leagues 184 7-1938
(Oakland, 1938) is more a scrapbook than a history , a collection of anecdotes and statistics that is
best described by its subtitle, Memories and Musings of an Old Time Baseball Player. Harold Peterson's The Man Who Invented Baseball (New
York, 197 3) is an interesting and informative account of the career of Alexander Cartwright,
though Peterson's title is hyperbolic (neither
Doubleday nor Cartwright " invented " baseball).
The early years of the game, and particularly its
roots in the old English game of rounders, are
documented by Robert William Henderson is his
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Ball, Bat and Bishop: The Origin of Ball Games
(New York, 194 7). The story of the Red Stockings of 1869 has been outlined by David Quentin
Voigt in "America ' s First Red Scare- The Cincinnati Reds of 1869," Ohio History, Winter
1969 (reprinted in the same author's America
Through Baseball (Chicago, 197 6) and by Lee
Allen in The Cincinnati Reds (New York, 1948).
Robert Knight Barney's ''Of Rails and Red Stockings: Episodes in the Expansion of the 'National
Pastime ' in the American West, " j ournal of the
West, July 1978, is interesting but factually
unreliable. The best source for the story of the Red
Stockings in California remains now, as a century
ago, the newspapers of the day - the Sacramento
Union and the San Francisco Chronicle, Examiner, Call and Daily Alta California.
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FROM THE ARCHIVES
Primary materials related
to Western history

MAKING TIME ON THE CENTRAL PACIFIC
RONALD H . LIMBAUGH

To the historian, time is both friend and
enemy. As friend it provides the chronological framework for the study of
human society and cultural change. But
as enemy it obscures the facts and creates
an analytical barrier that grows in direct
proportion to the temporal distance between the historian and the event. The
more remote the event or object of study
the less evidence available and thus the
greater margin for error of interpretation.
A case in point is the famous tracklaying record of ten miles in one day performed by a Central Pacific Railroad
crew just prior to completing the Trans-
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Continental link with the Union Pacific
in 1869. One hundred years after the
event the most widely used textbook in
college level California history courses
attributed the deed to Charles Crocker's
Chinese crews. The assumption is both
ethnically "relevant" in this pluralist
age as well as logical, since the bulk of
the Central Pacific's labor force was
Chinese. But logic does not always make
good history. We are indebted to the
Central Pacific archives for the facsimile
copy below of the official log of 1869 "timely" evidence to set the record
straight.
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The record setting pace maintained by the Central Pacific crew averaged about two ·
hundred feet a minute.
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Amasa Plummer Flag/or (1848-1918). This image was probably taken by one of his
assistants around 1874.
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AMASA PLUMMER FLAGLOR
Northern Calzfornia
Photographer
PETER H. PALMQUIST

Local photographers played an important but often forgotten role in nearly every town
in the West. Such larger places as San Francisco, Denver, or Kansas City witnessed
fierce competition among dozens of studios; smaller towns provided only enough business to support a single gallery, and the smallest villages depended on occasional visits
from itinerant cameramen. Typical, perhaps, of nineteenth century photographic entrepreneurs was Amasa P. Flaglor, who owned the finest portrait gallery in the Humboldt Bay town of Eureka, operated branch galleries in northern California and
southern Oregon, and worked for years in the highly competitive world of San Francisco. Although he ultimately abandoned the craft of photography in favor of more
lucrative work as an insurance salesman, Flaglor left an outstanding legacy of studio
photography which still graces many treasured family albums throughout northern
California.
Only the barest outlines of Flaglor's background are known . He was born in 1848,
nearly ten years after the birth of photography, in New Brunswick, Canada. During
the American Civil War, Flaglor's widowed mother brought him to San Francisco to
join two older sons, William, a housepainter, and Gilbert, who engraved cards and
seals.
Like nearly all photographers, young Flaglor learned the trade at an established gallery. At age 13 he began work as a photographic finisher with William Shew, a true
professional who had studied with the illustrious Samuel F.B. Morse. Shew had
worked for years as a daguerrean in the East before coming to California during the
gold rush; during a 63-year career he produced an extraordinary volume of quality
work. Young Flaglor could not have received better apprenticeship training. Although Shew was known as a harsh critic, Amasa must have displayed exceptional
talent, for in 1864 he won advancement to a clerkship, and in another two years he
became a photographer at the age of 17.
Peter Palmquist is the staff photographer at Humboldt State University in Arcata, California. He has a
special interest in California photographers of the nineteenth century and has previous!)' published books
on three of them. He is presently working on a biography of the California landscape photographer,
Carleton E. Watkins, for the University of California Press.
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Typical adult portraits taken in Flag/or's Eureka gallery. By manipulation of props and
backgrounds, the photographer could vary the studio setting to accommodate a wide
variety of client needs. The portrait of the woman was done as a tintype, a process
which reversed the image left to right. Many sitters compensated for this fact by placing their wedding ring on the right hand, so as to appear on the left hand in the finished image.
Further training came at the firm of Bradley & Rulofson, to which Flaglor transferred in 1869. Whereas Shew had practiced a fairly mundane, "bread and butter"
brand of photography, Flagler's new employers sought stylishness and artistic spectacle for their clients. Here Flaglor learned how to arrange his subjects in elegance in a
gallery boasting the finest facilities in San Francisco. Perhaps tiring of the anonymity
suffered by staff photographers, however, within a few months Flaglor resigned to
open his own studio.
Amasa quickly discovered how competitive the photography business could be.
Partnerships he formed with Francis Parker and soon after with a Mr. Durose were
short-lived. In part, these failures resulted from extending into the more glamorous
but risky field of stereophotography . More basic, however, capital was scarce, and the
business was dominated by large studios such as those for which Amasa had previously worked. Flaglor was forced to seek work at the gallery of Oscar Foss for a year,
before in 1871 he decided to depart San Francisco for what he hoped would be a more
successful venture in the small north coast town of Eureka.
Hugh Anderson had started the Eureka Photograph Gallery in 1862 and ran it
himself or rented it to others in the years that followed. By the time Flaglor arrived in
March 1871, the gallery was rundown and badly in need of refurbishing. Flaglor redid
the studio in fine style, claiming that he offered "San Francisco" work at reasonable
cost. Success quickly followed as Flaglor earned the patronage of the best families in
the community. At age 22 he owned the most successful photographic enterprise in
the region.
Flagler's approach united standardized products with camera artistry and dramatic
posing. Shew had taught him that business economy resulted from establishing a few
streamlined procedures. His bust portraits, for example, are remarkably similar from
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s1ttmg to s1ttmg: only the faces change. He limited his portrait offerings to two
camera formats, the carte de visite (about 2 1/2 by 4 inches) and the cabinet photograph
(about 4 112 by 6 1/2 inches). Even his tintypes were in one of these sizes. At Bradley &
Rulofson' s he had learned to use a strongly directional modeling light; and, not surprisingly, he outfitted his studio with backdrops and settings similar to those of his
employer and used such props as a bronze statue, an ornate vase, or a visually provocative pedestal.
By the early 1870's Flaglor had also gained a strong sense of his own style. He had
a pronounced flair for proportion and pleasing compositional balance, aided by an
overall technical excellence. He was innovative in using embellishments and variaTHE BEST IS ALWAYS THE CHEAPEST. [
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Eureka newspaper advertisements extolled the virtues of
being photographed at Flaglor's.
tions to modify his standard formats. Portraits were available with or without one of
several vignette forms and with a raised oval or rectangular picture area. The most
popular product was a carte de visite sized enamelled card featuring a ferrotyped glossy
surface.
In addition to photographing men and women, much of Flaglor's business came
from portraits of children . Long exposure times and the difficulty of keeping youngsters still led many photographers to regard this phase of their profession as an occupational hazard. Flaglor, or perhaps one of his assistants, must have been especially good
with children; a great many Flaglor portraits, including some of his best, show
Eureka's younger residents. Sometimes he used neck braces to keep nervous young
heads still.
THE
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CHILD PHOTOGRAPHY FROM lliE
SWDIOS OF AMASA FLAGLOR
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All of the antics used by present day photographers to capture the attention of children
(use of rattles, vocal encouragement) were also used in Flaglor 's day . In addition, the
slow exposures necessitated using physical restraints. The photographer had to employ
braces and props which would arrest the subject's movements yet remain unobtrusive.
Mothers sometimes assisted with the very youngest sitters by standing behind the
background draperies and reaching out to hold their youngsters by the head or
shoulders. In the photograph at the far left, the photographer has succeeded in minimizing the subject's movements by focusing the child's attention on something to the
side of the camera. In addition, the child is steadied by being sandwiched between a
back brace (not visible) and the back of the chair upon which the hands are resting.
The slightly older child in the middle uses the table to her right as a brace. In the picture at the far right, one can see the feet of the back and neck brace to the rear of the
girl's feet .

Not all of Flaglor 's younger sitters were equally successful in posing motionless. The
girl's success in weathering the long exposure resttlted as much from being held motionless by the neck and waist brace (the base of which is carefully masked by the prop
behind her feet) and by leaning for support on the plant stand to her right as much as it
did from her ability to hold still. Contrast this with the portrait of the youngsters at the
right where lack of bracing yielded a less sharp yet more spontaneous expression (as reflected in the smile, rare for early photography).
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Capitalizing on his reputation, Flag/or opened several branch outlets outside Eureka.
This gallery in Ferndale, a town of less than a thousand inhabitants, consisted merely
of a lean-to shed located behind a harness shop. This picture, taken by assistant Robert
F Blum around 1875, shows Flag/or posed by the fence in front of his shop.

By 1874 Flaglor had enjoyed several years of success. In 1872-73 his assets had
been listed at $490 for tax purposes; the next year they rose to $600, not counting
gains in real estate and other investments. Capitalizing on his reputation in Eureka,
Flaglor established branches in three towns within 30 miles of Eureka. He also trained
several young men to work for him and, to obtain more capital, joined with Alex
Gregor for a time .
Growth proved Flagler's downfall. The economic slump which had crippled urban
commerce since the Panic of 187 3 reached rural California just as he was establishing
branches, and by 1876 pressures of tight money and overexpansion affected Flaglor
badly . He closed his outlying establishments, gave up many investments to creditors,
and, in hopes of regaining prosperity, relocated to the southern Oregon town of
Jacksonville. These efforts proved unsuccessful, though, and in 1880 Flaglor sold his
Eureka studio to assistant Nathan B. Strong and returned unhappily to San Francisco
where he found employment with the firm of I.W. Taber & Co.
Flagler's determination to operate his own studio persisted. Three years later,
regular income and a strengthened economy prompted him to open a gallery in San
Francisco. Flagler's Model Picture Gallery was located on the southeast corner of
Market and Ninth streets. "The carpets are thick and velvety, the furniture richly
carved,'' reported an article in the San Francisco Chronicle, and the studio was ''all
fitted up with artistic taste.'' Proclaiming Flaglor' s north light arrangement the finest
in the city, the Chronicle's reporter praised samples of Flagler's work which
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''adorn[ ed) the walls in great profusion from the smallest carte de visite to the lifesized picture." Two years later Flagler's work won him a silver medal (the highest
given) for photography at the San Francisco Mechanic's Fair.
Prizes and praise did not, however, earn Flaglor a living. Competition in San Francisco continued to be fierce, and small operators found it difficult to attract clients
away from larger, better financed studios. Despite languishing business, Flaglor kept
his gallery open until 1893 when the need to feed his wife and children forced the
talented photographer to leave his life's work at the age of 44. In 1893 Flaglor became
a special agent for the Pennsylvania Mutual Life Insurance Company, soon adding
mining stock and investment bonds to his insurance business. He continued in this
profession until his death March 2, 1918, in Decoto, Alameda County, California.
As a photographer, Amasa Flaglor achieved neither the fame nor the prosperity of
such contemporary studio operators as William Shew, Thomas Houseworth, Bradley
& Rulofson, or I.W. Taber. Yet like dozens of other small town studio operators,
Flaglor provided a valuable service in preserving likenesses of California's pioneers.
His career also demonstrates the difficulty faced by photographers-in making a living.
Efficient procedures and standardized products made it possible for him to earn a
meager living when times were good. Artistic flair, lavish drapery, and innovative
props won him business from clients seeking dignity and style. Economic decline or
competition from better established galleries ultimately forced Flaglor and others like
him to seek more rewarding careers. Nevertheless, a quarter century of his work produced thousands of portraits which hang on farm house walls, fill family scrapbooks,
and repose in photographic archives throughout California even to the present day.

SOURCES: The greatest amount of information
about Flaglor was taken from newspapers of the
era. Specifically, articles appearing in the San
Francisco Chronicle, 1870-1885, were useful as
were pieces appearing in the following Humboldt
County newspapers between 1870-1885 : Arcata
Leader; Daily Standard; Evening Star; Ferndale
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Enterprise ; Humboldt Standard; Humboldt
Times; and West Coast Signal. Also of value were
the San Francisco Business and City Directories
put out between 1863-1918, Humboldt County ' s
Assessment Records, 1872-1880, and Flaglor's
death certificate in Alameda County.
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HISTORICAL LANDMARK
Where Western history comes alive

COLUMBIA
Gem of the Southern Mines
RICHARD L. DYER

Few mining towns in California or elsewhere in the West have gained the popular
renown of Columbia, located in the southern Mother Lode a few miles from Sonora.
Founded during the early Gold Rush days, it flourished during the 1850's as thousands of gold seekers migrated to the area, together with businessmen, entertainers,
and others who composed the cosmopolitan frontier community. By the end of its first
decade, Columbia was already in decline. Its real fame came nearly a century later as
the State of California set it aside as a State Historic Park designed to portray the life of
pioneer miners to visitors from throughout the World.
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The story of Columbia begins almost three hundred million years ago as the Pacific
land mass forced itself under the Continental Shelf. Approximately two miles under
the earth's mantle, friction generated from the two grinding masses caused the sediments to melt and form molten magma chambers . Subsequently the unstable
chambers erupted, spewing forth molten minerals which formed one of the world's
largest granitic bodies, the majestic Sierra Nevada Mountains .
As minerals from the magma chambers cooled, quartz, among the last minerals to
crystalize, rose to the surface in a series of somewhat parallel veins . One day miners
would affectionately label this formation the Mother Lode. During the upheavals and
alternating cooling and heating of the earth's mantle, these quartz veins cracked and
formed numerous interlacing and branching fissures into which molten gold flowed.
Continued upheavals, volcanism, and erosion exposed the veins and dislodged small
particles of gold which were deposited in the auriferous gravel of long-vanished river
beds. Nine million years ago a volcanic eruption near present-day· Bridgeport spewed
lava west along a broad shallow valley which was the precursor of the Stanislaus River.
Erosion stripped away thousands of feet of topsoil along the edges, leaving the original
lava flow exposed and a new Stanislaus River. Several hundred feet beneath this' 'table
mountain,'' gravel and sand deposits rich in placer gold awaited the first miners .
On March 27, 1850, a party of Americans following a Miwok Indian trail through
the oak-covered hills stopped for the night at a gulch near the current site of Columbia's main parking lot. Here Thaddeus and George Hildreth, John Walker, Billy
Richard Dyer received his M.A. from California State, Los Angeles in 1969. He teaches history at Columbia Junior College where his interests center around activities and local organizations devoted to the
history of California's Mother Lode region.
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Jones, and Alexander Carson set up camp. After a rainy night, Walker headed for the
nearby gulch to seek out signs of ''color.'' The discovery of gold in his first pan
· transformed the pastoral site instantly and irrevocably . By nightfall, two hours of work
with pans and picks netted the men an ounce of gold .
Camp was established at the base of Kennebec Hill, named after the Maine river
near the Hildreth brothers' home. Despite a shortage of water with which to wash
their pay dirt, the prospectors averaged six to eight ounces a day worth $12 5 each, a
tidy sum for any 1850 mining camp. Although the party tried to keep their discovery
secret, rumors that they were "digging seven thousand dollars worth of gold a day"
spread throughout the Mother Lode, and soon new gold-seekers were thronging to the
camp.
During the summer of 1850, "Hildreth's Diggings," soon to be renamed Columbia, continued to grow as thousands of miners, gamblers, and businessmen staked
claims along the gulches in the emerging town site. Ethnic, racial, and religious
groups from many lands arrived virtually overnight. Indeed, a sure sign that the camp
had achieved permanent status was the arrival of American women. Mrs . Sarah De
Noielle, the first of many, came in June 1851 with her husband to open a boarding
house . The following January she gave birth to the first Columbian .
San Francisco and Central Valley newspapers predicted great success for the new
camp as continued reports of big discoveries--some genuine, some contrived - filtered
down from the hills. Most gold consisted of small, sand-like particles called ''dust,''
but occasionally beautiful specimens, large nuggets, and pockets of gold were unearthed. At nearby Carson Hill, the Morgan Mine produced gold weighing almost 195 troy
pounds valued at over $40 ,000 in 1854. Nuggets weighing as much as 27 pounds
were discovered during the 1850 ' s. During Columbia's first decade, the placers bountifully rewarded miners for their labor, certainly in excess of the mining camp average
of ten dollars a day per miner.
Using the gold pan was hard and tedious work . A persevering miner might wash fifty pans a day if his back didn't give out and the cold water didn't drive him from the
creek . A pan served to find a good ''prospect.' ' After gold had been discovered,
miners usually constructed cradles, sluice boxes, or long toms out of dressed lumber
costing six dollars a foot . After ditch water became available in 1852, mining companies used giant water monitors to wash and sluice the rich auriferous soil around
Columbia .
Working miners crowded Main Gulch, the site of the modern town parking lot. Early photographs reveal a trench-like gulch crowded with miners and equipment. Two
bridges completed in 1853 facilitated the movement of people, supplies, and precious
ore. The cost of living in Columbia was high. A potato could cost a dollar or' 'pinch''
of gold, eggs were three dollars each, a can of sardines four dollars, and gold pans and
picks fifteen dollars each . Milk, when available, could cost $1.25 a gallon, and one
resident sold bread for a dollar a slice, plus another dollar for butter. A miner reportedly paid a $42 bill for a modest breakfast at the City Hotel without a murmur.
By May of 1850 as insufficient water could be found to wash the pay dirt, miners
and capitalists began searching for new sources . June 24, 1851, the Tuolumne County Water Company organized to divert water by gravity from Five Mile Creek to Columbia. May 1, 18 52, a "jollification" celebrated the completion of the Five Mile
Creek system, which was so successful that the company repaid its $350,000 debt in
less than 18 months . Later, the South and Middle forks of the Stanislaus River were
dammed to meet the increasing need for water. By 1856 iron pipes diverted water to
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city residents, ending the unpredictable delivery by wagon . Eventually a series of
dams, tunnels, flumes, ditches, and reservoirs extended 60 miles from Columbia to the
high Sierra. Many of the original systems are still in use today after over a century and
a quarter .
Crime and criminals were rare in early California mining camps . Indeed, it was common for valuable mining tools and even gold to be left unattended but safe from filching hands . Crime became serious, however, as competition for precious minerals increased, and more social outcasts appeared from San Francisco and distant lands.
Miners and merchants alike discovered that it was foolish to be more than an arm's
length away from their Colt revolver or Bowie knife. The "mining of miners" became the primary livelihood for a motley group of scoundrels, scamps, and sharpers as
well as the "sporting gals" and merchants .
To uphold the law and record lots taken up by businessmen, Columbia elected Major Richard F. Sullivan its first alcalde . Evidently the major was somewhat careless .
Except for collecting two ounces of gold for each lot recorded in his personal account
book, Sullivan must have done little. Additional surveys had to be made later when
the claimants discovered that he had never officially recorded their transactions .
The imposition of foreign miner's tax in June 1850 stimulated tension in the growing community . Mexicans, Chinese, and others viewed the tax as a devious maneuver
by Americans to reserve the rich diggings for themselves, while Anglos argued that it
would control the amount of gold taken by foreigners to their homelands. The tax immediately resulted in the depopulation of Columbia and neighboring campus and a
substantial reduction in sales of merchandise. Although the tax was later reduced, the
damage had been done in poisoning the atmosphere . Exaggerated newspaper stories of
foreign miners threatening to burn towns aggravated the tense situation . Americans
in Columbia and Sonora responded to such rumors by forming a local Vigilance Committee on June 29, 1851, to "ferret out the guilty" and "mete out such punishment'' as was needed to protect good citizens . After several inflammatory speeches,
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Continuous digging for gold deposits within Columbia necessitated the construction of
bridges over the Main Gulch, facilitating access to and from the town. A miner's
flume , supplying vital wash water, can be seen to the left of the span.
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Washington Street prior to 1860 from Kennebec Hill. In the foreground lies mining
equipment utilized when washing a· miner's diggings; the washing process separated
the precious gold ore from the surrounding gravel. just beyond the ditch, which provided the actual wash water, lies the Main Gulch, site of the original Hildreth gold
discovery of 1850.
marches around Sonora, and a lot of heavy drinking, the committee disbanded. The
presence of many Mexicans in the southern mines stimulated frequent disputes over
taxes and claims. Most Americans had a contemptuous attitude for all foreigners,
while foreign-born residents considered Americans arrogant. These attitudes have left
a legacy of bigotry and tension which is still evident.
Deep-seated impulses to preserve order and regularity led early miners to elect officials to dispense "instant justice" to malfactors of "the Law of Mankind." At first,
the alcalde was the only elected official; later a justice of the peace, town constable, and
county sheriff maintained the peace. Public meetings of miners constituted the only
court in Columbia . Appeals, usually to no avail, might be directed to the town
citizenry, but courts and justices seldom allowed legal technicalities to sway their
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desire for instant justice. Besides, jurors had to return to their claims before they were
''jumped.'' For lesser crimes, shaving the head, whippings, fines, banishment, or a
night in Columbia's box-like jail were common penalties. More serious crimes led to
hangings, ear croppings, and brandings . Occasionally criminals were sent to the
Tuolumne County Jail in Sonora where they were made to work for their keep.
Today Columbians, like most of us, have a tendency to romanticize the criminal
deeds of early highwaymen and outlaws who after a generation or two became legendary Robin Hoods. The most villainous criminal, as Joseph H . Jackson has noted, is
today a ''daring, gallant, rip-snorting sort of fellow who had done no more than take
from society what was rightfully his.'' Such legendary folk heroes as Joaquin Murieta,
"Three Fingered" Jack Garcia, Black Bart, Billy Mulligan, and others grace the annals of early Columbia, but their exploits bear little resemblance to those grossly
embellished tales prepared for today's tourists visiting Columbia.
Life was not all work for young, adventurous Argonauts. Saturday and Sunday were
days of pageantry and riotous living, much to the vexation of men of God and Sons of
Temperance who sought a more genteel Columbia. Residents enjoy telling about the
Sunday in the early 'SO's when Methodist Reverend Long, tired of preaching to only a
few parishoners, used the plaza bell to sound the fire call . After the men gathered and
the sermon began, very few had the audacity to walk out while the Reverend chastized
them . Despite such valiant efforts, most miners were more interested in gambling,
drinking, and carousing than participating in more sedate cultural activities. Having
spent a week of hard labor on their claims, they sought a good time!
Gambling was a favorite pastime. Wagers were made on a vast array of sporting
events - bull or bear fights , prize fights, horse races, shell and pea games, and other
games of chance. Even before tents were erected, blankets would be spread on bare
ground so card games could begin. French Monte, Three Card Game, Stud Horse,
Lump-a' -Gold poker, and other games were popular. The stakes could be high, and
five thousand dollars might change hands on the turn of a card . If cards were not
available, guessing the number of seeds in an orange was an acceptable substitute.
Much of the gambling occurred in saloons, the first of which reached Columbia
shortly after the Hildreths staked their claims. At first , canvas or temporary brush
ramadas shaded customers . The town trustees tried to curtail the growth of gaming
houses, but soon the lure of places like The Miner's Home, Long Tom Saloon, St.
Charles Saloon, Ferguson's, The Columbia Exchange, and others enticed Colombians
day and night, weekend and week day, to partake in games and enjoy temptingly concocted drinks. As Old John Copeland used to say:
When I am dead and in my grave
No more Whisky will I crave
But on my tombstone shall be wrote
"They ' s many a jolt went down his throat."
"Sporting Gals" opened houses in Columbia shortly after the arrival of the first
miners. A visit to the town prostitute could cost three dollars or more, especially if the
customer added such pleasures as a shave, bath, beans, or stogies. Prostitutes were
usually unobtrusive, and many were models of civic respectability. Their continued
business success depended on proper decorum as more families moved into town. But
Big Lou, as old timers relate, was the exception . Her house just behind Knapp's store
(the museum today) offered gilt mirrors, fancy chandeliers, oriental rugs , and a variety
of exotic refreshments for guests . One day, after Lou had been on one of her frequent
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drinking sprees, she insulted a Mrs. Dealy, the prim and proper schoolmarm. This incident convinced the boys of Fire Engine Company No. 2 to rid the town of the uncouth woman. Big Lou was literally washed out of town when the firemen worked up a
head of pressure on their pumper and sprayed Lou, and everything in her house into
the street. Other fancy houses and China dolls had a more comfortable existence, however, and many a homesick young miner sought solace in the warm, comfortable,
homey abode of the town prostitute.
Holidays were eagerly awaited, especially the 4th of July, Admission Day, and
presidential inaugurations. Nearly any excuse could be used to justify a town ''jollification.'' The arrival of the circus, completion of the water ditch, hangings, elections,
or the arrival of new ladies were occasions for merrymaking. Special celebrations frequently included the selection of the "Goddess of Liberty" from among school
children, a parade, patriotic readings, and speeches, bands, contests, and a grand ball.
Today several of these pageants have become popular patriotic traditions for Columbia
visitors and residents alike - especially the 4th of July and the May Firemen's
Muster.
Early Colombians were fond of music and dancing. Miners and their families
listened to the popular Columbia Brass Band and Silver Cornet Band as musicians
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Columbia, taken from Schoolhouse Hill in 1865. Main Street runs diagonally across
the center of the photograph. St. Andrews First Presbyterian Church, nicknamed
''Church of the 49er' ', appears at the top left.
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Local bands contributed substantially to the leisure time activities enjoyed by Columbia residents.

played patriotic selections from the town bandstand. Perhaps the most famous performer to come to early Columbia was John A . Stone, nicknamed "01' Put," who
sang and played his guitar in 1853 . While crossing the plains in 1850, he had collected stories he heard around the campfires, and later he related these humorous
pioneer experiences to miners in many Mother Lode camps. One of his popular ballads
in Tuolumne County was the popular "Sweet Betsy from Pike ." Other times local
Miwok Indians adorned in feathers, shells, beads, and body paint attracted spectators
as they whistled and danced on the streets. A leader accompanied them with chants
and rattles, while Miwok women circulated among the curious bystanders hoping for a
contribution.
The first theatrical productions were held on Columbia's streets and in flimsy canvas theatres . Performers such as Caroline and brother William Chapman, Edwin
Booth, Julia Dean Hayes, Signora Elisha Biscaccianti, and others performed operatic,
concert, and lyrical selections. Popular performances were greeted with bouquets of
flowers and gold and silver coins; muffed lines and unprepared performers suffered
hoots of derision. After a particularly successful performance, the group would be
escorted around town by an admiring throng. The popular Chapmans were escorted
by ''a procession of over a thousand miners'' to neighboring Sonora for their next
performance.
The growth of Columbia accelerated during the early 1850's. Newspaper estimates
of "not less than six thousand" residents in 1850 very likely included Gold Springs,
Pine Log, Springfield, and Tuttletown in addition to Columbia. During the fall election of 1852, 1,229 votes were polled in the town precinct, and it is unlikely that the
total population ever exceeded 4 ,000 . Nonetheless, by 1852 Columbia had over 150
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Columbia 's first school opened its doors
in March 1861. The first teacher, Miss
Laura Nelson, offered instruction to the
younger students in the first floor classroom. Principal john Graham assumed
responisbility for sixth, seventh, and
eighth grade students in the room on the
second floor.
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business houses , including thirty saloons, four hotels, four banks, several churches, a
post office, newspaper, Masonic lodge, private school, brewery , and a cemetery with
"neatly graveled walks." As valley newspapers regularly reported "exceedingly rich
diggings," and the discovery of "beautiful specimens of quarters and gold," Columbia's future seemed to be "touched by a magic wand. "
Amidst such optimism came the many fires produced by long, dry summers and
flimsy, crowded buildings during the 1850's and 1860's. Some were set by scoundrels interested in distracting businessmen while they looted their unattended shops.
The great fire of July 10, 1854, burned almost the entire central business section,
resulting in the loss of half a million dollars. Almost before the embers had cooled,
Colombians were clearing, rebuilding their town with what were supposed to be
fireproof brick buildings, and installing iron shutters which would confine fires .
These precautions did not prevent a second fire on August 25, 1857 . A careless
Chinese resident had left his cabin while a pork dinner was cooking inside. The flames
which had engulfed the cabin by the time he returned spread rapidly, destroying many
of the recently constructed ' 'fireproof'' buildings. The explosion from a cache of
powder in one basement killed five men . Although volunteers arrived from nearby
Sonora, and the Tuolumne County Water Company released water from its reservoir,
the devastation continued. Knapp's brick building (todays museum) was saved by the
timely application of two barrels of vinegar to the roof when no water could be obtained to put out the fire . Once again, losses were estimated at a half million dollars or
more.
The fire of 1857 stimulated improvements in the Columbia fire department. The
Hook and Ladder Company which had been created in 1853 proved ineffective in
fighting the great fires, stimulating the organization of the Tuolumne Engine Company No. 1 and Columbia Engine Company No. 2. Water cisterns were also dug, and
a new engine, "Papeete," arrived from San Francisco in October 1859. The following year another engine, "Monumental," was put into service. Ever since, their
crews have regularly competed in the annual fireman's muster, usually in deadly
earnest, as each seeks to send their stream of water the greater distance.
By the start of the new decade, Columbia's demise was evident. As placer deposits
were worked out, an increasing number of miners drifted to more promising camps in
other districts. Although a few hard rock mines were dug in the Columbia region, the
district never gained renown for its deep gold deposits . Tourists continued to use Columbia as a stopping place; and ranchers and a few farmers arrived with their families,
but they were not enough to stem the population decline. Although Columbia never
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These gold scales manufactured by
Howard and Davis of Boston, came to
Columbia via Cape Horn in 1853. They
were used by Wells Fargo Bank at least
until 1917 to ascertain the value of the
miners 'findings. Various estimates as to
the total amount of gold weighed on the
scales (based on a contemporary value of
thirtyfive dollars an ounce or less) run
up to fiftyfive million dollars.
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A group of citizens pose for the photographer in the 1890's. Although the heyday of
mining activity was but a memory by this time, persistent residents prevented Columbia from turning into a ghost town.
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became a ghost town, by the end of the century the population consisted of, perhaps,
400 persistent residents .
And so, its placer deposits systematically depleted, one of California's most publicized mining camps returned once more to a peaceful pastoral setting. All that was
needed now to insure Columbia's place in the great gold rush epic was the storyteller
who could recreate the days of gold, the days of old, in yarns which perhaps included
more than ever occurred.

SOURCES: Details about life in early Columbia
can be found in John Heckendorn and W. A .
Wilson, Miners & Business Men's Directory (Columbia, 1856), Thomas R. Stoddart, Annals of
Tu olumne County ed. Carlo M. DeFerrari
(Sonora, 1963), and Herbert 0. Lang, A H istory
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of Tuolumne Count_y, California (San Francisco,
1882). The author also utilized Barbara
Eastman ' s unpublished papers at Columbia
Historic State Park and G. Ezra Dane, Ghost
Town (New York, 1941).
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BERNARD DeVOTO
And the Art of Popular History
JAMES

J.

RAWLS

Bernard DeVoto believed that the only kind of history that was at all worth writing
was that which was going to be read. ''If it is not history until it is written,'' went one
of his favorite aphorisms, "neither is it written until it is read." Lamenting the cancellation of a symposium, "Writing History for the Larger Audience," at the annual
meeting of the American Historical Association in 1950, DeVoto complained that
American historians were failing to fulfill their "cultural function." The purpose of
all historians, he believed, should be to increase public knowledge of history. "Their
job is to spread understanding among our citizens about the past. 'Writing for the
Larger Audience' merely means writing history - writing for people who are not
historians.' '
Born in Ogden, Utah in 1897, descendant of a Mormon pioneer and an immigrant
Italian army officer, Bernard DeVoto was one of the most successful popular historians of his generation. He directed each of his major works at "the larger
audience,'' and each was received with enthusiasm and applause. The Year of Decision (1943), his episodic history of the westward movement in the 1840s, was serialized in The Atlantic Monthly and became a Book-of-the-Month Club selection. In its
preface he explained, "I write for the non-existent person called the general reader."
Likewise his purpose in writing Across the Wide Missouri (1947), an account of the
Rocky Mountain fur trade, was to "entertain the general reader." About his edition
of the journals of Lewis and Clark (1953) DeVoto commented, "I have undertaken to
produce a straightforward text which could be read without distraction .. .one to
which a reader without a specialist's interests need not bring a specialist's
preparation." DeVoto's articles on American history appeared regularly in such
popular magazines as the Saturday Review of Literature, Harper's, and, on at least one
occasion, in Good Housekeeping.
DeVoto believed that universal knowledge of American history was as important an
underpinning of the democratic process as universal suffrage. Without knowledge of
james]. Rawls, Instructor of History at Diablo Valley College in Pleasant Hill, California, received his
B.A. from Stanford in 1967 and his Ph.D from the University of California, Berkeley in 1975. He has
published essays and reviews in various journals of the West and edited Dan De Quille of the Big Bonanza,
published in 1980.
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the American past, of the growth and working of American institutions, the nation
would drift and eventually founder. The role of the historian was thus vital. Bernard
DeVoto was profoundly patriotic in a way that perhaps only an American who
matured in the first half of the twentieth century could be. He was intensely aware of
the disillusionment and despair of his contemporaries, yet he dared to hope that somehow faith could be restored if only the ''great American epic'' were told long enough
and often enough and to a large enough audience. He was concerned that many of his
fellow historians had abandoned the task of reaching "the larger audience" with their
work and had become content with producing history for an intellectual elite.
Historians whose work was read by the general public were condescendingly dismissed by their academic colleagues as mere popularizers. DeVoto regarded this
elitism among historians to be contemptible and ultimately subversive to the wellbeing of the republic. "For three generations the profession has been married to the
universities and has so turned inward on itself that it has developed pride in not exercising an influence outside its own cloister.''
With the professional historians failing to fulfill their proper role, the task of
educating the American people about their history was falling into the hands of journalists, entertainers, and unqualified amateurs. DeVoto was alarmed. In 1939 Allan
Nevins issued a call for a popular magazine of American history in which journaliststurned-historians would write colorful, well-illustrated articles on subjects of topical
interest. In an essay entitled "What's the Matter with History?" DeVoto expressed
concern that the kind of popularization Nevins was suggesting would inevitably involve serious compromises with historical accuracy. He predicted the journalisthistorians would sell out history for sensationalism or over-simplification, which in
either case would be ''no blessing to the popular audience that accepts it in good
faith." Eight years later DeVoto raised even more serious objections to two popular
radio history dramatizations- the "Mr. President" series on ABC and "CBS Was
There." DeVoto granted that the intent of the series was admirable, but he charged
that the scriptwriters had falsified history by altering important relationships, inventing dialogue, and rewriting historical records. ''What about it? Is it all right to make
up history?" DeVoto asked. "Radio is dealing with actual events and it is lying about
them, and it is therefore debasing the public's judgment and betraying its trust.
History is what happened, it is not what fits some scriptwriter's tawdry idea."
DeVoto also had little sympathy for amateur historians whose distortions and
misstatements, though also well-intended, were just as unacceptable. DeVoto's main
complaint against the amateurs was that they, like all ''antiquarians and collectors,''
worked with an uncritical enthusiasm for their subjects. They treated all their sources
as equally valid and tended to confuse their own wishes and guesses with the facts. In
rejecting the work of one amateur historian he pointed out that she had committed all
the errors common among amateurs: she had invented evidence for ''literary effect,''
she was unable to place her narrative in any larger historical context, and, most
grievous of all, she was incapable of analyzing evidence and appraising its worth.
DeVoto advised her that her history was so filled with' 'scores of errors, scores of misconceptions, and scores of naively preposterous statements'' that it was utterly worthless and absurd.
DeVoto implored the professionally trained, academically employed historians to
resume their rightful place as the educators of the American people about the
American past. The academic historians must overcome their ill-advised disdain for
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A charcoal sketch of Bernard DeVoto done by Dwight Shepler in 1935.
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popular history and consciously seek out a broader readership for their work . The professional historians had lost whatever audience they once had, he believed, largely
because they were writing such artless history. ''I believe that American literature is
poorest in the field of history," DeVoto wrote in 19 26, "and have for years been
pointing out the dullness and deadness of the professional historians.'' Twenty years
later he continued to be appalled at the ''mediocrity'' of writing by American historians. They were "shockingly unaware" that history was one of the arts, defied
readers to take an interest in their books, and tended to write with "something between a bathsponge and an axe.'' The academic historians' ignorance of the basics of
good composition was evident in the thousands of books that read like '' 4 x 6 card
files which have been printed.'' These books were just collections of bits of information which might have been molded into history but instead were' 'only a stage on the
way to it." DeVoto said that his mind "grew gray reading books supposed to be
history'' in which fundamental literary problems had not even been recognized let
alone solved.
In order to reach ''the larger audience'' DeVoto believed that professional historians must begin to master the skills of the novelist and the dramatist. Specifically he
had in mind the greater use of the narrative, vivid descriptive prose, and such literary
devices as metaphor and synecdoche. Predictably DeVoto believed that in his own
writing he had already mastered such skills. ''My [history] books employ the methods
and techniques of literature,'' he wrote in 194 7. ''They are constructed and written
like novels, to exactly the same ends as novels." DeVoto urged other historians to
follow his lead . In 1952 he advised Wallace Stegner, who, like DeVoto, was then
writing both novels and history, to use his best narrative skills in his historiography.
"There are various forms of narrative," DeVoto reminded Stegner, "and various effects are secured by various means . Profiles, character sketches, incidents, moments of
emotion - you can't help using all of them." DeVoto saw in the work of Francis
Parkman the realization of the great potential of narrative history. ''Parkman's
greatest achievement was that he made narrative serve all the purposes of history.''
He was able to use the techniques of the novelist to ''so dramatize character and event
that everything else is implicit.''
The highest accomplishment of the historical art, DeVoto believed, was the creation
of prose "so vivid that it produces the illusion of experience." Even before he had
done any writing, DeVoto had experimented with such illusion. For his classes at
Northwestern in the early 1920's, DeVoto prepared a lecture on George Washington
complete with a description of the founder's height, weight, complexion, and voice.
The battles of the Revolutionary War he described with a wealth of physical details
about the weather, terrain, kinds of trees and undergrowth, cut of uniforms, caliber of
weapons, and types of injuries most commonly inflicted. Early American history was
presented as a physical reality - complete with colors, sounds, temperatures, pains,
and smells.
Twenty-five years later DeVoto employed the same technique in writing history.
He fashioned his narrative from descriptive passages which mixed the recorded deed
with life-like detail. In The Course of Empire (1952), his history of the exploration of
the American West, DeVoto combined documentary research with his own personal
knowledge of the deserts and mountains of the western interior. "They had been on
short rations ever since leaving the Jefferson,'' DeVoto wrote of one early party of explorers, ''but now they were in the mountains, 'the most terrible mountains I ever
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beheld,' Sergeant Gass wrote. That meant not only heaving lungs and pounding
hearts, and not only slopes and cliffs and heavy timber choked with underbrush - it
also meant piercing cold after months in the furnace-climate of the plains .'' In The
Year of Decision DeVoto's accounts of the brutal attacks on the Mormons in Illinois,
the hardships involved in crossing the alkali flats of Nevada, and the daily life of the
common soldier in the Mexican War were all packed with the kinds of detail necessary
for the accomplishment of the book's purpose: "to realize the pre-Civil War, Far
Western frontier as personal experience." His description of the Donner Party's sufferings was typical.
The storm kept on through Christmas night, with two corpses in the mound now, and through
the morning of the next day. Eddy tried to make some kind of fire inside the blankets but blew
up a powder horn and burned himself severely . Mrs. McC!utchen and Mrs. Foster also were
burned. In the afternoon the snow stopped. They crawled out of their mound, made tinder of
the cotton lining of a mantua, struck a spark in it, and got a dead pine tree to burn. So they cut
strips from the legs and arms of Patrick Dolan and roasted them.

Here it was not sufficient to state that cannibalism had occurred, but that strips from
the arms and legs of Patrick Dolan were roasted and eaten; not that they were able to
start a fire, but that a powder horn had blown up, that the cotton lining of a mantua
had been used for tinder, and that a dead pine tree was used for fuel. DeVoto's interest
here was in making history come alive as personal experience. His technique was the
one that he returned to in all his writings: the accumulation of realistic detail.
DeVoto believed that it was important for historians to be well acquainted with the
sites of the historical events they were describing . In pursuit of the details necessary
for vivid historical recreation he made several trips through the West. In 1940 he and
young Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., retraced portions of the Santa Fe Trail by automobile,
in 1948 he surveyed the Oregon Trail by air and spent three days in a small boat on
the upper Missouri with A.B. Guthrie, Jr., and in 1950 he toured the Lewis and Clark
trail by automobile with his wife Avis. These trips he later said were worth years of
library research. They could ''give history a dimension that can be got only by seeking out the sites of events .'' A hike along the same paths that the pioneers had traveled made them "come alive though they have been dead a hundred years. The same
wind that burned their faces twitches a few clumps of sagebrush at your feet - and
borne on it you can hear the sound of wheels creaking as the wagon trains come out of
the east.''
One of DeVoto's most important borrowings from literature, and also the most
often misunderstood, was the use of synecdoche . In 1949 DeVoto predicted that
future historians would have to adopt the ''techniques of compression and concentration, of symbolization, of making significant single items stand for aggregates, of
covering large areas or long eras or complex subjects in literary shorthand, of accomplishing a dozen historical purposes by means of single literary devices.'' Frequently in DeVoto's writing one individual or event was treated at what seemed to be
disproportionate length. For instance in Across the Wide Missouri William Drummond Stewart emerged as a dominant figure of the Rocky Mountain fur trade, when in
reality he was a minor figure. DeVoto was using him as a representative or symbol of a
larger aggregate of mountain men and of larger historical forces . DeVoto made this
plain, but he was still misunderstood. In The Year of Decision DeVoto selected a frontiersman named James Clyman as the epitome of westering Americans in the 1840s.
His trek was described in detail as representative of the whole westward movement:
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''Outline of American history. James Clyman was born in Farquier County, Virginia,
in 1792, during the administration of George Washington, on a farm that belonged to
the President, whom he saw in the flesh. He died on his ranch at Napa, California, in
1881 ; during the administration of Chester Arthur. Jim Clyman was a man who went
west.'' In other places the history of one family was traced through several generations to illustrate the interconnections, the continuity, and the relative brevity of
American history. DeVoto traced the fortunes of the Bent family from Silas Bent and
the Boston Tea Party to the founding, two generations later, of Bent's Fort on the
Arkansas River.
One of DeVoto's greatest problems in writing The Year of Decision was achievement of a sense of simultaneous action. ''The simultaneity of the actions is the core of
the whole matter," DeVoto wrote to his publisher, "and a realization of it is in my
opinion necessary for a proper understanding of that crucial period in history.'' And it
was through the use of another literary device- surveying the activities of a host of
widely separated characters at one precise moment in time- that DeVoto hoped to
achieve the sense of simultaneity. At the conclusion of the book DeVoto described the
activities on January 24, 1848, of James Marshall on the American River, the
American troops in Mexico City, Brigham Young in Utah, John C. Fremont at his
court-martial in Washington, James K. Polk in his private chambers, Congressmen
under the Capitol dome, and the Comanche in the Far West. This was, DeVoto proudly pointed out, a "literary solution" to an historical problem.
Bernard DeVoto set out to write history for the general public. "Identity with the
popular will,'' he wrote, ''is precisely the artist's highest destiny.'' DeVoto achieved
this identity. His work was recognized in his lifetime for what it was: exceptionally
well-written popular history. Across the Wide Missouri was awarded both the Pulitzer
and the Bancroft Prize in 1948, and The Course of Empire won the National Book
Award for the best nonfiction of 1952. Throughout his career DeVoto insisted, not
always gently, that historians must confront and solve the problem of how historical
knowledge can best be moved into the hands and minds of the general reading public.
His work stands as a model of history written as literature, and thus as history which
appeals to the multitude of readers who comprise ''the larger audience.''

SOURCES: This essay is based on the published
works of Bernard DeVoto and the papers of Bernard DeVoto, Division of Special Collections,
Stanford University Library, Stanford, California.
The author acknowledges with gratitude the permission of Mrs. Bernard DeVoto to quote from
materials in the Stanford collection.
The majority of DeVoto's writings about
popular history appeared in his Easy Chair column
in Harper's Magazine between 19 3 5 and his
death in 1955 . A guide to DeVoto's total literary
output appears in Robert Edson Lee, "The Work
of Bernard DeVoto: An Introduction and An-
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notated Checklist," unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, State University of Iowa (Iowa City, 195 7).
Wallace Stegner has edited a collection of
DeVoto's correspondence, The Letters of Bernard
DeVoto (New York, 1975), and written the best
account of DeVoto's life and work, The Uneasy
Chair: A Biography of Bernard DeVoto (New
York, 1974). Personal glimpses of DeVoto appear
in Catherine Drinker Bowen, Edith R. Mirrielees,
Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., and Wallace Stegner,
Four Portraits and One Subject: Bernard DeVoto
(Boston, 1963).
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THE DUELING DOCTORS OF
STOCKTON
DONALD GILL

The history of the United States is replete with examples of incidents where dueling
settled personal affronts among gentlemen. Aaron Burr killed Alexander Hamilton on
a New Jersey bluff; and such frontier heroes as President Andrew Jackson and Senator
Thomas Hart Benton participated in duels. No less than elsewhere, despite antidueling provisions in the state's 1850 Constitution and 1854 legislation setting criminal penalties, dueling was commonplace in the early history of California. Surely the
most famous duel in California came in 1859 when Senator David Broderick died at
the hands of Supreme Court Justice DavidS. Terry . Of less importance was a Stockton
duel between two doctors, Washington M. Ryer and Samuel Langdon, but it reveals
much about the practice of dueling, and turns out to have been a dress rehearsal for
the Terry-Broderick confrontation two years later.
Seldom were there two more unlikely antagonists than Ryer and Langdon. Born
March 15, 1822, in Wilmington, North Carolina, Samuel Langdon graduated from
the Belleview Hospital Medical School in New York . He arrived at Murphy's Diggings, California in 1849 and quickly decided that medicine was more lucrative and
required less work than mining. He opened a practice in Stockton, where he developed
a close friendship with two other Southerners, DavidS. Terry and Dr. R. Porter Ashe.
All three became involved in local politics . A near riot developed in the 1850 election
when the three surrounded the ballot box to prevent latecomers from casting votes .
The sanctity of the ballot box was preserved, but Langdon and his friends were severely criticized for their actions . Langdon was, nevertheless, elected constable. Dr.
Langdon also won a reputation for honesty and generosity, he refused to accept free
samples of merchandise from the drug stores with which he did business, frequently
bought medications prescribed for patients unable to pay, and' 'forgot'' to ask for payment for his services from the poor.
Born in Stockton, Donald Gill attributes his interest in California history to the deep roots his family has
planted in the state; his great grandfather arrived here in 184 9. Currently employed as a claims investigator for the State Compensation Insurance Fund, Mr. Gil! is also the ''Vice -Histotian ''for the
Tuleburg Chapter of E Clampus Vitus in Stockton.
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Dr. Washington N. Ryer was also known as a man of pride and integrity. He was
born in New York in 1821 and served as a physician with the United States Army
during the Mexican War. He came to California in March 1849 attached to the staff of
General Riley's 2nd United States Infantry. Leaving the army, Dr. Ryer made his presence known to the founder of Stockton, Captain Charles Weber. In a letter dated July
15, 1849, and sent from his "camp on the Stanislaus River," Ryer announced his
desire to "perform any surgical operation that may be required in Stockton" with the
understanding that there would be no charge for anyone who could not afford to pay.
It may have been this letter that encouraged Weber to call on Ryer to treat Jose Jesus,
a mission-trained Indian and a former Alcalde over Indian workers at Mission San
Jose, who had returned to the San Joaquin Valley to lead his tribe. In 1849 a drunken
miner shot and seriously wounded him on a Stockton street. Ryer saved the chief's
life, earning a $500 fee from Weber. Ryer further enhanced his reputation two years
later when, during a smallpox outbreak, he innoculated 2,000 Indians, thus saving
many lives. Like Langdon, Ryer had developed a coterie of friends, including E. S.
Holden, a prominent Stockton druggist, Dr. W. D. Cowan, and Dr. R. K. Reid, all of
whom were members of the California Society of Natural History, of which Reid was
president.
Doctors Ryer and Landon might have quietly pursued their respective medical practices had not the election in 1855 of Governor]. Neely Johnson set in motion a series
of events that brought the two physicians to the field of honor. Trained as a lawyer,
Johnson arrived in California in 1849 where he began a freighting business. He
helped organize the California Whig party, and after its demise joined the American
party, which was best known for its opposition to foreigners. Its members were sworn
to secrecy and routinely answered inquiries about the party with, ''I Know Nothing,''
hence earning the nickname of "Know Nothings." Johnson's prominence in the
movement led to his nomination and election as governor in 1855.
One of California's few major state-supported institutions was the asylum for the insane in Stockton. The 1853 act creating the institution gave the legislature authority
to appoint a resident physician with a two year term, and Dr. R. K. Reid had been appointed to the post on March 24, 1854. In 1855 the legislature considered reappointing Dr. Reid. Most lawmakers seemed satisfied with his performance and felt that he
should continue in office. Instead of reappointing him, they adjourned April 21 without taking action, apparently assuming that his term would automatically be extended.
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They had underestimated Governor Johnson, who recognized an opportunity for
political patronage; and within a week after the legislature adjourned, he announced
that the office of resident physician together with the five member-Board of Trustees
were vacant, and named a new board. He chose Dr. Langdon as resident physician. He
was sworn into office April 29 by his friend David Terry, by then a Supreme Court
Justice.
In part, the governor defended his action by citing charges of official misconduct on
the part of Reid. He had allegedly used patient labor to build a fine personal residence,
had patients cultivate crops which he sold back to the asylum, and engaged in questionable land purchases adjacent to the asylum. Tlie governor denied that politics were
involved, announcing that Reid was himself a Know Nothing. Dr. Reicf vehemently
denied all allegations, especially any allegiance to the American party.
The governor's action provoked an immediate outcry. Perhaps because its editorial
writer, A. C. Baine, was one of those ousted from the hospital board, the San joaquin
Republican was especially vitriolic, questioning both the motives and the morals of the
governor. The ousted board refused to vacate their offices and at a May 2 meeting
challenged the governor's authority to remove them. Board President Baine and three
others ordered Dr. Reid to continue his duties.
Meanwhile Governor Johnson ordered Attorney General William F. Wallace to sue
in District Court to have Dr. Reid removed from office. Judge Charles M. Creaner
heard the case on May 10. Reid was defended by attorney D. W. Riley, who was
associated with the law offices of A. C. Baine. Judge Creaner reviewed the written
briefs and decided in favor of Reid, ruling that the governor had acted outside his
authority by usurping duties reserved for the legislature. On appeal, however,
Supreme Court Chief Justice Hugh Murray and .Associate Justice David Terry reversed the decision and ordered Dr. Langdon and the new board members installed in
office. They took charge of the hospitai October 1, 18 54.
During the fall Langdon looked into the alleged abuses of his predecessor's administration and made his findings known to Governor Johnson in a formal report. In
addition to the charges made public the previous April, Langdon claimed that Reid
had drawn pay on behalf of a non-existent ~mployee. He had also reportedly built a
cabinet in which to store his natural history specimens at state expense and upon leaving office took it with him. Langdon also reported that state funds had been used to pay
a taxidermist to stuff bird and animal specimens in Reid's collection. More serious,
Dr. Reid had allegedly made false reports to the legislature about the number of patient
deaths and had tried to hide the true number of fatalities by burying more than one
body in graves in the asylum cemetery . Governor Johnson did not make the report
public, but in his annual message to the legislature noted ''that serious accusations''
had ''been made again~£ the former resident physician,'' and recommended that a
special committee be appointed to inyestigate.
The legislature acted quickly, On ]anuary 15, 185 7, a committee composed of
three assemblymen and two senators wasapp!=Jinted and instructed to hold hearings at
Stockton to assess the charges. Senators A. ·R Maloney and E. G. Waite and
Assemblymen S. F. Hamm, S.M. Miles, and Phil Moore arrived in Stockton January
22 and began taking testimony the next day .
The hearings produced considerable excitement. Many witnesses were called, and
there was much sensational and conflicting testimony regarding patient deaths and efforts to conceal their number. The committee also opened several graves. Other
witnesses supported or refuted other charges against Dr. Reid.
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One of those who testified was Dr. Ryer, whose statements supported Dr. Reid. In
his testimony, Ryer questioned the motives of Langdon in making allegations against
Reid. In the midst of the proceedings, Langdon jumped to his feet, challenged the
witness' testimony, and accused him of slanting his testimony to favor Reid. The next
day the two doctors encountered one another on Weber Avenue. Words were exchanged and a scuffle started which was quickly broken up by friends. Dr. Ryer now
felt his honor and reputation were at stake. He selected a friend, Samuel Booker,
whom he asked to carry a formal message to Dr. Langdon. The letter challenged
Langdon to a duel, which was accepted without hesitation .
According to tradition, the challenged party was permitted to choose the weapons.
Dr. Langdon had no difficulty making a decision, for he knew that a fine pair of almost
perfectly matched pistols belonged to another Stockton physician and a close friend,
Dr . William D. Aylett. The weapons were the premier pistols of their time. Made by
La Faucheux Firearms Company in Paris, they had been brought to New Orleans by
the father of Joseph Beard; the younger Beard brought them to California, where he
served as Justice Terry's law clerk. Beard passed them on to Aylett. The weapons
were of standard European design, with twelve-inch barrels . They were identical except that one had a trigger so sensitive that it sometimes discharged, without having
been touched, after a sudden jerk or movement. The trigger of the other weapon was
also sensitive, but it had to be lightly touched to discharge. The pistol had been used in
other duels, and both Beard and Aylett knew their peculiarities. It is reasonable to
assume that Langdon had also been told about them.
A meeting February 18 arranged the terms of the affair. Colonel O'Neill
represented Langdon and Samuel Booker spoke for Ryer. It was agreed to duel the next
day, and the Aylett pistols were selected as the weapons . Dr. Langdon, given the first
choice of a weapon, chose the pistol with the more dependable trigger. The seconds
agreed that the contest would proceed as each man stepped off ten paces, turned, and
fired on the count of three. The signal to fire would be the dropping of a handkerchief.
Morman Slough was selected as the site. Each man took his pistol with him so that the
contestants could practice for a day . Langdon found his pistol to be tricky but manageable, while Ryer, who was supposedly completely unfamiliar with weapons, discovered
the defect in his pistol and found that he could not control the timing of the discharge
in spite of several hours of practice.
The two doctors with their seconqs and physicians met at the channel head on
Thursday morning. They had tried to keep details of the duel secret, but rumors had
spread all over Stockton, and as the party _boarded rowboats to make their way to the
site, a crowd was already for111ing ._The ex!=itement was so great that within minutes
men were ''borrowing'' e~ery.-b6a:t they c6~ld ~locate to set out after the party of principals. The duelers reached the. ; ite"{so mewher e adJacent_ to Mormon Slough probably
in the area of the Interstate" 5 multi-lei el .interchange). Just as the duel was to begin, a
final rowboat arrived in which the occupants, unable to find oars, had acquired spades
and shovels . A passenger who was a mutual friend of both doctors hoped to stop the
fight by impressing its potential seriousness on the participants. ''Make haste now and
shoot,'' he exclaimed, ''we came down to bury you .'' Everyone present let out a loud
laugh. The announcement produced results, for the duelists and their seconds decided
that the mood was such that the duel could not be held. Pistols were unloaded, and the
rowboats returned to Stockton. The next morning the Stockton Argus proclaimed
''Agricultural instruments used to break up a duel.''
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Hope that the affair had ended proved to be incorrect, for the doctors were determined to see the duel through . A second attempt was planned for Saturday afternoon,
February 21. Desirous that another public spectacle be avoided, the dueling party set
out secretly by steamer for the Thomas Ranch, thirty miles west of Stockton, along the
San Joaquin River in Contra Costa County . Dr. Aylett, Langdon's surgeon, was supposed to meet the party at the ranch, but after several hours he failed to arrive . Dr.
Langdon refused to proceed, and it was decided that the duel would again have to be
postponed. The two parties returned to town separately. Meanwhile in Stockton, word
of the duel had spread, and rumors were exchanged all day. When the Ryer party
returned, news circulated that Langdon had been mortally wounded on the first shot.
By Monday morning, however, it was apparent that both were unharmed and that the
duel had yet to be fought .
On Tuesday, February 24, 1857, the dueling doctors of Stockton scheduled a third
try. Again the parties left Stockton undetected, this time accompanied by Aylett.
Everyone boarded a small steamer, The Gypsy, for a short trip down the channel to
Rough and Ready Ranch . There the duelists took their positions and stepped off ten
paces each . Both turned, pistols at their sides, and the handkerchief dropped. The
pistols rose simultaneously . Dr. Ryer moved too quickly, and his weapon discharged
prematurely without his finger having even touched the trigger. The bullet hit the
ground directly in front of Ryer ' s feet. Langdon brought his weapon to a full, level extension and fired. The bullet passed close to Ryer's ear but missed him entirely.

One of California 's few state-supported institutions for the insane, the Stockton State
Hospital was built on land donated by the city's founder, Charles Weber. A greatly expanded facility located on the same site continues to serve clients today.
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Dr. R. K. Reid, sometime head of the
Stockton State Hospital.

A portrait bust of Dr. W D. Ryer from
his tomb in Oakland.

The duel could not now be stopped, and the doctors reloaded for the second round.
Both stepped off, the handkerchief dropped, and the weapons rose. The results were
identical to the first round.
Once more the doctors reloaded. Again the handkerchief dropped, and for the third
time Langdon's shot passed near Ryer's ear. This time Ryer was determined that his
pistol not fire prematurely . He raised the weapon slowly and carefully. Once more the
weapon fired early, but Ryer managed to raise the weapon high enough that the bullet
found a target. Dr. Langdon, hit in the knee, fell to the ground. Ryer rushed to his aid.
The knee was shattered, but the wound did not appear to be fatal. A tourniquet was
applied, Langdon was carried aboard the Gypsy, and everyone returned to Stockton.
The affair had concluded. Although Dr. Langdon's life was saved, he was never able to
enjoy the full use of his leg, and he had a pronounced limp the remainder of his life. It
would be nice to report that the two became close friends , but there is no indication
that this happened.
Meanwhile, the legislative committee issued its report on March 5, 1857. All its
members except Senator Waite concurred that the evidence was ''insufficient to sustain the charges.'' Waite's minority report tried to demonstrate that the charges were
valid, but his efforts during the following month to have another investigative committee appointed proved futile.
Dr. Ryer practiced medicine in Stockton until 1863, when he moved to San Francisco. There he bought a large amount of property, including Long Point Island in Suisuin Bay, which has been known ever since as Ryer Island. He abandoned medical
practice and in later years described himself as a "capitalist trying to keep what I
made.'' Surges in land values during the 1880's made him a millionaire, and when he
died June 4, 1892, he left an estate of $1,500,000. He is buried in Mt. View
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Cemetery in Oakland, where an immense monument made of imported Italian marble
marks his grave.
Dr. Langdon recovered from his wound and resumed his duties as resident physician at the insane asylum. When the legislature voted to replace him with Dr. W. D .
Aylett in 1857, Langdon again went to court claiming that his term of office continued until April 29, 1858. The matter was settled out of court, and Dr. Aylett took
over in August 1857 . Langdon continued in private practice. In 1871 he and Dr. Asa
Clark established the Nevada Asylum at Woodbridge, which they later moved to
Stockton and renamed the Pacific Insane Asylum. When Dr. Langdon died on March
17, 1880, his funeral was described by the Daily Evening Mail as the largest ever in
Stockton. Scores of people stood outside St. John's Episcopal Church during the services, and a ' 'long cortege of all kinds of vehicles' ' carried the doctor and his friends
to his final resting place in the Rural Cemetery.
The final shot in the Langdon-Ryer duel may actually have been fired by DavidS.
Terry on September 12, 1859. The Terry-Broderick duel is one of the most famous in
California and has been described many times. What is significant here is that Terry
chose the very same ''Aylett'' pistols used by Ryer and Langdon. Terry chose the
weapon that Langdon had used, and Broderick was left with the weapon Ryer had
used. The same premature firing which Ryer experienced plagued Broderick. The different outcome came about because Terry was a better shot than Langdon; when
Broderick's weapon fired early, Terry loosed a shot so accurate that it killed the
Senator. Terry was certainly aware of how the weapons had performed two years
before. Could it be that if Dr. Langdon and Dr. Ryer had not fought their duel, David
Terry would have selected a different weapon for the affair with Broderick? If he had,
would the result have been the same? That history can never tell us.

SOURCES: The bulk of the information used in
preparing this article comes from the Stockton
newspapers of the time, the San joaquin Republican and the Stockton Daily Argus. Microfilm
copies of the original Fifth District Court records
in the San Joaquin County Clerk 's office also pro-
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vided information on the court dispute which led
to the duel. Background information on the dueling pistols came from Oscar Shuck's History of
the Bench and Bar in California, and from the
present owner of the pistols, Mrs . Hilda Wood of
Patterson, California.
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THE FERRY SYSTEM OF THE LOWER
SACRAMENTO RIVER
JOHN THOMPSON

Between the 1850's and 1920's, a system of ferries evolved on the lower Sacramento
River and the channels which mingle its waters with the Mokelumne and San Joaquin
rivers and the Yolo Basin. At the height of ferry and riverboat operations, the waterways below Sacramento together with their complementing roads afforded accessibility to delta lands that may well have been unsurpassed in California. Indeed, the concentration of ferries may well have been greater than anywhere in non-urban areas of
North America. Ultimately, most ferries were supplanted with bridges. A few operate
yet, representing a century and a quarter of continuity of service, an uncommonly
long time in a field where obscelescence sweeps rapidly.
The drainage from more than one-third of California arises in the basins of the
Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers. The floodplains of these streams merge about fifty
miles northeast of San Francisco as the rivers pass through a complex network of channels before discharging into the eastern end of the bays that lead to San Francisco. The
segment of the Central Valley where the two rivers merge and enter Suisuin Bay is
known as the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta. Because over half of the 500,000 acres
of peat and alluvial land located here lie below sea level, the area is preserved from
returning to an estuarine swamp by about 1,100 miles of channel-front levee.
Before the Gold Rush, the delta was a tidal swamp frequented by Indians, a few trappers, and an occasional group of transient Anglo or Mexican Californians. While the
gold fever yet continued strong, a few farmers settled on natural levees . These and
later arrivals undertook the first of uncounted levee-building projects which ultimately
transformed the delta from an imperfectly drained segment of floodplain to a productive farming region.
John Thompson has held numerous professional teaching and administrative positions at locations
throughout the world since receiving his Ph.D. from Stanford in 1958. Based first at Stanford
(1959-1964), he is currently Professor in the Department of Geography at the University of Illinois,
Champaign-Urbana, where he has been since 196 7. His various activities have taken him on assignment to
Mexico, South America, and Pakistan. Dr. Thompson's interest in the Sacramento-San joaquin Delta is
by no means transient. His Ph.D. dissertation concerned itself with the settlement geography of the area
and an article on this subject was published in THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN in August, 1958.
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The lower Sacramento River ferries were established individually within the network of trails and roads that evolved along the crowns of the natural and artificial
levees enclosing the delta's reclaimed tracts . These roads provided access to
Sacramento, Lodi, Stockton, Rio Vista, and beyond, but their primary function was to
serve myriad private river landings and scattered villages where franchised wharves
were a seminal asset. Such bulky freight as grain, hay, fruit, potatoes, and dried beans
generally moved toward the landings, while passengers, express, and mail utilized the
wharves as well. In addition, local traffic included farmers and tenants, field hands and
harvest crews, sheepherders and drovers. 1 In fact, this local short-haul use of roads and
ferries was far more important than longer travel through or across the delta, principally because faster, more commodious water carriers were available to Sacramento
and Stockton or to distant San Francisco or Oakland.
The larger framework within which the ferries fitted consisted of a north-south road
between Sacramento and Walnut Grove which later extended to Isleton and the southwest . Two principal crossroads connected the river and the floor of the Central Valley.
The major easterly route stretched from the main road at Walnut Grove toward New
Hope (Thornton), from where Lodi, Stockton, Franklin, and Sacramento could be
reached, at least during the summer and fall. The westbound road passed through Rio
Vista by way of the Old River ferry, which was reached by roads that followed the
levees along Andrus and Brannan or Grand Islands. A second east-west route between
TOLL RATES OF SELECTED FERRIES OPERATING IN SACRAMENTO COUNTY 2

Ferry
Dates

Beasley
(1870/1876)

LLzwson
(1876)

Walnut Grove
1886/1889)

Isleton
1892

Pedestrian
Rider & horse
Wagon or buggy
& horse
Wagon & 2 horses
Wagon & 4 horses
Sheep, hogs, goats

.25
.75

.5 0

.1 0
.25

.1 0
.25

1.50
2.00
3.00
.05 ea

3.50
4 .5 0

.25
.50
.75
.10
.08

Other loose stock

.50 ea

.25
.50
.75
.15 ea (1-9)
.08 ea (10+)
.20 ea (1-9)
.15 ea (10 + )

Horses
Cattle
Crew, header,
& horses
Separator
Steam engine
Freight
(sacks & bales)
Barley cracker
Cook Wagon

3.00 per 100

.75 ea
.5 0 ea 40 .00 for 100
25.00 (one-way)
30.00 (two-ways)
1.50
5.00
1.00 per ton

2.00
2.00
1.50
1.00

1. John Thompson, "The Settlement Geography of the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta,
California," unpublished Ph.D. dissertion, Stanford University, 195 7.
2. Sacramento County Board of Supervisors (SCBS), I (July 13, 1870), 8; J (May 16, June 23 ,
October 18, 19, 1876), 140, 156, 214-15; L (February 3, 1886), 481; M (October 9, 1889), 562; N
(June 10, 1892), 598.
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the river and the eastern side of the Sacramento Valley connected Richland (Hood) and
Franklin . Like the New Hope Road, it was prone to seasonal flooding.
Local residents and land developers began the ferries in the lower Sacramento River
area as commercial enterprises or private conveniences . Sooner or later, most commercial ferries operated under county franchises, and a number became toll-free public
carriers. Non-commercial operations--mostly small, winch-operated craft--were
ephemeral conveyances utilized to reach unpopulated or sparsley populated reclaimed
tracts, so little documentation exists as to their size and useful life. On the other hand,
twenty or more locations supported commercial ferries, and it is about these manned
craft, mostly rope-guided scows, flatboats, or in later years pontooned cable ferries,
that the remainder of this article focuses.
Most ferries operated at or immediately adjacent to the main road which followed
the east bank of the Sacramento between Freeport and Walnut Grove. Others were

The paddle wheel ferry at Clarksburg leaving its slip on the east bank of the Sacramento River for the west side and Yolo County.
located off the Riverside Road, which followed the river from Sacramento to Sutterville, then verged inland through the Pocket to Freeport. Among early Sacramento
River ferries, the most important strategically was the Old River or Newtown ferry,
which operated between Brannan and Grand Islands and the west bank of the
Sacramento above Newtown. Together with ferries between Walnut Grove and New
Hope Landing, it made possible movement across the delta . Another important ferry
entered service between the vicinity of Antioch and Sherman Island in 1919, by
which time bridges had replaced most of the earlier ferries. 3
The remaining ferries operated across lesser sloughs or channels to connect river
villages with relatively remote newly reclaimed tracts to the south and southeast of
Isleton and in the lower Yolo Basin. The major tracts in the latter area were within a
six-mile radius of Rio Vista, Isleton, Walnut Grove, and Courtland.
From the 1850's into the 1920's, local individuals or partners operated most ferries . After the turn of the century, the toll ferries operating with franchises from
Sacramento County were either replaced by free county ferries or supplanted by
bridges . Those transferred to Sacramento County included the Sutter Island (by
1901), Glide's (1903), Walnut Grove (1916), and Clarksburg (1920) ferries . The
3. Rio Vista River N ews, July 5, 1919; April 28, 1923.
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Miller's ferry operated on the North Fork of the Mokelumne River east of Walnut
Grove between Staten and Tyler Island until 1872.
State of California took over the Ryer Island ferry after 1932. 4 In addition, during this
period the counties inaugurated ferry service at Threemile Sough, between Andrus
and Bouldin Islands, and in the Yolo Basin. Meanwhile, delta interests prevailed upon
the counties to replace the time-consuming shuttles with spans of timber and piling,
iron and steel. Most bridges were built between 1900 and 1906 or 1915 and 19 28.
Of the six ferries which remained in 1950, three still operate in the vicinity of Ryer
Island. 5
The north-south route known initially as Georgiana Road followed the east bank of
the Sacramento River between Freeport and Walnut Grove . Travel below Walnut
Grove necessitated crossing Georgiana, Jackson, and Threemile sloughs. The head of
Jackson Slough was sufficiently shallow and narrow that in 1871 it was dammed, 6 but
Georgiana and Threemile sloughs had to be crossed by ferries. Although ferries are
not known to have been established at the latter until 1904, L. W. Sharp's Walnut
Grove ferry opened across Georgiana Slough about 18 51. 7 It reached Grand Island as
well as Andrus Island; perhaps in company with other craft, it was used to reach the
heads of Tyler and Staten islands, less than half a mile from Walnut Grove.
By 18 57, the Georgiana Road had become sufficiently popular to have been adopted
as the county road between Freeport and Walnut Grove. 8 By then the commercial
ferry which P. McGregor began in 1852 at Sutterville, a second nearby operated after
4. SCBS, T (November 4, 1901; May 4, 7, 1903), 131, 549, 554; Z (January 3, 1916), 388;
SCBS, "Index to Minutes, 1919-1920," 33. River News, March 27, 1920. James R. Lauritzen to the
author, March 27 , 1978.
5. C.E. Erickson, Sunset Sportsman's Atlas: San Francisco Bay and Delta Area (Menlo Park,
1952), 29, 30. California State Automobile Association, "Bay and River Area " map (San Francisco,
1974.)
6. SCBS, Record, Swamplands, II (February 8, 1871), 5.
7. History of Sacramento County, California (Oakland, 1880), 221. The Delta News (Isleton),
May 27 , 1932.
8. SCBS, D (March 30, April 9, 25, 1857), 52, 61, 67.
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Ferry conveyances were an integral aspect of the transportation system in areas of the
Central Valley other than just the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta. Here two automobiles stand parked on a ferry just prior to transport across a river in San Joaquin County sometime in the 1920 's.
1856 by G . W. Ristine, and a third which G. C. Jackson started at Freeport in 1852
served a sizeable concentration of settlers. 9 During the 1860's and 1870's, they were
used by farmers and drovers who supplied truck crops, dairy products, and beef cattle
to Sacramento, in effect extending the capital's truck and dairy belt from the Pocket
across the river into Yolo County.
Not until the 1870's were many new ferries established . Their owners appear to
have anticipated increased movement between reclaimed land and such towns as Rio
Vista, Isleton, and Walnut Grove. For example, in 1870 the well-publicized new farming tract on Sherman Island was linked to Toland's Landing by the R. E. and William
Beasley (Twin House) ferry at Emmaton. The ferry's western landing lay four miles
south of Rio Vista. In 1874 Andrew Ryan established a ferry closer to town at the
strategic crossing between Newtown, the lower tip of Grand Island, and the northwestern corner of Brannan lsland. 10 Harry Lawson operated it after 187 6. It became a
general purpose ferry by 1892, presumably to improve transit across the delta between Rio Vista and New Hope and to extend Rio Vista's trading area. 11 Meanwhile,
in 1866 Sperry Dye assumed the concession for Sharp's ferry between Walnut Grove
and Andrus lsland. 12 Alex Brown, the well-known banker, owned the service from
9. Tom Gregory and Others, H istory of Yolo County, California (Los Angeles, 1913), 89, 91 ;
William 0. Russell, ed., History of Yolo County, California: Its Resources and People (Woodland, 1940),
184, 211. Allen W. Welts to the author, March 30, 1978, citing SCBS meetings September 2, 1852 , and
March 5, 1856.
10. SCBS, I (July 13, 1870), 8; J (September 7, 1874; May 16, October 18, 1876), 6, 140, 214.
11. Rio Vista Enterprise, November 17, 1877; River News, October 3, 1890; January 22 ,
1892; December 1, 1893; February 8, 1895 ; January 25, 1901. SCBS, N (May 6, June 10, 1892), 580 ,
598 .
12. Although Dye was the agent for the estate of J.W. Sharp, who died in 1880, J.S. "Dime
Sharp " was operator for some years. Dye sold the Walnut Grove Ferry Company to Sacramento County
in 1916. Sacramento Daily Record-Union, August 30, 1880; T he Sacramento Union, June 11, 1915 ;
SCBS, L (February 3, 1886), 48 1; Z (January 3, 1916), 388.
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The bridging of the lower Sacramento Ritter and its main distributaries was undertaken in two phases. The first consisted of responses to pressures for better linkages
within the area's premier fruit growing district and to the outside. The original
Walnut Grove bridge, pictured here, was completed during the second phase as part of
a general plan for road improvement. The ferry slip which the bridge replaced appears
to the side. This structure was supplanted by a more modern span in the 1950's.
Walnut Grove to Grand Island between 1892 and 1894, when Clara B. Lord, N.C.
McQueen, and W. G . Clark took it over.13 After 1886, the big island was linked to the
Georgiana road at Paintersville by the Grand Island Ferriage Co., which was organized
by Mrs . Reuben Kercheval and Mary Runyon, at whose properties it landed .14
Ferries also played an important role in facilitating east-west travel. At least as early
as 1878, a flatboat on lower Snodgrass Slough linked the Walnut Grove area to the
vicinity of New Hope Landing. Miller's ferry operated between the heads of Tyler and
Staten islands before January of 1872, when an earthen dam was erected across Tyler
Slough near Walnut Grove.15 Presumably a ferry also operated from New Hope Landing, because the building of the road to present Thornton (New Hope) was done to induce the landowners of Staten Island to favor the cession of the tract from Sacramento
County to San Joaquin County .16 From the juxtaposition of public roads at lower
Staten Island and Terminous, it can be surmised that a ferry between the two also existed in 1895, even though no document confirms its presence until1908. 17 The ferries at both ends of the island provided good access to the roads and rail lines serving
Stockton, Lodi, and Sacramento.
13. SCBS, 0 (November 7, 1892; August 6, 11, 1894), 1-2, 26.
14 . SCBS, L (March 2, 1886), 492.
15. Stockton Daily Independent, August 2, 1878; Rio Vista Enterprise, January 17 , 1879; Tbe
Daily Bee (Sacramento), June 25, 1887; River News, April 4, 1890 .
16. Daily Evening Herald (Stockton), April 8, 18, 20, 1878; Sacramento Daily Record Union,
April 12, 1878.
17. H.T. Compton, "Map of the County of San Joaquin, 1895." U.S . Department of the
Interior, Geological Survey (USGS), " Headreach Quadrangle," (Survey of 1908, ed. of 191 0). Stockton
Daily Evening Record, October 20, 1909.
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In 1902 W. A. Curtis obtained a franchise to operate a ferry at Georgiana Slough
just northeast of Isleton. He was succeeded the next year by John W. Harris .18 While
Isleton's business community and land renters may have wished to improve access to
the island, they were probably more concerned with creating a shortcut to divert
travelers who crossed the delta between Rio Vista, Walnut Grove, and New Hope
Landing.
How much travel occurred across the delta is unknown. Until 1911 only the Old
River ferry between Solano and Sacramento counties enabled travelers to cross the
Sacramento-San Joaquin delta from west to east. The Old River ferry operated from
1874 to 1919, when the Rio Vista bridge opened. Between 1892 and 1909 the ferry
was owned by Fred C. Lauritzen, whose successors were Julius Anderson and F. E.
Benjamin. 19 After 1911 the Clayton ferry made possible travel from Byron in Contra
Costa County to Stockton .20
Between 1890 and the 1920's reclamation in the lower Yolo Basin and the tracts
south and east of Brannan and Andrus islands stimulated the establishment of new ferries. Most merely provided access to the newly reclaimed, sparsely populated tracts.
However, the ferries across the San Joaquin River near Antioch and across the
Mokelumne River southeast of Isleton in the 1920's were inspired by local aspirations
to encourage highway travel between the San Francisco Bay area, Sacramento, and the
vicinities of Lodi and Galt.
Reclamation efforts surged in the lower Yolo Basin north of Rio Vista in the late
1890's and early 1900's. After 1894, Ryer Island, the major tract, was linked toward
18. ].C. Boyd, "Plat of Lands Owned by Estate of L. C. Rubble," (Survey of November 1902),
State Lands Commission, Sacramento; SCBS, U (August 3, 6, November 5, 1903), 5, 11 , 85 .
19. River News, April1 , May 13, 1892; February 1, 1901; October 22, 1909; July 8, 1910;
July 5, 1919. Sacramento Union, June 9, 1909; June 8, 1911; Sacramento Bee, April9, December 6,
1909.
20 . Contra Costa Gazette, July 29, 1911.

The development of a modern road network linked by bridges at key points led to the
demise of the ferry system. Here, residents gather to celebrate the opening of the
Walnut Grove bridge in July 1916.
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the south by ferries operated by J. H. Thomas, his heirs, and a man named Ettinger.
Ryer and Grand Islands were connected after 1897 by John Hollenbeck's ferry, which
appears to have crossed Steamboat Slough at Howard's Landing before being shifted to
Walker Landing prior to 1906. Other craft operated by about 1907 at the northeast
corner of Ryer Island, on Miner and Sutter sloughs, and between Ryer and Prospect
islands. The addition of ferries between Prospect Island, the Hastings Tract, and the
Egbert District dates from about World War IY Free county ferries ran between Ryer
Island, the Holland Tract, and Liberty Island in the early 1920's_22
During the 1890's the efforts of several commercial ferrymen improved access to
Sacramento for the truck and dairy farmers in the Lisbon District and above. The ferries appear to have reached the Pocket side of the river at successively more southern
crossings. These ferries are identified with Dubois (1893), George Peters (1894), and
Hadley (1897), whose successor, ]. H. Glide, sold out in 190 3 to Sacramento and
Yolo counties. Further downstream, the Clarksburg ferry functioned between 1894
and 1913 and between 1919 and 193 7. The Merritt Island ferry near Courtland may
pre-date 1900, although evidence is elusive.23 It is also difficult to verify the existence
of commercial ferries between Merritt, Sutter, and Grand Islands.
·
Twitchell and Sherman islands seem to have been added to areas of Sacramento
County accessible by commercial or free ferries and roads between 1900 and 1920. In
1904 the F. C. Lauritzen ferry at Threemile Slough linked newly-reclaimed Twitchell
21. River News, December 1, 1893, June 8, 1894. SCBS, Q (May 3, 1897), 346-48. USGS,
''Isleton Quadrangle,'' (Surveys of 1906 and 1908, ed. of 1916); ''Cache Slough Quadrangle,'' (Survey
of 1906, ed. of 1916), and "Vorden Quadrangle," (Survey of 1906, ed. of 191 6). Sacramento Union,
June 13, 1911. Lauritzen letter.
22. River News, March 31, 1923. Lauritzen letter.
23. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (by L.C. Easton), "Map of the Lower Sacramento River from
Sacramento to Ryde, Calif.," (1894), sheets 3 and 6. SCBS, T (November 4, 1901; May 4, 7, 1903),
131, 549, 554. River News, May 15 , 1903; April 23, 1915 . USGS "Vorden Quadrangle;" C.L. Green,
Draftsman,' 'Official Map of the County of Sacramento,'' (Rev. ed., October 1913); Rosemary Woodrow,
Yolo County Library, to the author, February 24, 1978.

Delta residents hoped the transcontinental ''Victory Highway, ' ' running through the
towns of the lower Sacramento River on its way to San Francisco, would offer improved accessibility to the area as well as spur on local economic development. Such enthusiasms were cooled, however, by the opening of alternative routes to the Bay Area.
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Island with Brannan and Sherman Islands. 24 A second ferry operated in 1908 between
eastern Twitchell Island and Andrus Island. Owner Charles Studerus failed to obtain a
franchise in 1915, perhaps because the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors contemplated installing free ferries between Twitchell and both Brannan and Sherman
islands. 2 ~ The latter crossing was abandoned in 1919 in favor of a ferry between Brannan and Sherman islands. Meanwhile, F. C. Lauritzen received a franchise to operate
between Sherman Island and Toland's Landing .26 His ferry probably functioned little
after 1913 because of the widening and deepening of the Sacramento River below Rio
Vista. A county ferry began operation at Threemile Slough soon after.
A notable addition to the ferry fleet came in 1919 when the sidewheeler automobile
ferry Sherman built by Chris Lauritzen inaugurated service across the San Joaquin
River between Sherman Island and Antioch. The ferry's attraction of automobile traffic strengthened the case for constructing the Antioch bridge, which opened January
1, 1926. Conceivably some of the same local interests that invested in the toll bridge
had encouraged Lauritzen to build the Sherman. There was a good deal of enthusiasm
in the lower Sacramento River and Antioch areas for parlaying the bridge, the new
River Road opened along the lower Sacramento in 1922, and the Terminous to Isleton
road finished in 1926 into an interregional network uniting northern CaliforniaY
The effort culminated in the designation of the Sacramento River Road and the A ntioch bridge as segments in the nationwide ''Victory Highway .'' 28 The opening of the
Carquinez Strait bridge in 1927, however, ended the dream of primacy for the
Sacramento route.29 Nevertheless, the River Road and crossroads passing through
either New Hope Landing-Walnut Grove or Terminous-Isleton, and Rio Vista carried
enough freight and passengers in motor vehicles that the traditional function of the
road and ferry networks as feeder for river carriers dwindled.
In conclusion, the ferries on the lower Sacramento River evolved as segments of an
inter-dependent system of roads and waterways. Their function was to facilitate
relatively long-distance, through traffic as well . However, the travel and freighting activity oriented for so long to water carriers diminished as motor vehicles came into
vogue; their acceptance also accelerated the process of replacing ferries with bridges.
By 1926 bridges had largely supplanted ferries along the principal roads, and inland
water carriers were in decline. Since then bridges have all but replaced ferries elsewhere along the lower Sacramento River. One trusts that the remaining tethered craft
at Ryer Island continue to be viable alternatives to bridges, for the ferries represent an
institutional heritage and mode of life worthy of recall to the increasingly numerous
users who know the lower river primarily as a recreation area, not as the densely
peopled corridor of intensively farmed land and heavily traveled waterway that it was
in the era before the automobile .
24. Sacramento Union, April 8, 1904.
25. USGS, "Bouldin Quadrangle," (Survey of 1908, ed. of 1910); SCBS, W (May 11, 1908),
292; Y (March 3, 20, 1913) 503, 512; Z (May 4, August 31, 1915), 290, 331. Minutes, Twitchell
Island Reclamation District, Board of Trustees, November 15, 1910, 8 (courtesy of J.R. Lauritzen).
Sacramento County Recorder, "Road Deeds, 109, 441-44 3. River News, October 11, 1919; March 19,
1921. The Byron Times, October 17, 1919.
26. SCBS, V (May 9, 1907) 567-9.
27. River News, July 5, October 11, 1919; June 17, 1922; April28, 1923; September 3, 1925 ;
January 7, 1926; August 11, 1927.
28. Ninth Development Edition of the Byron Times (Byron, 1924-25), 64. Antioch Centennial
Almanac (Antioch, n.d.) 39-41.
29 . "Carquinez Straits Bridged," Motor/and, Vol. 20, No.6 (June 1927), 33.
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THE FOOFARAH COLUMN
by the editors

Fifteen years ago, as The Pacific Historian began its tenth volume, editor Leland
Case inaugurated "The Foofarah Column" as a place where news and notes of interest to readers could be included. After several years of disuse, the column is being
reinaugurated as The Pacific Historian celebrates the beginning of its second quarter
century of service to readers interested in California and the Pacific West.
"Foofarah," for anyone who has forgotten explanations offered a decade ago, 1 is a
term used by mountain men to describe anything which was decorative or unnecessary. Writer George Frederick Ruxton, for example, argued that American
women were "too fine and 'foofarraw."' 2 Here you can expect everything which is
too fine, too unnecessary, or of too little significance to appear elsewhere, as well as
corrections and news about forthcoming events.
With this issue The Pacific Historian also appears in a new size and format. Larger
pages make possible better use of illustrations, slightly larger type, and a greater
variety of layout and design. Our increased size follows a general trend among most
American journals in recent years and results in some cost savings. We hope you like
the Historian's new look. In any case, your comments about the journal, our articles,
illustrations, and other features are sincerely welcomed.
OOPS! The man identified as Galen Clark on page 393 of the Winter 1980 issue,
author Shirley Sargent has reminded us, is not the Guardian of Yosemite at all.
Rather he is John B. Lembert, a hermit who lived at Tuolumne Meadows where he
collected botanical specimens for scientists. He was murdered in El Portal one winter
and is the person after whom Lembert Dome is named. Our apologies to readers and
to Miss Sargent for the error.
Coming up in the summer Pacific Historian is an outstanding collection of articles
focusing on the famed conservationist and writer John Muir. Many of the country's
outstanding authorities on Muir have contributed to the issue, which will also be
available in book form. Don't miss it.

1. Peter Tamony, "From Fofarraw to Foofarah'" The Pacific Historian, Vol. 10, No. 2 (Spring
1966), 24-26.
2. George Frederick Ruxton, Life in the Far West (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1951),
96.
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LOOKS AT WESTERN BOOKS
Authoritative reviews of recent publications

LAW FOR THE ELEPHANT: PROPERTY AND SOCIAL BEHAVIOR ON THE
OVERLAND TRIAL. By john Phillip Reid.
(San Marino, Ca: The Huntington Library,
1980. 437 pp., illus., map, biblio. index.
$18.50).
In this well researched study of the immigrations across the overland trails to
California and Oregon, Professor Reid concludes that the ''emigrants betrayed a legal
mind that would have done justice to any
eastern lawyer." (p. 361) The point is not
that the emigrants were familiar with Kent,
Story, or even Blackstone, but rather that
they regarded property rights as sacrosanct
and refused to modify their belief in the face
of the most compelling exigencies. Everywhere along the trail, the right of an owner to
do with his property as he alone deemed best
seems to have been acknowledged. Relying
principally upon the recollections of those
who participated in the trek across the continent, the author describes numerous episodes
of emigrants stranded without the means of
transport or without adequate food recognizing the prerogatives of well supplied fellow
travelers to burn their wagons and boats lest
others use them, to hoard food, and to sell
their surplus at exorbitant prices. While such
conduct might have been thought unchristian, it was not regarded as illegal, nor did it
inspire violence.
Although the evidence amassed by Professor Reid in support of his thesis seems convincing, it is regretable that he gives scant attention to the origins of the emigrants' resolute attachment to the abstraction of property
rights. The author's explanation is that the
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brevity and intensity of their association on
the prairie and in the mountains left the
emigrants little opportunity to formulate a
law of property. They were compelled to
relate to each other on the basis of attitudes
acquired "back east in the land of plenty."
(p. 364) Yet, one wonders if other factors
were not also at work. Indeed, it might be
asked whether the law "back east" was not
the most suitable law for the migration west
since many of the legal rules assumed by the
emigrants were not unique to the eastern
states but commanded wide allegiance elsewhere throughout the world, e.g. possession
confers ownership of wild animals and ownership of most kinds of property is not dependent upon the maintenance of possession.
Additionally, the role of religious convictions
might merit examination. After all, many
Protestants influenced by Calvin viewed property as a sign of divine favor and reasoned
that the secular law merely confirmed the
natural law. Perhaps, also, the typical
emigrant merely assumed responsibility for
the consequences of his actions and did not
look upon his more prosperous fellows as
beholden to him.
In any event, although his frequent use of
quotations and his recounting of several
similar tales to illustrate a point sometimes
create tedium, Professor Reid has made a
valuable contribution in documenting the
emigrants' devotion to property rights.
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Jerome J. Curtis, Jr.
McGeorge School of Law,
University of the Pacific

INCIDENT AT EAGLE RANCH: MAN
AND PREDATOR IN THE AMERICAN
WEST. By Donald G. Scheuler. (San Francisco, Ca: Sierra Club Books, 1980. 297 pp.,
notes, index. $12.95).
Sheep Country is generally out of the way,
sparsely peopled, and even desolate. It often
lacks the economic resources that might nurture population centers, and the scarcity of
grass on much of the land means that vast
areas are required for even an operation of
moderate size. These factors make for wide
open spaces and a distinctively rural character in the regions where sheep ranching is
prevalent.
It is in the largely forgotten places of the
western grazing lands that Donald Schueler
has ferreted out an intriguing drama of people
and events, and a larger drama concerning
the whole issue of predator control. It is a
slippery question, this matter of the rancher's
desire to protect his assets against destruction
by wild creatures who become hated culprits
''just by being themselves.'' Schueler tackles
the problems, determined to learn ''most of
what there is to know about the uneasy relationship between predator and man in the
American West.''
Schueler's book begins with an account of
an illegal slaughter of eagles by airborne
marksmen, and of the protracted investigation that followed. There are white hats,
black hats, and heavy handed political officials; lots of mystery and skull-duggery. In
short, the tale would make a dandy plot for a
south Texas version of television's
"Dallas." Schueler displays considerable
skill in his portrayal of the personalities and
events. He provides some good reading, as
well as a heightened interest in the larger
issues.
After telling of the "Incident at Eagle
Ranch,'' Schueler settles down to an extensive investigation of the problem of predator
control practice and policy. Much of the
author's research is in the form of interviews
with scores of ranch people and game management officials. Along with the information and insights gained, Schueler relates
details of the setting of each interview, and of
the appearance and manner of each subject.
This is fine for awhile, though one eventually
gets the idea.
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A major thrust of Schueler's message is
that the ranchers' bias against eagles and
coyotes is based on unsubstantiated claims on a general gut feeling and scant evidence.
Schueler is bothered by a lack of facts and
figures in the ranchers' arguments. His own
countervailing statistics are also derived in a
casual way, but the overriding point is well
made: that there is an appalling absence of
credible research data upon which rational
predator control policies might be based.
Schueler inevitably ventures onto the
swampy terrain of "interpretation." In seeking motives for the ranchers' seemingly irrational vendetta against predators, he draws
from the milieu of local circumstances and
reaches into the psyche to conjure up an explanation. Schueler pictures the beleaguered
sheep ranchers as venting myriad frustrations
on the tangible and accessible predator; "In
short, the eagle, the coyote, the bobcat, and,
where available, the mountain lion, must be
made to pay, not only for their real and imagined mischief, but for all the more intractable difficulties created by God, government,
the New People, the marketplace, and the
rancher himself.'' Perhaps.
There is hardly a sharper cleavage in
American politics than that drawn between
the ''environmentalists'' and their foes, for
whom no suitable all-inclusive name has been
devised. Schueler's book represents the kind
of serious inquiry that can perhaps help to
break down hardened prejudices and make rational policy formulation possible. Schueler,
at least, has educated himself about the
predator problem. He has tried to understand
the viewpoints on all sides of the problem,
and out of his investigation, he offers policy
alternatives that deserve to be considered and
answered.
David L. Caffey
Midland College

LITERARY SAN FRANCISCO: A PICTORIAL HISTORY FROM THE BEGINNINGS TO THE PRESENT DAY. By
Lawrence Ferlinghetti and Nancy ]. Peters.
(San Francisco, Ca: City Lights Books and
Harper & Row, 1980. 254 pp., illus., ports.,
biblio., index. $15.95).
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This fine book surveys San Francisco
literary history from pre-Gold Rush days to
the present. As the subtitle states, it is an
historical sketch with illustrations. It must be
said at the outset that while the text is certainly well written and always interesting, the
pictures make the book. They capture the
wild and woolly "spirit of place" that seemingly has always characterized San
Francisco's cultural and political scene.
The book is divided chronologically into
two sections: co-author Nancy J. Peters
covers the period up to 1910 while San Francisco poet Ferlinghetti covers more recent activity. In the introduction, Ferlinghetti notes
that because he grew up in New York he
always assumed that "nothing west of the
Hudson really existed.'' This sort of provincialism would be unremarkable if it were not
for the fact that the publishing industry in the
United States is run by people who seem to
have a very dim view of what takes place
beyond the Hudson. Thus, the dilemma so
well stated by the radical magazine Pacific
Weekly in 1935: "The fate of the Pacific
writer has been to emigrate to New York, or
to remain in a sort of obscure splendor. ' '
Ferlinghetti writes especially well of the
post-World War II San Francisco literary
scene, when literary life in "the City" began
to develop a momentum of its own. One
thing led to another - from the Berkeley
Renaissance of the late 40's to the North
Beach ''Beat'' scene of the 50's, followed by
the so-called counter-culture of the 60's.
Ferlinghetti has a feel for the way in which
Left-wing politics and avant garde culture
have intersected in the City's history, sometimes to the mutual benefit of both.
The book is basically anecdotal in nature,
with very brief coverage of each author (one
or two pages at most, including photographs). Clearly, it is not intended to be a
scholarly work - there are no footnotes but it does have a name index and fairly complete bibliography. It is highly recommended
to those with an interest in American literary
history.

CONAN DOYLE AND THE LATTERDAY SAINTS. By jack W. Tracy. Revised
and expanded edition. (Bloomington, In:
Gaslight Publications. [112 East Second,
47401}. 71pp., 1979. $8.95).
This small book is the expanded version of
a privately published 1971 monograph. Both
the author, a writer and editor of many works
on Sherlock Holmes, and the writer of the
promotional introduction to this first offering
of Gaslight Publications are described as
Baker Street Irregulars. Tracy is clearly an
expert on Sherlockian Criticism, to borrow a
phrase from the introduction. He is less expert on the Mormons (who do not capitalize
the "d" in Latter-day Saints.)
Tracy asks what sources Conan Doyle may
have used and how accurate his treatment of
the Mormons is in A Study in Scarlet ( 1887),
the book that introduced Sherlock Holmes to
the British public. He finds that Doyle had
access to the widely circulated writings of
Fanny Stenhouse, J. H . Beadle, Henry Mayhew, C. P. Lyford, and Mark Twain, and he
cites instances of substantial cribbing from
some of them . The fiction of Edgar Allan
Poe, Emile Gaboriau, and Robert Louis
Stevenson appears also to have influenced A
Study in Scarlet. These chapters are creditable literary detective work.
The novel has a long background section
entitled ''The Country of the Saints.'' According to Tracy, this "fairly shouts of sensationalism, misinformation, and the antiMormon sentiments of the day ." (p.14) In
several short chapters he undertakes ' 'to
refute the slanders on the Latter-Day Saints
which so greatly mar our introduction to the
career of Sherlock Holmes.'' (Ibid.) The sympathetic treatment corrects many large errors
but includes many small ones. (The boundaries of the State of Deseret, for example, are
inaccurately drawn on the map on p. 30).
The only two twentieth century treatments
of Mormonism cited are B. H. Roberts' monumental but partisan and dated Comprehensive History (1930) and Robert Mullen's
survey for the popular market, The Latterday Saints (1966).
Conan Doyle and the Latter-Day Saints is
for Sherlock Holmes buffs.

Bart Harloe
University of the Pacific

Richard D . Poll
Western Illinois University
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JACK LONDON ON THE ROAD: THE
TRAMP DIARY AND OTHER HOBO
WRITINGS. Edited by Richard W Etu!ain.
(Logan, Utah: Utah State University Press,
1979. 209 pp., $7.50; Paper, $4.50).
Jack London wrote one classic book about
tramping in America. The Road (1907) is a
series of autobiographical travel episodes
which are perhaps less strictly factual accounts of journeying than they are short
stories in the first person. The narrative is
out of sequence, but the narrator is never out
of temper or out of interesting anecdotes.
Traveler, storyteller, and picaresque hero,
London creates a "last frontier" along the
railroad track, the iron road which he himself
had followed from west to east in 1894, when
he had exchanged the life of a factory "work
beast" in Oakland, California, for the presumably carefree existence of an easy-riding,
hard-living hobo . In truth, he simple exchanged one ordeal for another.
The track which Pilgrim London pursued
ran through a nation of urban-industrial
growth that left precious little room for latterday pioneers to wander. London had few illusions about what he would find over the Sierras and across the Plains. The buffalo had
ceased to roam, the West was a dime novel,
the Indians were under house arrest on
disease-ridden reservations, and the country
was gripped by hard times and high unemployment in the aftermath of the Panic of
1893.
The wonder is that London put far more of
his youthful high spirits than social criticism
in The Road, but the absence of revolutionary rhetoric is only one of the curiosities
of the book. Somehow, it still has the power
to charm its reader. The freshness and sheer
ebullience of the writing more than compensate for the scrambled narrative sequence,
wbile the "distastefulness" which offended
the critics of 1907 strikes us today as mere
local color (''The hobo,'' editor Richard
Etulain reminds us, "was not an inspiring
subject for teenage girls and coffee-table
books - two of the unrefutable tests for
measuring acceptable fiction in the last years
of the nineteenth century''). With the decline of the nation's railroad and tramp population, the book has, of course, acquired an
added nostalgic value, an evocation of a lost
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world as alien and exotic in its own way as
London's Klondike or Polynesia.
And what of London's other hobo writings? Do they possess the same vigor and
vitality as the selections of The Road?
Surprisingly, they do not. In collecting all
of London's diary, essay, and short fiction
writing about tramps and tramping, Etulain
has made an interesting discovery: once out
of the autobiographical form, London was
lost, unable to transmute his experiences into
art. The only convincingly-drawn hobo London ever portrayed was himself, and that fact
sets Etulain off on a number of cogent inquiries: ''Why was he not able to produce
writing about his ·road experiences that
matched the high quality of his works on the
Klondike? Was it that editors and readers
were reluctant to accept the hobo? Did he
lack sufficient artistic versatility to portray
believable tramp heroes?''
These and other questions need to be
asked, and it is to Etulain's great credit that
he both offers and answers them. I personally
find his conclusions as impeccable as his research and editing. Certainly, he provides
enough textual evidence for us to make a
reasoned and informed judgment about London's failure to create a memorable fictional
tramp. Etulain gives us the complete version
of the author's tramp diary; the various
sociological essays in which the tramp becomes proof of the inherent failure of mismanaged capitalism; and the tales. The latter
range from early sketches of a juvenile delinquent who talks like one of Crane's Bowery
boys ("Frisco Kid's Story") to the late account of three grotesque vagabonds whose
storytelling marathon, a kind of championship of liars, has a decided note of parody,
almost a Ring Lardner daffiness ("The
Princess").
Whether from distance, disinclination, or
editorial restraints, London simply could not
bring to his tramp stories the same life-like
energy and credibility that stokes the narrative locomotive of The Road. The results,
collected here, are well below the level of his
best. The high-falutin' hobo of "Local
Color," for example, is as irritatingly false as
his skylarking lingo, while the bestial ex-con
in "The Hobo and the Fairy" is bathed in
generous pathos and crowned with a noble
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. Of the San Francisco Palace of Fine Arts, his most famous building, Bernard May beck
wrote, ''I find that the keynote of a Fine Arts Palace should be that of sadness,
modified by the feeling that beauty has a soothing influence. ''
reformation that was shopworn even in Bret
Harte's day. The only short story worth
much consideration is the stark portrait of
the weary child laborer in "The Apostate,"
though this ends with the young hero's
escape and conveys nothing of his subsequent
career out on the road. The conditions which
lead him to escape parental and environmental bondage parallel London's own, and it is
noteworthy that London has given the boy
Johnny his own name.
Given the book's modest price, its attractive cover (of a railroad track curving into the
distance), the fact that it establishes for the
first time the canon of London's road writing,
and that both its contents and editorial comments are a valuable resource. jack London
on the Road is a truly original and indispensable addition to the shelf of essential Londoniana. Etulain is to be congratulated for the
fine detective work which has enabled him to
solve one of the most puzzling riddles of Jack
London's writing career.
Howard Lachtman
Stockton, California
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BERNARD MA YBECK, ARTISAN, ARCHITECT, ARTIST. By Kenneth H. Cardwell. (Santa Barbara, Ca, and Salt Lake City,
Utah: Peregrine Smith, Inc., 1977. 255 pp.,
illus., ports., notes, chronology of work and
projects, biblio. , index. $24. 95).
This book on Bernard May beck
(1862-1957) comes as a long-awaited addition to the growing literature on California
architecture. As the first book on one of the
most eminent architects of the Bay Area, it
provides the first comprehensive study of his
work, most of which was executed in that
region between 1890 and 1940.
May beck had a deep respect for traditional
architecture, based on his study at the conservative Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris and his
independent observations of medieval architecture. Yet he transcended this, creating an
architecture uniquely his own. He is perhaps
best known for his First Church of Christ
Scientist in Berkeley (1910) and his Palace of
Fine Arts in San Francisco (1915), where his
studies of past architecture are clearly apparent. Yet his use of untreated surfaces,
designs for simple, low-cost houses, and experimentation with new materials mark him
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as an innovator as well. In short, he is difficult to classify. "I don't believe in putting
fences around anything, least of all, the
human mind,'' he is quoted in this book. His
houses were designed to "fit the family," not
to accord with some preconceived style.
Hence the variety of his buildings, but the
consistency in methodology.
Cardwell, professor of architecture at the
University of California at Berkeley, bases his
book on the solid foundation of his personal
acquaintance with Maybeck and on an extensive use of original documents. He met Maybeck in 1940 when he was an architecture
student; their relationship lasted for 17 years.
Later Cardwell catalogued Maybeck's archives at the University of California at
Berkeley; many drawings and photographs
from these are reproduced in the book.
Finding no publisher for his catalogue, the
author expanded it into a monograph on
Maybeck. This evolution probably explains
the narrow definition of the subject. Essentially, Cardwell establishes Maybeck's stylistic development in chronological sequence,
using numerous photographs to document
visually almost every building discussed.
Herein lies the strength of this book. But is
this enough for a first monograph on an important architect? In my opinion, no. We are
offered mere glimpses of the eccentricities of
this man. Our curiosity is whetted, but not
satisfied. Just how do his personality and
beliefs relate to his work? What about the
creative process, the evolution of his designs,
his working methods, his use of traditional
sources? Cardwell presents us with a man
largely separated from the forces and events
which helped determine his unique outlook.
In a period dominated by Art Nouveau stylistics, Arts and Crafts rusticity, Beaux-Arts
classicism, and emerging modernism, we
need an explanation for May beck's very personal direction. This would provide an additional measure of his originality and would
help place him in proper historical perspective. This book is essentially factual, rather
than interpretive. I, for one, eagerly await a
more in-depth study of this fascinating man
and innovative architect.
Patricia B. Sanders
Oakland, California
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THE FIRST HUNDRED YEARS OF
PAINTING IN CALIFORNIA, 17751875. By Jeanne Van Nostrand;foreword by
Alfred Frankenstein. (San Francisco, Ca:
John Howell Books 1980. 131 pp., illus.,
biographical notes and references. $75.00).
Using a sentence from the book's conclusion seems an appropriate way to begin this
review: "Between February 5, 1775 and
November 25, 1975, ... countless artists
had given to the world an image of California
which has not even yet been entirely effaced:
a land of soaring peaks, lush valleys, winding
rivers, tranquil lakes, awesome canyons, redwood forests, rugged coasts." Hence, the title, The First Hundred Years of Painting in
California, 1775-1875.
The first "artists" to arrive in the area
were not artists in the sense of having had
formal training or aesthetic objectives in
mind when doing their work. Often, they
were engineers, surveyors, or military officers who possessed some artistic ability and
employed their graphic skill to further enhance the documentation of areas they were
exploring. Among these early visitors there
were some individuals who exhibited a talent
for depicting the landscape with a fair accuracy of statement and adequate detail to
convey the nature of places visited. To the
journals and rough maps kept by the leaders
of expeditions, these amateur artists added illustrations that were of real assistance in portraying a sense of reality that helped the sponsors back home develop a feel for the new
land. Occasionally, men of exceptional talent
were employed as ''official artists'' for
various sojourns to the West. These artists
embellished their drawings with spots of
watercolor or painted in oil as time permitted.
The superior results still extant provide us
with the first remnants of early California art.
The great majority of artists during this
time period preferred to work from the area of
Monterey northwards. The vistas in the
southland were of less pictorial interest. Early
tours followed the trail known as El Camino
Real; these were mission-hopping adventures
commencing in San Francisco and progressing in stages down the state.
With the discovery of gold, the influx of artists to California increased dramatically. As
intent on striking it rich as anyone, most ar-
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tists fared poorly as prospectors. They were
less well equipped to withstand the rigorous
physical and climatic conditions encountered.
A number returned east. Others settled in
the fast growing settlement of San Francisco;
yet others moved to Sacramento. In this central valley town some employment was to be
found in lithography, wood cutting, and to a
lesser degree in portrait painting. Many artists traveled out of the town to do landscapes
and to record the life and scenes of mining
camps. Unfortunately, initial demand for
their work was non-existent in Sacramento
and only slightly better in San Francisco. As
the author indicates in a section entitled ''the
Golden Era - 1860-1875," however, art
eventually did become important to the
public. Real exhibitions were held, paintings
were bought for their own intrinsic qualities,
and auctions were held periodically to which
the rich and important public figures came to
seek bargains.
The volume is clearly written as an artistby-artist survey, chronologically presented,
giving every indication of having been carefully researched. The author gives good
coverage to the earliest of California's fine artists: Thomas Hill, William Keith, and
Albert Bierstadt. Several others of first-rate
ability are included, among them Thomas
Moran. Those interested in the development
of culture in the West will find this an intriguing record of the growth and appreciation of painting in the Golden State. Landscape painters of the area should study this
book for its clues in portraying the out-ofdoors successfully. The pendulum has swung
back to a fresh interest in California art of the
nineteenth century, and here in The First
Hundred Years of Painting in California,
1775-1875 there is clear evidence for its
return to popularity.
Richard Reynolds
University of the Pacific
THOMAS MORAN - WATERCOLORS
OF THE AMERICAN WEST. By Carol
Clark. (Austin and London: University of
Texas Press for Amon Carter Museum of
Western Art, 1980. 180 pp., illus., biblio., index. $25.00).
One of a small number of landscape painters of the so-called Hudson River School of
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artists of the 1830's to 1850's, Thomas
Moran's interpretations of the western frontier while on various job-related expeditions
helped satisfy the longing of the public for a
glimpse of this unseen wilderness.
Thomas Moran - Watercolors of the
American West is a well-written, finely illustrated book covering the training, early
career, and development of this important
American artist. Born to a family of multiple
artistic talents, Moran originally was apprenticed to an engraving firm; his employers
recognized his drawing talents, and he was
soon designing the wooden blocks rather
than cutting them . Moran also began to market his watercolors and sketches at this time.
His initial success encouraged him to leave
his job and become a partner in his brother's
studio. Although never formally apprenticed
to a master, Moran journeyed to England
where he studied the works of Turner; the
techniques he developed here proved extremely useful in the American expeditions
to come.
Moran's friendship with Richard Gilder,
editor of Scribner's magazine, was instrumental in his appointment as a member of a
survey party traveling to the uncharted
Yellowstone country. He was the first artist
to see and paint its unusual beauty. His
watercolors paired with photographs taken by
fellow traveler William Henry Jackson thrilled and amazed the public; they were instrumental in influencing Congress to designate
Yellowstone the first national park.
Following this initial trek, Moran spent
summer after summer traveling first on
horseback and later the railroad to sketch and
paint Yosemite, the canyons of the Colorado
and the Rio Virgin, the Tetons, Lake Tahoe,
the Ruby Range, Cottonwood Canyon, Pike's
Peak, Devil's Tower, and Mexico. Yellowstone remained his favorite; he often compared the beauty of other parts of the country
with it.
Moran ' s "field sketches" are truly amazing when studied by the reader considering
they are done on paper from a pad he could
carry on horseback - usually 9 by 14 inches
or smaller, the largest 20 by 28 inches containing penciled notes scattered on the composition to remind him of color and details.
The clarity, depth, scope, and drama depicted
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with rich, fresh colors won both popular and
critical approval; Moran himself regarded his
field watercolors as studies of nature - important source materials for his commissioned watercolors and oils.
Completed as a research project publication to accompany three exhibitions of
Thomas Moran's work assembled by the
Amon Carter Museum of Western Art in
1980-81, this volume contains the most
complete catalogue raisonne available on
Moran's watercolors. For anyone interested
in the beauty and breadth of the western landscape, this book is a valuable written and
visual record of work done by a great American artist.
Lura Francis
Stockton, California

Zachreson's paragraphs we hear the voices of
the Valley: a farmer, a trucker, old people
reminiscing. We also have Nick's own spare,
precise descriptions of scenes and incidents
which contribute to the mood of the book.
Photographs and paragraphs alike speak of
hopes abandoned, of energies drained in vain:
drought-stricken trees, leaning silo, decaying
mansion, abandoned oil rig, peeling paint.
Even a youngster's love for her pony is set
against a background of unpainted shacks and
alkali-stunted grass.
Although decay is the dominant theme, a
heart-warming photo of a Mexican madonna
and the beauty of a willow bush silhouetted
against sparkling flood waters exemplify the
minor strain. Missing is the richness and
vigor of the San Joaquin. Silo and barn are

Vineyard in San Joaquin County.

THE SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY. Photographs by Richard Hammond, writing (and
printing) by Nick Zachreson. (Visalia, Ca:
Rick Hammond Photography [705 S. Court
St., 93277), 1979. 141 pp., illus. $25.00).
One's emotions are strangely stirred by
this volume, as if by poetry. The glimpses of a
fading era justify its inclusion among more
formal histories. Rick Hammond's black and
white photographs are excellent. In Nick
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empty. A vineyard is seen in winter, rather
than in the rich profusion of September.
Nowhere does the reader glimpse brimming canals, rich fields ripe for the harvest,
granaries filled, branches heavy with fruit.
This side of the San Joaquin we should not
forget as we savor the melancholy of the present beautiful volume.
John E. Caswell
California State College, Stanislaus
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OILDORADO: BOOM TIMES ON THE
WEST SIDE. By William Rintoul. (Fresno,
Ca: Valley Publishers, [Dist. by Western
Tanger Press, 1111 Pacific Ave., Santa Cruz,
95060}, 1978. ix + 241 pp., ill., index.
$7.95).
This volume features a series of vignettes
centering around life in an early twentieth
century, oil producing county in California.
Each story stands apart; there is no continuity from chapter to chapter, although all are
nicely illustrated. Events depicted are arranged chronologically. Beginning with an automobile competition ("Washington's Birthday Road Race"), the author leads us
through a number of divergent and unrelated
topics including: a screening of Fatty Arbuckle's film Opportunity in 1913, the local
social life, boxing ("The Oil Field's Greatest
Sporting Event"), windstorms, a novel about
a rural California county ("Polly of the
Midway-Sunset''), schools, strikes, the Ku
Klux Klan, and, finally, the account of an invasion by thirty million field mice ("When
Mice Attacked").
The book also mentions oil: production
totals, advances in technology, capital investment, distribution, profits, and usage . All are
touched upon but only in the context of each
aspect's importance to the local situation in
Kern County itself.
The research for Oildorado was done in
one place, the Beale Memorial Library in
Kern County. Most of the resources are probably newspapers, the book is undocumented
and lists no bibliography or notes on sources.
Neither has it an introduction or conclusion.
There is no thesis or analysis here. Rather, it
is a report, at times an interesting one, of
"the people's view of themselves and the
lives they led.''
Gerald Stanley
California State College, Bakersfield
MINISTRY IN THE ASSEMBLY AND
RELOCATION CENTERS OF WORLD
WAR II. By Lester Suzuki. (Berkeley,
Ca: Yardbird Publishing Co. [P. 0. Box
2370, Station A , 94702}, 1979. 375 pp.,
biblio, index. Paper, $10.50).
This is a labor of love and concern, and we
are in Reverend Suzuki's debt for this detailed recording of the formal manifestations
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of organized religion in the assembly and
relocation centers into which 110,000
Americans of Japanese ancestry were herded
during World War II.
Each center is given a separate chapter in
which the author lists ministers and priests,
both Christian and Buddhist, living in the
center; describes the structure of interdenominational organization, if any, that arose
among the religious groups; sets forth illustrative schedules of religious programs and
services that took place in the center; and
records sermon topics, and sometimes segments of sermons, preached at religious
gatherings. Where appropriate, mention is
made of Caucasian religious leaders who
visited and spoke at religious services; of
special events, such as Christmas celebrations, that were sponsored by Christian
groups; and of weddings and funerals involving persons active in religious circles. These
sketches tend to be somewhat uneven in content, but this probably reflects the incomplete
nature of the records that were available to
the author.
While the center sketches are somewhat
mechanically set forth, they do reflect the
earnest devotion that characterized the lives
of the ministers as they labored under the exceedingly trying conditions of center life.
What is less clear is the nature and extent of
the impact of their ministry on the total life of
the camp. The author makes occasional evaluative assertions along this line, but offers little supportive evidence and no systematic
analysis.
The work would also have gained from a
systematic treatment of the organizational
environment within which the religious activity was carried on. It was no happenchance, for instance, that there was greater
religious freedom in the relocation centers
than in the assembly centers, but no explanation is offered for this, or any related circumstance.
Reverend Suzuki's book may not be the
definitive work on religion in the centers, but
it is a rich and useful contribution to the
understanding of a neglected phase of a deplorable episode in American history.
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Harold S. Jacoby
University of the Pacific

THOSE TREMENDOUS MOUNTAINS:
THE STORY OF THE LEWIS AND
CLARK EXPEDITION. By David Freeman
Hawke . (New York: W. W. Norton, 1980.
273 pp., maps, if/us., biblio., index. $12.95).
Books on Lewis and Clark and the Voyage
of Discovery are nearly legion. Indeed, the
epic journey of Lewis and Clark may be the
most completely documented exploratory trip
of all time. Nevertheless, there are few satisfactory one-volume narrative introductions.
The journals of Lewis and Clark, edited by
Bernard DeVoto (New York: Houghton Mifflin, 195 3), has had the field almost to itself,
but David Freeman Hawke's Those Tremendous Mountains is a welcome addition to the
limited representation of narrative accounts.
Like DeVoto, Hawke works basically from
the journals kept by Meriwether Lewis and
William Clark. It is Hawke's aim, however,
to bring out certain features of the journey
and its aftermath little noted until now.
Hawke thinks, for instance, that the
modern reader is more interested in a greater
degree of characterization than was furnished
by Lewis and Clark in their journals. He
therefore tries to describe more fully some of

the leading characters and to speculate on
their relations. Clark, he writes, was a professional soldier (lieutenant) and a surveyor;
Lewis, also a professional soldier (captain),
was better-educated and a more culturally
rounded man, much like his patron, Thomas
Jefferson. Still, Lewis always treated Clark as
an equal and not as a subordinate. Moreover,
it was not known among the other members
of the expedition that Lewis outranked Clark.
Hawke also devotes considerable space to
the frequent encounters between the expedition party and the various Indian tribes found
along the .route. Where possible he sketches
aspects of the tribes and individuals, but he
does not try to romanticize the contacts between the soldiers and the Indians, contacts
which were marked by frequent mutual distrust and by occasional outbreaks of violence.
Besides describing the appearance, character of, and interrelationships between
various prominent individuals, Hawke discusses the reasons for the expedition and the
planning behind it. Jefferson, whose imagination and vision were boundless, was determined to learn about the lands and peoples
which lay beyond the Mississippi. Among all

W illiam Clark interspersed his expedition journal with personal sketches of natural life
his party encountered enroute to the Pacific Coast. The sage grouse depicted here was
discovered in June , 1805.
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the possible candidates to lead his expedition
he chose Lewis, because that man possessed
''a great mass of accurate observation on all
the subjects of nature which present themselves here, and will therefore readily select
only those in his new route which shall be
new." (p. 17)
Also new, or rather stressed in this book, is
the role of the natural history museum organized by the contemporary American painter,
Charles Willson Peale. Peale's museum was
the first of its kind in the country, and to it
was sent most of the various scientific specimens collected by the expedition detailing the
character of life west of the Mississippi. Tragically, most of these specimens were lost following the dispersal of the museum after
Peale's death.
Many reproductions of contemporary
American paintings and depictions of plant
specimens complement the text. Not intended for specialists (although there are many
ideas here which might stir the imagination
of a specialist), Hawke's book constitutes a
valuable and readable introduction to Lewis
and Clark studies and is a useful guide to
present-day historiographical attitudes towards the Voyage of Discovery.
Susan E. Holmer
Modesto-Stanislaus County Public Library
HO FOR CALIFORNIA!: WOMEN'S
OVERLAND DIARIES FROM THE HUNTINGTON LIBRARY. Edited and annotated by Sandra L. Myres. (San Marino,
Ca: Huntington Library, 1980. 314 pp.,
illus., maps, notes, biblio. , index. $18.50).
"Go West, Young Woman! " was not a
famous directive, and yet women joined
husbands, fathers, and brothers in westering,
participating in the great romance of midnineteenth century America. Hitherto, however, relatively little has been published about
women overlanders, due perhaps to their
fewer number, so the publication of Ho for
California! is most welcome. These diaries
were written by five obscure women whose
experiences spanned the years of westering,
1849-1870, and who journeyed on the major transcontinental routes: the northern,
the southern or Gila, and the trail across
Panama. These women, from the Midwest
and the South, were quite youthful, but they
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vary from an adolescent bride on her honeymoon to a woman of forty-four with eight
children . As most overlanders, these
travelers were middle class, their families able
to afford the trip west and to dream of a more
affluent life in California. They also reflected
the successful among the westering: their
journeys were not derailed by hostile Indians,
inclement weather, or other adverse conditions, and they all reached their destinations.
Finally, these women displayed attitudes
representative of their times. They demonstrated a willingness to undertake onerous
work characteristic of pre-industrial societies,
they displayed the prejudices of mid-America
of their day (against Mormons, blacks, Mexicans, Chinese), and they shared a respect for
the symbols of religion and even a missionary
zeal.
As indicated, these women without questioning joined in the hard work the western
migration entailed. They baked, cooked, and
washed under all conditions, and they also
searched for wood and water and broke camp.
Simultaneously they and their menfolk clung
to the sex-defined roles and chores of their
earlier lives, and these five women did not
challenge the men's right to make the major
decisions. Thus, established lines were not
blurred by the uprooting of their lives. As a
result, the women had the more comfortable
trip west as the men shouldered the heaviest
tasks.
The daily recorded activities, which unfortunately are not as extensively detailed as
readers might wish, do not verify the editor's
main point. Professor Myres argues that the
diaries reflect neither the stereotype of
"ladies" sitting with folded hands being
escorted west nor abused drudges exploited
en route, but rather that they demonstrate
the fact of a variety of experiences unlimited
by the cultural mores of settled societies. But
the diaries simply do not prove the contention that women's roles tended to be equal to
men's on the trail. The editor did not need to
distort her evidence to prove the value of her
book, for the writings are important for
beginning to fill a gap not in the trail lore but
in our knowledge of the daily routine of the
migration.
Sally M . Miller
University of the Pacific

THREE CARAVANS TO YUMA: THE
UNTOLD STORY OF BACTRIAN
CAMELS IN WESTERN AMERICA. By
Harlan D. Fowler. (Glendale, Ca: Arthur H.
Clark Co., 1980. 173 pp. , illus., ports. , sketch
maps, appendices, biblio., index. $25.00).
It is one of those little ironies of life that
Fowler, an aeronautical engineer and highly
successful inventor in that very modem field,
is probably the man who knows the most
about American experiments with one of the
most ancient forms of transport - the camel.
Three Caravans to Yuma extends and supplements the information gathered by the
author and published in his widely praised
Camels to California. In it he had mentioned
Otto Esche's purchase ofBactrians in Siberia,
and his continuing research on this little
known episode revealed that there were three
independent camel enterprises which ended
up in Arizona; two of the caravans were used
also in the Mexican mines.
Fowler's story begins with Esche's dream
of profitable camel transport to the remote
mining regions of California and his trips to
Siberia to obtain desirable specimens; it
details the successes and failures - chiefly
failures in California, successes in the
Cariboo gold country - and the widespread
but little publicized use of the animals in the
southwest and their eventual fate. Fowler's
work is both economic and social history; he
carefully details the financial aspects of the
various ventures and every scrap of information that could be gleaned from newspapers,
archives, and published or unpublished
works. Hopefully Three Caravans will kindle
interest in the camel in America, and certainly this beautifully printed and produced
volume will stand proudly with Camels to
California as an indispensable and entertaining resource.
Ernestine Smutny
University of the Pacific

AND WILLIAM BETAGH (1728). Edited
by Thomas F. Andrews. (Los Angeles:
Dawson's Book Shop [535 N. Larchmont,
90004}, 1979. 116 pp., ill., biblio. $24.00).
Generations have thrilled to the daring exploits of British pirates who, in general,
received quite sympathetic treatment from
18th Century north European writers, perhaps because they could identify with such
patriotic privateers. There was an eager readership of such literature as that exemplified
by the four accounts in this attractive
volume, a ready market amid an avid group
of armchair adventurers who vicariously enjoyed defying the king of Spain, attacking his
ships and ports, and being celebrated for such
efforts. It mattered little that such accounts
were frequently inaccurate, that the illustrations were sometimes fanciful, and that the
boredom of extended navigation was sublimated to the few moments of intense excitement.
The common bond of the excerpts presented by editor Andrews is the geographical
area of the southern tip of Baja California.
Captains Woodes Rogers and Edward Cooke,
men of contrasting style, temperament, and
fate, sailed in response to a Prize Act of 1708
passed by Parliament. They both enjoyed an
advantage in the presence of experienced pilot
William Dampier; however, only Rogers
emerged a national hero. Cooke remained
simply another mariner. The two were in
large measure responsible for the Robinson
Crusoe story. Each recorded a version of their
rescue of Alexander Selkirk in 17 09 from
Juan Fernandez Island, thereby inspiring
Daniel Defoe's 1719 classic.
The last two narratives were written about
a voyage undertaken a decade later. William
Betagh's account of this trip was somewhat
critical of Captain Shelvock; the latter's was
punctuated with inaccuracies. They represent contradictory versions of this last British
privateering expedition against Spain in the
Pacific.
This slim volume is Dawson's Baja California Travels Series Volume 41. It is well
printed in a limited edition of 500 copies.

ENGLISH PRIVATEERS AT CABO SAN
LUCAS: THE DESCRIPTIVE ACCOUNTS OF PUERTO SEGURO BY EDWARD COOKE (1712) AND WOO DES
ROGERS (1712), WITH ADDED COMMENTS BY GEORGE SHELVOCK (1726)

Donald C. Cutter
University of New Mexico
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PACIFIC BOOKSHELF
Concise reports on
interesting publications

WE COLONIAL WEST
California's mission heritage continues to fascinate professional historians and laymen alike. In
case you missed it at the time of publication, it
may still be possible to obtain copies of San Francisco in 1 776 (Burlingame, Ca: Mission Dolores
Publishers [193 Los Robles Drive], 1976. xii +
154 pp., $7.95), which describes the founding of
the City by the Bay through a diary which Parker
L. Johnston has translated and modernized. In a
somewhat broader study, Sydney Temple has
traced the story of The Carmel Mission from
Founding to Rebuilding (Fresno, Ca: Valley
Publishers [Dist. by Western Tanager Press, 1111
Pacific Ave., Santa Cruz 95060], 1980. x + 166
pp., Paper, $5.95). Here we not only learn of the
mission's establishment and initial growth but
also of the tragic ruin which befell it with the coming of secularization and its eventual reconstruction in this century. Msgr. Francis]. Weber, a frequent contributor to The Pacific Historian, has
produced yet another important volume. King of
the Missions: A Documentary History of San Luis
Rey de Francis (Los Angeles, Ca: Libra Press
[Dist. by Dawson's Book Shop, 535 North Larchmont, 90004], 1980. xi + 23 7 pp., $12.00) collects accounts of this beautiful mission from 1797
to 1979. While some repetition is inevitable and
not all the descriptions are equally important, the
book constitutes another significant contribution
to the study of California Catholic history.
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Lest we are tempted to forget that at least some
of Spain's interest in California resulted from the
menacing presence of Protestant Englishmen
along the Pacific Coast, Barry M. Gough's Distant
Dominion: Britain and the Northwest Coast of
North America, 1579-1809 (Vancouver and London: University of British Columbia Press, 1980.
xii + 190 pp., $19.95) provides a dramatic
reminder. This well-researched and written
volume, paired with the author's earlier study of
19th century British activities in the area,
represents the definitive treatment of this subject.
The impact of Europeans in North America is
traced in the posthumous work of one of the
West's leading historical geographers, Carl 0.
Sauer. Although his Seventeenth Century North
America (Berkeley, Ca: Turtle Island Foundation
for The Netzahualcoyotl Historical Society [2845
Buena Vista Way, 94708], 295 pp., Paper,
$9.95) was completed shortly before Sauer's death
in 1975, it has only recently appeared. This is a
monumental work, which every serious student of
American history will want to acquire. It traces
the exploration and settlement of North America
by Spain, France, and England during the 1600's,
with special emphasis on the impact of Europeans
on native populations.
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WE MOUNTAINS
AND PLAINS
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Texas has always provided fertile ground for
good history, as is evidenced by the work of J.
Frank Dobie, whose books are being reissued in
paper by the University of Texas Press. Recent arrivals include Tongues of the Monte ($6.95) and
A Texan in England ($6.95). More releases of
Dobie classics are planned for the future. That
contemporary scholar of Texas, Malcolm McLean,
continues to publish volumes in his monumental
Papers Concerning Robertson 's Colony in Texas
(Arlington, Tx: University of Texas at Arlington
[UTA Box 929, 76019], 1980. 664 pp.,
$25 .00). Volume 7 covers the period of
December 6, 1831 , through October 1833 and
focuses on "those eleven-league grants. " No
library can afford to be without this invaluable and
reasonably priced series.
The deserts of the West provide the setting for
other recent publications. Fred N . Fletcher's.Earry
Nevada: The Period of Exploration, 1776-1848
(Reno: University of Nevada Press, 1980. xii +
195 pp., Paper, $5 .25) brings together accounts
of many explorers of Nevada, noteworthy among
whom are Jedediah Smith and John C. Fremont.
All the glory of The Sonoran Desert comes to life
in a large, profusely illustrated paperback by
Christopher L. Helms (Las Vegas, Nv: K.C.
Publications [P.O. Box 14883], 1980 48 pp.) An
equally memorable picture of New Mexico, this
time in words, can be found in John Sinclair's
lyric New Mexico: The Shining Land (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1980. ix
+ 187 pp., $14 .95). This volume may lack footnotes and a bibliography, but for an authentic feeling of Southwestern history, better sources will be
difficult to locate.
Publications making important contributions to
Montana history are now available in paperback.
Michael P. Malone and Richard B. Roeder's,
Montana: A History of Two Centuries (Seattle:
University of Washington Press, 1976) is priced
at $8.95, while Thomas B. Marquis' Custer on
the Little Bighorn, a classic now in its ninth printing, is available from Dr. Marquis Custer Publications, Lodi, California 95240 for $3.50.
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WE FIRST AMERICANS
Traditional lifestyles and folk tales from native
Americans in the West continue to occupy a major place among recent publications. Charles Irwin, for example, recently completed editing the
manuscript notes collected by Mark Kerr which
have been published as The Shoshoni Indians of
Inyo County, California: The Kerr Manuscript
(Independence, Ca: Ballena Press/Eastern California Museum Cooperative [P.O. Box 1366,
Socorro, N .M., 8780 1], 1980. xvii + 92 pp.,
Paper, $6.95). Another fascinating account based
on Indian folk traditions is Bernice G. Anderson's
Trickster Tales from Prairie Lodgefires (Nashville,
Tn: Abington Press [201 8th Avenue, South,
37202], 1979. 96 pp., $5 .95). The same publisher has also issued Marion Marsh Brown's
biography of Susan La Flesche Picotte, a young Indian woman who became the first American Indian doctor. It is Homeward the Arrow's Flight
(1980 . 176 pp., $7 .95). Both volumes are suitable for teenagers as well as adults.
Two beautiful new books concentrate on the
natives of the Pacific Northwest. Gathering What
the Great Nature Provided (Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 1980. 128 pp., $17.95) describes the food traditions of the Gitksan people of
the Tsimshian tribe. The book was prepared by

the people of Ksan, an Indian museum and craft
village in north central British Columbia, and includes instructions for preparing and cooking a
great variety of plants and animals . The beautiful
and functional handiwork of native people is described and pictured in Paula Gustafson's Salish
Weaving (Seattle: University of Washington
Press, 1980. 132 pp., $24 .95), a volume which
not only traces the history of blanket making but
describes the procedures the Salish still use to produce distinguished artistic creations.
Indians elsewhere in the West have also been
the focus of recent publications. Mexican historian
Carlos J. Sierra' s latest book is Los Indios de Ia
Frontera (Mexico-Estados Unidos) (Mexico, D.F.:
Ediciones de Ia Muralla, 1980. 115 pp.), which
traces the efforts of Mexico to stop Indian incursions during the 18th and 19th centuries.
Medicine Among the American Indians (Ramona,
Ca: Acoma Books [P.O. Box 4, 92065], 1980. 35
pp., $7 .50) offers perspectives on this topic by
physicians Clark Wissler, Wilton Krogman, and
Walter Krickeberg. Students of Plains Indians will
be happy to know that George E. Hyde's classic
Sioux Chronicle (1956) has recently been reissued
by the University of Oklahoma Press at $15 .95.

PIONEERS
True Western enthusiasts never tire of reading
about those colorful characters whose lives made
the frontier such an interesting and dramatic
place. From Kansas author Fred Trump, we
recently learned what happened to Lincoln 's Little
Girl (Salina, Ks: Heritage Books [534 Aulwood
Road, 67401], 123 pp. , $20 .00), Grace Sedell
Billings, after she wrote the famous letter asking
Abe to grow whiskers. Like many contemporaries,
she grew up in New York, married, and moved for
a time to Colorado before settling on the Kansas
plains. Another view of women's life in the West
is revealed in Rosa May (Riverside, Ca: Tree by
the River Publishing Company [P.O. Box 413 ,
92501 ], 1980. 203 pp., Paper, $6.95) by George
Williams, III. This volume recounts the author's
efforts to learn the truth about a legendary gold
rush prostitute. He found out a great deal, and in
the process uncovered a number of sometimes
bawdy letters from her boyfriend. Not so risque
but just as interesting are the recollections of
Frank Davis as told to his daughter, Alice D.
Williams, and reprinted in 100 Years: True
Stories of Early California 's Gold Mining Days
(Pacific Grove, Ca: The Boxwood Press [183
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Ocean View Blvd., 93950], 1980. 51 pp. ,
$4.95). John V. Young has told the story of his
life as a Bay area newspaperman in Hot Type and
Pony Wife: My Life as a California Reporter from
Prohibition to Pearl Harbor (Santa Cruz, Ca:
Western Tanager Press [ 1111 Pacific Avenue,
95060], 1980. 176 pp., $9.95).
Two new, important volumes shed light on contributions made by scientists in increasing our
knowledge of the West. Thomas Nutall was a
young botanist whose intense interest in discovering and collecting new plant species carried him
throughout much of the West. A journal of
Travels into the Arkansas Territory During the
Year 1819, edited by Savoie Lottinville (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1980. 361 pp.,
$25 .00) reprints Nutall's journal of the expedition, in which he describes Indians, American
soldiers, and settlers as well as flora and fauna . A
later generation of scientists counted Grove Karl
Gilbert among its ranks . His work as a geologist,
explorer, theoretician, and explorer has been
chronicled by Stephen J. Pyne (Austin: University
of Texas Press, 1980. xiv + 306 pp).
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PLACES TO GO AND THINGS TO SEE
Few places in the world are as rich in natural
beauty and historic interest as Oak Creek Canyon
and the Red Rock Country of Arizona, about
which Stewart W. Aitchison has written a detailed
guide (Flagstaff, Az: Stillwater Canyon Press
[P.O. Box 1557, 86002], 1978. xii + 142 pp.).
Chapters describe the history, flora, and fauna of
the region, as well as providing detailed guides to
area trails and an excellent map. An equally spectacular region is the focus of Vaughn Short's Raging River - Lonely Trail (Tucson, Az: Two
Horses Press [1950 W. Ruthrauff Road, 85705],
1978. 159 pp., $4.95). It includes many of the
tales told around Green River campfires by
modern day rubber rafters.
Architectural remains constitute some of the
most poignant remnants of how many of the
West's cities and towns once appeared. Anyone
interested in early San Francisco buildings will
want to have Randolph Delehanty's Victorian
Sampler (San Francisco, Ca: The Foundation for
San Francisco's Architectural Heritage [2007
Franklin Street, 94109], 1979, Paper, $4.95),
which focuses on the Pacific Heights area,
especially the Haas-Lilienthal House. Sally B.
Woodbridge and Roger Montomery's Guide to
Architecture in Washington State (Seattle:
University of Washington Press, 1980. 483 pp.,
$25; Paper, $12.95) provides an encyclopedic
listing of buildings, many accompanied by
photographs. Finally, a look at the seamier side of
older urban centers is offered in Kathleen Ryan's
Burnside: A Community (Portland, Or.: Coast to
Coast Books [2934 N. E. 16th Avenue, 97212],
1979. 88 pp., Paper, $6.95), a vivid pictorial
essay on Portland's skid row.
Efforts continue throughout the West to provide improved access to natural and historic sites
while preserving as much wildness and authenticity as possible. The philosophical attitudes underlying such efforts are the focus of The National

Trust for Historic Preservation's recently issued
volume, Preservation: Toward an Ethic for the
1980s (Washington, D.C: The Preservation Press
[1785 Massachusetts Avenue, N .W., 20036],
1980. 248 pp., Paper, $8.95 + $1.50 postage
and handling), which reports the recommendations of participants in a 1979 national conference
on preservation. Practical ways of assuring that
handicapped persons may take advantage of
museums are provided in Alice P. Kenney's Access to the Past (Nashville, Tn: American
Association for State and Local History [1400 8th
Avenue South, 37203], 1980. x + 131 pp.). A
magnificent portrait of The National Parks of the
West can be found in Sunset's latest book (Menlo
Park, Ca: Lane Publishing Company, 1980. 256
pp., Paper, $8.95). The pictures are spectacular,
and the book also includes a great deal of information useful to park visitors.
The Macmillan Wars of the United States series
has won widespread acclaim for definitive studies
of our armed forces. The latest, although not
directly related to the West, is Allan R. Millett's
Semper Fide/is: The History of the United States
Marine Corps (New York: Macmillan Publishing
Co., 1980. xviii + 782 pp. $29.95), which is
nearly encyclopedic, carefully researched, and
traces both the organization and activities of the
Marines from the days of the Revolution to Vietnam.
Anyone who desires to spark an interest in history among children will want to acquire two
booklets from Bellerophon Books, 36 Anacapa
Street, Santa Barbara, Ca 9 310 1. Dos Ca/ifornios
by Harry Knill describes pirate raids in Mexican
California in both English and Spanish, while his
Rosie and the Bear Flag tells the story of a child
who participated in the Bear Flag Revolt. A
Spanish edition is being prepared. Each sells for
$2.50, as does a companion Coloring Book of
Birds of California.

POETIC VOICES
The Ahsahta Press at Boise State University
publishes contemporary poetry of the American
West. Two recent publications are Susan Strayer
Deal's No Moving Parts (1980. 50 pp., Paper,
$2.50), which reflects the spirit of Nebraska's
western countryside, and Hildegarde Flanner's
The Hearkening Eye (1979 . 41 pp., Paper,
$2 .50), whose home in Calistoga, California, provides the setting for many of her nature poems.
Carl T. Endemann' s interests extend throughout northern California. La Dorada: The Romance
of San Francisco (Calistoga, Ca: Gondwana Books
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[P.O. Box 407, 94515], 1978. 37 pp., Paper,
$3 .50) collects poems and photographs about
"the City." Together with Michael Dow, Endemann has also edited Voices in the Wineland (Calistoga, Ca: Alta Napa Press [P.O. Box 407,
94515], 1978. 47 pp., Paper, $3 .50) which
brings together the poems of twenty-one Napa
Valley authors. Endemann's Napa Valley poems,
written for a Napa College creative writing class,
are collected in The Ring of Alta Napa (Calistoga,
Ca: Alta Napa Press, 2nd ed., 1979. 35 pp.,
Paper, $1.50).
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EXPLORING LAND AND SEA
Two recent publications recount twentieth century explorations covering much of the West, one
by land and the second by sea. Early in the century
Ed Ricketts explored much of the Pacific Coast
from Alaska to Baja California, sometimes in the
company of author John Steinbeck. Joel W.
Hedgpeth has edited Ricketts' notes, diaries, and
manuscripts which are published as The Outer
Shores, Part I (Ed Ricketts and john Steinbeck Explore the Pacific Coast) and Part II (Breaking
Through) (Eureka, Ca: Mad River Press, Inc.
[Route 2, Box 151-B, 95501], 1978. xii + 128
pp. and x + 182 pp., Paper, $7 .95 and $9.95).
Ronald Tighe was living in Aspen Colorado many
years after Ricketts died when he decided to follow
the Continental Divide on horseback for 3,500
miles from Mexico to Canada. The story of his
amazing trek is told in Journey to the Top of the
Divide (Denver, Co: Golden Bell Press [2403
Champa Street, 80205], 1979. 169 pp., Paper,
$4.50).
From the gold country comes Hidden in the
Chapparral by Phyllis Gernes (Garden Valley, Ca:
By the author [Rt. 3, Box 38B, 95623], 1979. vii
+ 209 pp., $9.95; Paper, $5.95). This volume
recounts the history of Kelsey, Spanish Flat,
Garden City, and other nearby towns from the
gold rush to the present. Further to the north rise
the Sutter Buttes, the story of which has recendy
been told by Louise B. Hendrix (Yuba City, Ca: By
the author [1354 Geneva Ave., 95991 ], 1980.
xxxv + 154 pp., Paper, $8.00). Nearly half the
book is devoted to the Indian residents of the area;
other chapters focus on early setdements and the
natural habitat of the area. Traveling still further
north, we find Prineville, Oregon, the eventual
home of The Bralys, whose Saga of the Old South
and Wild West (Prineville, Or: Braly Resources
Corp. [Box 631, 97754], 1980. 163 pp., Paper,
$15 .00). has been lovingly told by descendant
David Braly.
Towns in central and southern California have
been the focus of two recent publications. A
Tribute to Yesterday by Sharon Lee Hale (Santa
Cruz, Ca: Valley Publishers [ 1111 Pacific
Avenue, 95060], 1980. xiii + 206 pp. $25 .00)
is a large, well-illustrated volume recording the
history of Carmel, Carmel Valley, Big Sur, Point
Lobos, the Carmelite Monastery, and Los Burros.
Santa Fe Federal Savings and Loan Association
commemorated the opening of its La Jolla branch
by publishing Guideposts to History: La jolla Edition (La Jolla, Ca: Santa Fe Federal, 1978), which
demonstrates the contribution a bank can make to
preserving and recording local history.
Westerners corrals produce some of the best
written history found anywhere. Recendy the
Stockton corral has issued volume N of Valley
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Trails ([c/o Holt-Atherton Pacific Center for
Western Studies, U.O.P., 95211 ], 1980. 93 pp.,
$20.00 + $1 handling). Dedicated to the
memory of R. Coke Wood, the volume includes articles by the late Leon Rovetta, Robert E. Levinson, a lengthy study of Jack Tone, and other noteworthy articles. The Denver Corral of Westerners
reports that their Brand Book, Volume 28 ([Dist.
by R.A . Gonzio, Box 344, Golden, 8040 1],
1973.424 pp.) is still available for $17.50. It includes articles on western land, Indians, pioneers,
and events.
The Pacific Northwest continues to stimulate
some of the most interesting and colorful historical
publications. Perhaps the most scholarly of recent
books, Neal 0 . Hines' Denny 's Knoll (Seatde:
University of Washington Press, 1980. xiv +
465 pp., $14.95), provides a detailed study of ten
acres in downtown Seatde managed by the University of Washington. It may set a record as the
longest book written about the smallest tract of
land; more important, it reveals much about urban
growth, university business practices, and the interrelationships between a large state institution
and the community which surrounds it. In a somewhat more popular vein, Dennis Duffy and Carol
Crane's The Magnifice·nt Distances: Early Aviation in British Columbia, 1910-1940 (Victoria,
B.C.: Provincial Archives [Parliament Buildings,
V8V 1X4], 1980. $3.00) includes numerous
first-hand accounts from pioneer flyers in western
Canada. Northwesterners who enjoy the outdoors
will also want to obtain a copy of the revised 3rd
edition of Ruth Kirk's Exploring the Olympic
Penninsu/a (Seatde: University of Washington
Press, 1980. 120 pp., Paper, $7.95), which provides a good deal of historical information as well
as practical detail about trails, roadS, picnic areas,
and so forth .
The unsurpassed magnificence of Alaska makes
pictorial presentations about our northernmost
state so welcome. Alaska Geographic's latest
volume, The Aleutians (Edmonds, Wa: Alaska
Geographic [130 2nd Avenue South, 98020],
1980. 224 pp., Paper, $14.95) demonstrates
anew just how interesting and colorful the more
remote sections of Alaska can be. Well-written and
illustrated sections cover the natural as well as
historic aspects from geologic beginnings through
the development of native Aleut culture, from
19th century Russian influences through the
granting of statehood. Equally interesting to
anyone who loves the north is Robert J. Browning's Fisheries of the North Pacific: History,
Species, Gear & Process (Anchorage, Ak: Alaska
Northwest Publishing Company [Box 4-EEE,
99509], revised ed., 1980. Paper, $24.95).
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BY THE BAY
The San Francisco Bay area never ceases to fascinate writers, poets, and photographers . Paul D.
Kaufman, a physician who chose to explore the
bay by kayak, has written Paddling the Gate (Santa
Monica, Ca: Mara Books, 1978. 80 pp., Paper,
$6.00). Other unusual perspectives can be found
in Elihu Slotnick's "silent film," Saltwater Flats
(Berkeley, Ca: BBM Associates, dist. by California Street Books, 1974. $6.95) with its candid
photographs and intensely personal poems. No
less distinctive is Slotnick's recent California

Streets: San Francisco Adventures and Some That
Only Began Here (Berkeley, Ca: California Street
Books, 1980. 176 pp., $5.95), which includes
many fascinating (sometimes frightening) tales of
life in "underground" San Francisco. That even
children can learn to love the Bay Area becomes
evident in Meredith Phillips' charming The
Child's Peninsula (Menlo Park, Ca: Perseverance
Press [P.O. Box 384, 94205], 1979. 118 pp.,
Paper, $4.95), a guide for parents on everything
from clubs and museums to fast food restaurants .

WESTERN

MEMORABILIA

Collectibles of the Old West

by William C. Kerchum, Jr. · Phorography by Alan Jay

IF YOU LOVE THE WEST . . .
Several new books are oriented toward collectors of Western memorabilia. The perfect gift for
anyone who likes the relics of an age gone by is
William J. Ketchum, Jr., Western Memorabilia:
Collectibles of the Old West (Maplewood,
N .J.: Hammond, Inc. [515 Valley Street,
07040], 1980. 256 pp., $30.00). Here you'll
find pictures, descriptions, and even price
estimates for ev~rything from Indian blankets to
old cowboy boots to locomotives. Train aficionados may regret the passing of the old
passenger lines, but some comfort can be taken
from the rise of Amtrak, whose story is told in
words and pictures in Patrick Dorin's Amtrak:
Trains & Travel (Seattle, Wa: Superior
Publishing Company [708 6th Avenue North],
1979. 184 pp., $15 .95). Phalatelists will learn a
great deal about early post offices and cancellations
in Carroll Chase and Richard McP. Cabeen's, The
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First Hundred Years of United States Territorial
Postmarks, 178 7-188 7 (Lawrence, Ma: Quarterman Publications [5 South Union Street, 01843],
1950, reprinted 1979. 341 pp., $35 .00).
A pair of books will interest anyone who loves
the sea. Tom Miller's The World of The California Gray Whale (Santa Ana, Ca: Baja Trail Publications, Inc. [P.O. Box 15444, 92705], 1975 .
190 pp., Paper, $4.00) is a lovingly-told portrait
of these great sea mammals, which includes an interesting historical chapter. Jane H. Bailey has
taken a somewhat similar, although less historical,
approach in Sea Otter, Core of Conflict: Loved or
Loathed (Morro Bay, Ca: El Mora Publications
[P.O. Box 965, 93442], 1979. 171 pp., $4.00),
which predicts dire consequences for sea otters
unless effective protection methods are developed.

Lawrence R. Murphy
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PACIFIC ISLANDS
Two new books add to our knowledge of the
history of the Pacific islands. Colin Newbury 's
Tahiti Nui: Change and Survival in French
Polynesia, 176 7-1945 (Honolulu : University
Press of Hawaii, 1980. 380 pp., $25.00) attempts
to clarify the changes in Tahitian social and legal
systems which have resulted from European
economic and political influence and control. In
Social Engineering in the Philippines: The Aims,
Execution, and Impact of American Colonial

Policy, 1900-1913 (Westport, Conn: Greenwood
Press, 1980. 268 pp., $27 .50), author Glenn Anthony May criticizes U.S. policy in the Philippines
in the aftermath of the Philippine-American War.
He maintains that good intentions did not necessarily produce good results, and that the threepronged program of political education, primary
education, and economic development was in large
part a failure.

'IH.C

SONORAN
DESERT

mE FRONTIER " DOWN UNDER"
Recent months have witnessed continued publication of books about the Australian frontier; all of
the following are distributed in the United States
by ISBS, Box 555, Forest Grove, Oregon 97116.
The experience of Australia 's native people as
described in M .F. Christie's Aborigines in Colonial Victoria, 1835-86 (Parramatta: Sydney
University Press, 1979. 227 pp. , $19 .50) is, unfortunately , too similar to that of the American indigenous population to make comfortable reading.
It is all familiar: the easy stereotypes, the insensitivity, the brutality and mutual reprisals, the
blundering bureaucracy with its half-hearted and
misguided solutions, the decimation by disease,
the attempts to take their land and replace their
culture, the inadequate "stations" (read "reservations''), and the recent guilt-ridden attempt to
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make some recompense to the survivors. Uphill
All the Way: A Documentary History of Women
in Australia, compiled and introduced by Kay
Daniels and Mary Murnane (St. Lucia: University of Queensland Press, 1980. 335 pp. , $27.95),
is a wide-ranging collection of documents from
government archives, newspapers, letters, official
records, and interviews which helps portray the
experiences of Australian women from a variety of
classes, ages, and races.
Other recent books focus on other builders of
Australia. At long last Australia 's premier explorer has been honored in Whirlwinds in the
Plain: Ludwig Leichardt - Friends, Foes and
History by E.M . Webster (Carleton: Melbourne
University Press, 1980.462 pp ., $40 .00). This is
a thoroughly researched and dispassionate biog-
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raphy which details his life and achievements.
Coincidentally, Gordon Connell's short The
Mystery of Ludwig Leichardt (Carlton: Melbourne
University Press, 1980. 96 pp., $17 .00) focuses
on the end of Leichardt' s life and provides the
most likely explanation for his disappearance with
his last expedition. Alan Gross' Charles joseph
LaTrobe (Carlton: Melbourne University Press,
1956, reprinted 1980. 157 pp., Paper, $9.95) is a
biography of the man who was Superintendent of
the Port Phillip District from 1839 to 1851 and
Lieutenant Governor of Victoria from 1851 to
1854. A more modem Australian politician is
portrayed in Paul Hasluck's Sir Robert Menzies
(Carlton: Melbourne University Press, 1980. 33
pp., Paper, $3.95), which was the Daniel Mannix
Memorial Lecture delivered at Melbourne in
1979. Yet another aspect of modern Australian
history is described in detail in Suzanne
Brugger's, Australians and Egypt, 1914-1919,
(Carlton: Melbourne University Press, 1980. 178
pp., $24 .50). Brugger, whose skill in Arabic has
allowed her to use source material from both sides,
assesses the impact of the Australian troops based

in Egypt during the European War and what
legacy this experience left in the two countries.
Finally, a pair of books will interest anyone concerned with Australian literature. Today, over one
hundred years after his death, the name of Nichol
D . Stenhouse is all but forgotten in his adopted
land. As Ann-Mari Jordens describes in The
Stenhouse Circle: Literary Life in Mid-Nineteenth
Century Sydney (Carlton: Melbourne University
Press, 1979. 186 pp., $22.50), it is impossible to
overestimate the vital role of this scholarly, gentle,
Scots law; er in encouraging and supporting
Australian writers as they strove to create a new
literature worthy of comparison with the British
and European tradition. Seven Little Billabongs:
The World of Ethel Turner and Mary Grant
Bruce by Brenda Niall (Carlton: Melbourne
University Press, 1979. 219 pp., $22.50),
analyzes the work of the first to write popular
children's books with an Australian setting. Like
their American and Canadian counterparts,
Turner and Bruce helped to shape a literature
which would enable its young readers to identify
with their own country and take pride in it.

VALUABLE NEW EDITIONS
New editions or reprints have made a number of
other important books available to collectors and
scholars. The Spur of Fame: Dialogues of john
Adams and Benjamin Rush, 1805-1833 (San
Marino, Ca: The Huntington Library, 1966, reprinted 1980. 301 pp., Paper, $5.00) edited by
John A. Schutz and Douglas Adair is an interesting collection of letters selected from the papers of
two men whose contributions to the establishment
of our country are only recently coming to be appreciated. The University of Oklahoma Press has
recently reissued Leon C. Metz' john Selman,
Gunfighter (1966, reprinted 1980. 254 pp.,
$9.95), which is probably as complete as any life
of the self-effacing man best known for having killed John Wesley Hardin can be. The same press
has reprinted M. Morgan Estergreen's Kit Carson: A Portrait in Courage (1962, reprinted
1979. 320 pp., $15.95, Paper, $7 .95), the
definitive biography of one of our greatest frontiersmen.
John Bratt, the author of Trails of Yesterday
(Introduction by Nellie Snyder Yost. (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1921, reprinted
1980. 302 pp., Paper, $5 .50), was one offew who
recorded his experiences in the American west of
the mid-nineteenth century. The son of a smalltown English minister, he was fascinated by
stories of the new world, and he started off for
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America when he reached twenty-one, although
the Civil War was raging. After a ship disaster
wiped out a promising business, he made his way
West as a hand on a wagon train on the Great
Platte River Road, settling on a ranch near North
Platte - if "settle" can accurately describe the
hectic life of a rancher on the open range! Trails
should be more widely known than it is; those who
have not read it will enjoy its good stories, and
researchers will welcome the availability of a long
out-of-print classic.
A new edition of Day Tours in and Around Los
Angeles, edited by J. E. Spencer (Palo Alto, Ca:
Pacific Books [Box 558, 94302], 1979. 368 pp.,
Paper, $6.95) preserves the features which
distinguished the first. Dr. Glenn Cunningham,
the earlier editor, has also revised his introductory
chapter which provides the general orientation for
the tours, most of which presume the use of a car.
Each tour includes geographical and historical information so that an appreciation of the land and
its development will add to the "tourist's" enjoyment of the sites and sights.
From the University of California press comes a
welcome paper-back edition of December's Child
(edited, with an analysis, by Thomas C. Blackburn. 1975, reprinted 1980. 359 pp., Paper,
$5.95), one of the first studies based on J.P. Harrington's Chumash oral narratives.
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THE LAND: PRESERVATION AND INSPIRATION
-

The environment of the West inspires writers
with a variety of perspectives. In American Environmentalism: Values, Tactics, and Priorities
(College Station: Texas A & M University Press,
1980. 239 pp ., $18 .50), Joseph M. Petulla attempts to discuss the major terms related to environmentalism and to sketch the historical
development of the movement. Most of us are
rather familiar with one or two particularly
virulent encounters between developers and conservationists; few understand the complex relationships between proponents and opponents, let
alone the complex ecosystems which they are attempting to preserve or alter. There are no easy
solutions; Petulla cites the need ·for continuing
communication and interaction to promote rational and critical discussion about the place of
man in the natural world.
Jeff and Jessica Pearson's No Time But Place:
A Prairie Pastoral with photographs by John W.
Manos (New York: McGraw-Hill in association
with San Francisco Book Co., 1980. 285 pp.,
$16.95) is not a book to read unless you have time
to think as you read through vignettes from the
everyday lives of ''farmers and ranchers, storekeepers, wives and mothers, sons and daughters"
of a farming community on the drought-prone
plains of southeastern Colorado. The interviews
show clearly the proud independence of its people
- an independence which helped spark the
American Agricultural Movement, the largest
agrarian protest since the depression.
Lovers of the wilderness will also be attracted to
Idle Weeds: The Life of a Sandstone Ridge (San
Francisco, Ca: Sierra Club Books, 1980. 183 pp. ,
$12 .95) by David Rains Wallace. Jennifer
Dewey' s sensitive and delicate sketches are an attractive counterpoint to Wallace's sensitive and
perceptive description of a year in the non-human
life on Chesnut Ridge. Idle Weeds allows greater
opportunity than in the author's earlier Dark

Range to detail the birth, growth, and life-style of
the large and small inhabitants of a small patch of
near wilderness. Led through the sequence of the
seasons from one winter to the next, the reader
will find it hard to abandon this quietly compelling
nature study .
Desolation Wilderness and the South Lake
Tahoe Basin (Berkeley, Ca: Wilderness Press,
1980. 154 pp ., Paper, $8.95) is Jeffrey P. Schaffer's new guidebook for one of California's most
popular areas. Many of its 32 hikes are revised and
updated from the author's Tahoe Sierra (1974).
Since overnight camping is limited, the author includes many dayhikes, most of them not too
strenuous. David Green calls his Marble Mountain Wilderness (Berkeley, Ca: Wilderness Press,
1980. 163 pp ., Paper, $8.95) a "guide to the
wilderness within the wilderness,'' for in truth
this area is one of the least known and least frequented ii;J. California. Located in the northwestern
part of the state, its 200,000-plus acres stretch
from the coastal fog to the hot Modoc Plateau with
elevations from 650 to 8,200 feet. Green describes every maintained trail in the area, with
detailed charts of distances and suitability. As
always, these Wilderness Press guides contain
natural history, occasional historical tidbits, and
commonsense advice along with excellent maps
and complete trail descriptions. Those who find
them fascinating may also be interested in James
T . Rock' s Horizontal Log Construction (Yreka,
Ca: Siskiyou Historical Society (910 S. Main,
96097], 1980. 25 pp., Paper, $2.90). Rock
describes the various methods of preparing logs for
building use, giving the greatest attention to the
various methods of corner joining. He points out
that the different notch styles are best observed in
the eastern United States; in the West the structures are often eclectic. Log cabins are not as simple as they look!

RELIGION ON THE FRONTIER
The West's religious heritage can also inspire
valuable publications such as Early Churches of
Washington State (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1980. 181 pp ., $22 .50) with photographs by Arnold Pearson and text by Esther
Pearson. The authors used local archives and interviews to find pre-1916 structures still extant in
a reasonably pristine state and to show them in
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pictures which would omit the additions or intrusions of twentieth century technology. They chose
78 churches from all over the state, including a
capsule history of each and a number of close-up
pictures to emphasize especially interesting
features. The introductory chapter is a capsule
history of churches and churchmen in early Washington; text and photographs make this a volume
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to be widely held and cherished. The authoritative
study of the origin and development of another
church, The Mormon Experience: A History of
the Latter-Day Saints (New York: Random
House, 1979; Paper, 1980, $5.95) by Leonard].
Arrington and Davis Bitton has been made available in the Vintage Book series at a nominal price.
A Vineyard by the Bay, In Commemoration,

Tenth Anniversary, San Mateo Stake, Church of
jesus Christ of the Latter-Day Saints, September
1957-September 1967 (San Mateo Stake of Zion,
1968. 83 pp., Paper, free) is the record of a new
stake and has value for genealogy as well as for
church history . It fully demonstrates the close ties
and contagious enthusiasm of the members and
their capacity for sustained effort.

mE PACIFIC NORlliWEST
Several recent publications focus on varied
aspects of the Pacific Northwest. James E. Morrow's The Freshwater Fishes of Alaska, illustrated
by Marion ]. Dalen, (Anchorage, Ak: Alaska
Northwest Publishing Co. [130 2nd Ave. S. , Edmonds, Wa 98020], 1980. 248 pp., Paper,
$24 .95) is the definitive treatment of all Alaska
freshwater fishes in an exhaustive but easily used
format. Arranged by families, the chapters include
detailed keys, color photos, carbon dust illustrations, and range maps as well as descriptions of
distinctive characteristics, habits, population, and
importance to man. San Juan Island: Coastal
Place Names and Cartographic Nomenclature by
Bryce Wood (Ann Arbor, Mi: Published for
Washington State Historical Society by University
Microfilms International, 1980. 268 pp., Paper,
$20. 75) is an annotated catalog. In addition,

because more than 75 percent of the present
coastal place names of San Juan Island were
established on official charts before it was
populated, it is a study of the application of international guidelines on cartographic nomenclature.
Californians should take note of a Washington
State tax revolt that predated Prop 13 by some six
years as described in Politicians, judges and the
People: A Study in Citizens' Participation by
Charles H. Sheldon and Frank P. Weaver. (Westport, Conn: Greenwood Press, 1980. 206 pp.,
$18.95). In 1973, angered by the action of the
legislature in granting enormous pay increases to
elected officials, a group of political amateurs
gathered enough signatures for a successful
referendum in only three weeks . Unfortunately,
one battle does not decide a war, and the final outcome was not so successful.
Ernestine Smutny
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